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Immigration Department
Hong Kong Government

22nd January 2015

Dear Sir,
Complaint of breach of Visa conditions in Hong Kong by persons who were prima facie working here
without valid work visas.
http://www.immd.gov.hk/en/faq/visit-transit.html
1
Regulation 2(1) of the Immigration Regulations (Chapter 115A), Laws of Hong Kong, stipulates
that permission given to a person to land in Hong Kong as a visitor shall be subject to the following
conditions of stay:
he shall not take any employment, whether paid or unpaid;
he shall not establish or join in any business
2
A person permitted to enter Hong Kong as a visitor may generally engage in the following
business-related activities:
.concluding contracts or submitting tenders;
.examining or supervising the installation/packaging of goods or equipment;
.participating in exhibitions or trade fairs (except selling goods or supplying services direct to the general
public, or constructing exhibition booths),
.settling compensation or other civil proceedings;
.participating in product orientation; and
.attending short-term seminars or other business meetings.
1) MSIntelligence
I refer to the attached report on MSIntelligence which was sent by us to the Director of FEHD for
investigation regarding prima facie repeated breaches of specific Summary offences in Hong Kong. As
can be seen in the attachment MSIntell_compl_full.pdf , in the correspondence between Mr Daniel
Touati of MSIntelligence and our organisation, Touati admitted that his company had allegedly over a
period of years, completed several surveys on the ground in Hong Kong by collecting discarded cigarette
packets for analysis. Touati also admitted that his company MSIntelligence was Geneva based and did
not have an Hong Kong office nor staff.
This reveals the following options by way of his written admissions/ reticence: (Touati does not deny
that International Tobacco companies are their employers for the alleged surveys)
a) MSIntelligence staff worked here without valid work visas on more than one occasion.
b) MSIntelligence employed local personnel to carry out the alleged surveys.
c) MSIntelligence contracted with a local company to carry out the surveys
d) MSIntelligence did not perform any such surveys on the ground here
Thus prima facie an investigation by Immigration Department should reveal whether or not
MSIntelligence operated legally or illegally here in conducting the alleged Empty Pack Surveys.
2)
Oxford Economics and ITIC
These two organisations were contracted by Philip Morris International to carry out surveys in Asian
countries including Hong Kong.
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Quote: ‘International Tax and Investment Center and Oxford Economics were contracted by
Philip Morris to study the illegal cigarette market in 14 Asia Pacific region countries’
ITIC Background:
http://www.tobaccotactics.org/index.php/International_Tax_and_Investment_Center

The International Tax and Investment Center (ITIC) was founded in 1993. It claims to be an independent,
nonprofit research and education foundation.[1] The ITIC has offices in Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, the
Philippines, Russia, Ukraine, the United Kingdom and the United States and works in many more
countries around the world. Two years after its inception, the ITIC reported that its principle asset was
in providing its sponsors “a seat at the policy-making table.”[2]
ITIC is funded by major multinational corporations including all of the leading transnational tobacco
companies (TTCs): Philip Morris (PMI), Japan Tobacco International (JTI), British American Tobacco
(BAT), and Imperial Tobacco.[3] Its Board of Directors includes representatives from each of these
companies.[4] In the past, the ITIC has lobbied against tax policies on tobacco and on tackling the illicit
trade in tobacco. More recently, the Center's research has been cited in the debate around plain
packaging
Senior staff of both ITIC and Oxford Economics have by way of self written publicised admission and
photographs, visited Hong Kong, organised and held press conferences to promote their Reports which
were based on the alleged collection work and appraisals done by MSIntelligence; this goes beyond
visiting here for “attending short-term seminars or other business meetings.”
The intent of the alleged research reports is to cast doubt on Hong Kong Government Thematic data on
smoking prevalence with a view to influencing Legco not to increase tobacco taxation, a proven
preventative health measure, nor to consider standardised packaging of tobacco products.
Oxford Economics , the compiler of the reports, had working visits by two members of their senior staff
to publicise and promote their reports, Mr Adrian Cooper and Mr Oliver Salmon.
ITIC had working visits here by two senior members of their staff, Ms Elizabeth Allen and Mr Daniel. A.
Witt.
We doubt that any of the above 4 persons bothered to apply for an Hong Kong work visa and neither
did Philip Morris International , their contracted employer, bother to apply for the relevant work visas
for them.
We provide self explanatory information herewith which reveals their work done and press coverage .
Yours faithfully,

James Middleton
Chairman
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News
10 September 2014
http://www.iticnet.org/news-item/press-conference-held-to-release-new-illicit-tobacco-indicator
Press Conference Held to Release New Illicit Tobacco Indicator
On 9 September in Hong Kong, ITIC, in conjunction with Oxford Economics and Hong Kong United
Against Illicit Tobacco, held a press conference to release the new study, titled, Asia-14: Illicit
Tobacco Indicator 2013. The press conference was attended by over 25 journalists from all of the
major televisions, radio and newspapers in Hong Kong.

From left to right: Mr. Jeff Herbert, former Hong Kong Police Senior Superintendent and Advisor to
Hong Kong United Against Illicit Tobacco; Mr. Daniel Witt, President, ITIC; and Ms. Luisa Tam,
Executive Director, Hong Kong United Against Illicit Tobacco.

From left to right: Mr. Jeff Herbert, former Hong Kong Police Senior Superintendent and Advisor to
Hong Kong United Against Illicit Tobacco; Mr. Oliver Salmon, Senior Economist, Oxford Economics;
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Mr. Daniel Witt, President, ITIC; and Ms. Luisa Tam, Executive Director, Hong Kong United Against
Illicit Tobacco.
The full press release from the event can be viewed here.

http://www.iticnet.org/images/Press%20release%20%28English%29.pdf
http://www.iticnet.org/images/HK%20News%20Covereage%20All-in%2020140910.pdf
Press releases with photos
http://www.iticnet.org/news-item/executive-briefing-on-illicit-tobacco-trade-held-in-hong-kong
9 September 2014
Executive Briefing on Illicit Tobacco Trade held in Hong Kong
On 8 September, ITIC President Daniel Witt spoke at an Executive Briefing on Illicit Tobacco Trade
in Hong Kong. The executive briefing updated participants about the recent ITIC/Oxford Economics
study on illicit tobacco trade, and provided an opportunity to exchange public policy ideas as to how
to more effectively tackle illicit tobacco trade and recoup the revenues lost to organized criminal
groups. This new study is an update and expansion of the previous study released in October last
year, and is becoming a benchmark of illicit tobacco trade in the Asia region.
A copy of the new study, Asia 14: Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2013 will be available on ITIC’s website
shortly.

From left to right: Mr. Oliver Salmon, Senior Economist, Oxford Economics; Mr. Jeff Herbert, former
Hong Kong Police Senior Superintendent and Advisor to Hong Kong United Against Illicit Tobacco;
Mr. Daniel Witt, President, ITIC; Mr. Alan Leong, Legislator, Hong Kong Legislative Council; and Ms.
Luisa Tam, Executive Director, Hong Kong United Against Illicit Tobacco.
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HONG KONG’S ILLEGAL CIGARETTE PROBLEM
AMONG THE WORST IN REGION
02/10/2013

Photo shows (left to right) : Robin Jolly, Elizabeth Allen, Adrian Cooper
A new study reveals over 1 in 3 cigarettes consumed in Hong Kong are illicit
A first of its kind study conducted by Oxford Economics found that in 2012,
approximately 35.9% of cigarettes consumed in Hong Kong were illicit. This amounted
to 1.8 billion illegal cigarettes and cost the Hong Kong government a staggering 3.3
billion HK dollars in lost tax revenues.
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“3.3 billion HK dollars represents a significant loss in foregone taxes for Hong Kong,
revenues that no government can brush off as insignificant”, said Adrian Cooper, Chief
Executive Officer of Oxford Economics. “For example, the lost revenues are enough
to provide the 157,000 working poor families in Hong Kong 20,000 HK dollars income
supplement a year.”
The Asia-11: Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2012 study, conducted by Oxford Economics is
the first quantitative benchmark for governments in the region to track and understand
the illicit tobacco trade problem.
Key drivers of illicit tobacco in Hong Kong include very steep tax increases in 2009 and
2011 which led to further widening of the price disparity of legal cigarettes with those in
the neighboring countries. This provided a strong incentive to well-organized criminal
networks that are quick to exploit an opportunity to make money.
“Avoiding excessive tax increases and building public awareness are key to tackle the
growing demand of illicit tobacco by consumers,” said Elizabeth Allen, Program
Advisor of International Tax and Investment Center, who is an expert in excise taxes
with 35 years of operational and policy experience on excise taxes and previously with
HM Customs and Excise. “The government should consider introducing a balanced
excise policy with regular but moderate tax increases to keep excise tax in pace with
inflation, and at the same time stepping up their efforts in raising public awareness and
enforcement.”
The study found that most illegal cigarettes in Hong Kong are smuggled across the
border from Mainland China. With illicit products accounting for 35.9% of the total
market, it is clear that trans-national, sophisticated criminal networks are behind the
trade.
“Illicit tobacco trade in Hong Kong is a high profit, low risk activity for criminal
syndicates. Criminals are using it as a cash cow,” said Robin Jolly, Convenor of the HK
United Against Illicit Tobacco and former Hong Kong police superintendent. “It is
shameful that criminals can operate with such impunity in broad daylight, distributing
flyers, taking telephone orders and making door to door deliveries of illicit cigarettes.
The government needs to accept the reality of the situation, acknowledge the problem
and step up its efforts to tackle this menace to society
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FOR THE SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR, 1 IN 3
CIGARETTES CONSUMED IN HONG KONG ARE
ILLEGAL
09/09/2014 http://www.stopit.hk/?p=643&lang=en

Photo (left to right) Jeff Herbert, Daniel Witt, Luisa Tam, Oliver Salmon
Despite increased enforcement, illicit tobacco market share at over 30%
Hong Kong remains an illicit tobacco leader in Asia-Pacific
Despite a significant improvement in customs enforcement, for a second consecutive
year, Hong Kong’s illicit cigarettes consumption rate stood at over 30%, costing the
Government HK$3.2 billion in foregone excise tax revenues. And Hong Kong remains
an illicit tobacco leader in the Asia-Pacific region.
The Asia-14: Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2013 (“Asia-14”) found that illicit cigarettes
consumption in Hong Kong was at 33.6% in 2013, a 2.3% drop compared to 2012. The
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study was conducted by UK-based Oxford Economics in partnership with the US-based
International Tax and Investment Center (ITIC).
The study also noted that there were nearly 16,600 reported cases of cigarette
smuggling handled by the Hong Kong Customs & Excise Department, leading to
seizures of illicit cigarettes worth HK$ 222 million, an increase of 15.6% in comparison
to 2012.
“The increased seizures have contributed to a drop of illicit cigarettes consumption and
foregone cigarette excise tax revenue which is a good sign. However, the reality
remains that Hong Kong is still seen as a very lucrative market for the criminals behind
the international trade in illicit cigarettes,” said Daniel A. Witt, President of ITIC.
According to the study, Hong Kong ranks 3rd out of 14 markets studied behind only
Brunei and Malaysia.
“Key drivers of illicit tobacco in the Hong Kong include the excessive tax increases in
2009 and 2011 which directly contributed to high retail price differences with the
neighboring countries, and led to the establishment of well-organized criminal networks
that enable syndicates to make huge money without being sufficiently deterred,” added
Mr. Witt.
“In my 30 years working at the Hong Kong Police Force and in particular nearly 12
years in Criminal Intelligence, the trafficking and distribution of illicit tobacco is a
business dominated by criminal syndicates that are involved in numerous other illegal
activities. The Asia-14 results show that these syndicates have managed to maintain
an illicit tobacco market share of over 30%,” said Jeff Herbert, former Senior
Superintendent with the Hong Kong Police and Advisor of the Hong Kong United
Against Tobacco (HKUAIT).
“The foregone excise tax revenue could have been used, for example, to provide an
extra 3 months supplement to each of some 420,000 elderly receiving old age living
allowance in Hong Kong,” added Mr. Herbert.
Meanwhile, according to a recent survey released by the HKUAIT, illegal tobacco trade
activities were observed in 9 out of 13 retail shops visited in the Chung King Mansion
and visits to the 39 surveyed residential estates in Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and the
New Territories showed 11 had a problem. Most buyers interviewed found it easy to
purchase illicit cigarettes, and the significant price differential between legal and illegal
cigarettes proved to be the single most important factor driving them to the black
market.
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EVENT DETAILS AMCHAM

Joint Chamber Executive Research Briefing on Illicit Tobacco
Trade and How it Affects Hong Kong
http://www.amcham.org.hk/events/eventdetail/1070/-/joint-chamber-executive-research-briefing-on-illicittobacco-trade-and-how-it-affects-hong-kong

First 15-20 minutes is for networking
Sandwiches and beverages included
Hosted by the Trade & Investment Committee
Illicit trade has recently been a topical issue in Hong Kong. This past February, Financial Secretary John
Tsang openly acknowledged the problem in his Budget Speech. In recent weeks, media reported law
enforcement officials making multiple multi-million seizures of illicit goods including drugs, contraband
cigarettes, endangered species, and a wide range of counterfeit goods. Over 1,800 suspected organized
crime members were arrested with the youngest being twelve years old.
Cross border criminal syndicates are often behind illicit cigarette trade. This growing illicit market is
becoming increasingly problematic for Hong Kong. It is a source of violent crime, economic losses, and
counterfeit smuggling. It also poses a threat to Hong Kong’s international reputation as Asia’s World City.
The key to tackle this growing problem includes a good understanding of the scope of the problem, the
forces that drive it and the courage to acknowledge the problem.
Oxford Economics and the International Tax and Investment Center will provide an executive briefing to
chamber members and key stakeholders on their international research on the illicit tobacco issue, and
exchange public policy ideas.
Panelists will share their insights on best practices used to tackle illicit tobacco trade around the world, and
the need for actions by all sectors of society.
Oxford Economics is the world leader in global forecasting and quantitative analysis for business and
government, and the most trusted resource for decision-makers seeking independent thinking and evidencebased research.
The International Tax and Investment Center (ITIC) is a clearinghouse for information on best
practices in taxation and investment policy, and a training center to transfer such know how to improve the
investment climates of transition and developing countries, thereby spurring formation and development of
business and economic prosperity.
Organized in 1993, ITIC is an independent non-profit research and education foundation with offices in
Russia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Jordan, the Philippines, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, and the United
States.
For registration, please click this booking form.
SPEAKER

* Adrian Cooper, Chief Executive Officer, Oxford Economics
* Elizabeth Allen, Program Advisor, International Tax and Investment Center
* Robin Jolly, Convenor, the Hong Kong United Against Illicit Tobacco
Date: Oct 2, 2013
Time: 12:00pm - 02:00pm
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Fees:
Member: HK$100
Non-member: N/A
Venue:
The American Chamber of Commerce in HK
1904 Bank of America Tower
12 Harcourt Road, Central, Hong Kong

Adrian Cooper is responsible for coordinating and managing Oxford Economics’ global economic analysis,
forecasting and consultancy activities, and overseeing its team based in Oxford, London, Belfast, Paris, New
York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Chicago, Miami, Singapore and the UAE. He has led Oxford Economics’
work on a wide array of consultancy projects, ranging from policy advice to government departments in
Europe, the US, Africa and Asia to detailed analysis of the drivers of illicit trade in tobacco and their
implications for tax policy (working extensively with ITIC).
Adrian spent the first seven years of his career with HM Treasury, England. During this time, he worked on
the analysis of tax and other economic policy changes as part of the preparations for the UK Budget. He was
also the coordinator of the government's macroeconomic forecast for two years. Adrian was educated at the
University of Bristol, England, where he gained a first class degree in Economics; and at the London School
of Economics and Political Science, England, where he achieved a distinction in the MSc in Economics and
won the Ely Devons prize for outstanding performance in the degree examinations.

Elizabeth (Liz) Allen, a graduate of Bristol University, has over 35 years of management, operational and
policy experience with Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (UK – HMRC) and previously with HM Customs
and Excise. Her senior civil service positions included responsibility for the Alcohol and Tobacco Fraud
Review, Excise and Inland Customs Compliance Strategy, implementation of the Excise Movement and
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Control System and responsibility for the administration of Environmental Taxes. Liz also worked on
Customs Policy and Prosecutions. She has wide ranging experience in working with colleagues from other
governments and with private sector stakeholders.
Since retiring from HMRC in March 2009, Liz has chaired or been team member of four Major Projects
Authority “Starting Gate” policy delivery reviews across four UK Government Departments.
From September 2010 to June 2011, Liz led a successful EU-funded review of the illicit trade in excisable
products in the Southern African Development Community (SADC). She also facilitated workshops on excise
tax policy, administration and enforcement for senior revenue and customs officials in the SADC region. She
has been an advisor to the Nigeria Customs Service on development of their Strategic Organizational Plan in
2012 and delivered seminars on the Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products to senior officials
in Vietnam and Thailand in 2013.
She is the author of the first edition of “The Illicit Tobacco Trade and How to Tackle It” and the “Guidebook
to the Successful Introduction of a Specific Excise Tax on Alcohol Beverages” both published by ITIC in
2011. Liz has chaired two international anti-illicit trade/shadow economy conferences in 2009 and 2013.
Liz has spoken at many international conferences on excise tax related topics and delivered training on
“Overcoming Administrative Challenges,” “Taxpayer as Customer” and “Strategic Organizational
Development and Implementation” to international senior civil servants.

Robin Jolly is the Convenor of the HK United Against Illicit Tobacco. Robin enjoyed a successful 33-year
career with the Hong Kong Police, serving in a variety of operational posts and senior management roles.

Before joining the Police in 1978, Robin served in the Royal Navy, enlisting as an engineering officer after
winning a coveted scholarship to the Britannia Royal Naval College in Dartmouth. He went on to study
mechanical engineering.

Robin’s frontline commands with the Hong Kong Police included significant work against organized crime and
triad activities in the Kowloon region, including the interdiction of large-scale, illicit copyright and trademark
infringement operations.

Robin is a strong supporter in the fight against illicit tobacco trade.
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SCMP Letters to Editor

12 October 2013
Evidence clean on smugglers' smoking gun
http://www.scmp.com/comment/letters/article/1329866/letters-editor-october-12-2013
On October 2 in Hong Kong, Oxford Economics and the International Tax and Investment Centre (ITIC)
released the Asia-11 Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2012, a first study of its kind in Asia ("One in three HK
cigarettes illegal: study", October 3).
The intention of the study is to help governments in the region set benchmarks in measuring illicit
tobacco trade.
I am writing to make clear on the record that Oxford Economics and ITIC prepared the report
independently and without bias. We enjoyed full academic freedom and editorial control.
We used a similar methodological approach to that of the annual study conducted by KPMG (KPMG
STAR) in the European Union.
The KPMG STAR study has been endorsed by the European Commission's anti-fraud office (OLAF).
Our study found that in 2012, 35.9 per cent of all cigarettes consumed in Hong Kong were illicit. This
amounted to 1.8 billion illegal cigarettes and cost the Hong Kong government a staggering HK$3.3 billion
in lost tax revenues.
This put Hong Kong second in 11 Asian countries surveyed, in illicit consumption (as a total share of
market) behind Brunei, which has a similarly high excise tax rate.
Adrian Cooper, CEO, Oxford Economics, Oxford, England
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Hong Kong Government Food and Health Bureau
Secretary for Food and Health Dr. KO Wing Man, BBS, JP
sfhoffice@fhb.gov.hk 18/F, East Wing, Central Government Offices, Tamar, Hong Kong
c.c.
Miss LAU Lee Kwan, Vivian, JP
Director of Food & Environmental Hygiene dfehoffice@fehd.gov.hk
22nd December 2014
Dear Dr Ko,
I bring to your attention the following crime information, the prosecution of which rests with the FEHD
Department under your control and possible other offences for HK Immigration Dept to pursue.
Big Tobacco seeks to hinder tobacco control measures such as preventative excise tax increases by
whatever means possible. It enlists paid front organisations which it sponsors to try and obtain for Big
Tobacco, a mouthpiece seat at Government negotiating tables worldwide and to undermine tobacco
control efforts by any devious means possible such as these highly doubtful discarded pack surveys.
Self explanatory information from WHO to COP6 delegates on the ITIC Organisation is attached
herewith.
Oxford Economics , a UK company paid by Philip Morris Asia provided the following misleading
information affecting Hong Kong in partnership with
ITIC (International Tax and Investment Center):
http://global.tobaccofreekids.org/files/pdfs/en/IW_ITIC_Alert.pdf
http://www.tobaccotactics.org/index.php/International_Tax_and_Investment_Center
Oxford Economics Reports
http://www.oxfordeconomics.com/asia14
https://s3.amazonaws.com/halopublications/276505/open20140926040700.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJEH775QE2PUYLYDA&Expires=141923
4832&Signature=g2t280I17lLc%2bngpWkMfedtc4Vo%3d

and
http://www.oxfordeconomics.com/Media/Default/landing-pages/asia11/report-asia11-2013.pdf
http://www.pmi.com/eng/tobacco_regulation/illicit_trade/Documents/Asia_11_Illicit_Tobacco_Indicator_2012.pdf

Their aiders and abettors locally are http://www.stopit.hk/?p=643&lang=en
http://www.stopit.hk/?p=627&lang=en
http://www.stopit.hk/?p=521&lang=en
and Philip Morris Asia who continue funding the repeat ‘studies’ which contravene local Summary
Offences legislation.
The website of MSIntelligence shows their methodology used i.e. to allegedly collect discarded empty
packs from public places, then send the packs to MSIntelligence in Geneva to study, who then remit the
packs to their paymasters at the tobacco companies for alleged further study, which we are all supposed
to believe to be true.
You can see from the correspondence with Daniel Touati of MSIntelligence that he is extremely reticent
to reveal to me how his company, which he admits does not have an office nor staff here, could work
legally in Hong Kong to perform these admitted repeat ‘waves’ of collections of 5000 packs per chosen
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neighborhood. This must be investigated by HK Immigration Dept to see if he came and worked here, or
his staff illegally without a work permit to conduct the alleged Empty Pack Collection research. You
should attempt to discover from MSIntelligence / Touati which persons actually committed the work of
collecting the discarded packs on repeat occasions here as admitted by them, without of course
mentioning the offence of ‘picking over rubbish’.
Attached you can find self explanatory correspondence between Clear the Air and Oxford Economics
and Clear the Air and ITIC regarding their report methodology in their claimed collection of discarded
packs. Our queries to date, remain unanswered and are highly relevant since the smoke and mirrors
‘studies’ completely ignored the possible number of packs brought by Mainlanders and other smokers
visiting Hong Kong per year – hence their lack of response.
Also you will find attached a letter sent from Professor TH Lam of HKU Department of Community
Medicine to Oxford Economics and to ITIC. That letter was responded to by D. Witt of ITIC and a copy is
attached herewith.
In his reply letter Witt stated that ITIC/Oxford relied on data provided by a study survey company
‘MSIntelligence’ based in Geneva. The following pages show information about MSIntelligence.
You will also find self explanatory correspondence .
It is obvious that these offences took place in the past so we do not expect to see FEHD staff running
out to try and find the perpetrators (as happened on a previous complaint we made).
A Government investigation with the parties listed should reveal what actually took place and over what
period of time and by whom (if at all). There is no doubt they will have used local personnel to do the
collection work and these need to be identified and prosecuted as found. Whilst the Summary Offences
charge carries only a low fine, it also carries an imprisonment penalty which could be used in repeat
offences and to legally prevent such scam ‘Empty Pack Studies’ happening here again, using this EPS
modus operandi .
Yours sincerely,

James Middleton
Chairman
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http://directory.esomar.org/country168_Switzerland/r108_MSIntelligence.php?id=108

MSINTELLIGENCE
For over a decade MSIntelligence™ diagnostic surveys have provided actionable, high-quality data to industry
leaders, government agencies, regulatory organizations and NGOs. With operatives based in Switzerland
(HQ), Czech Republic, Indonesia, Israel, Jordan and Columbia, MSIntelligence™ has executed over 500
surveys in 80 nations. We pride ourselves on our dynamic intelligence structure, extensive local knowledge,
diligent fieldwork and strict quality control processes. Our surveys target issues relating to brand integrity,
market analysis and diagnostics.
Tobacco industry leaders and government agencies rely upon MSIntelligence™ diagnostic market surveys to
quantify, locate, analyze and understand cross-border trade, contraband and counterfeit activity.
MSIntelligence™ proprietary diagnostic survey methodology enables clients to
•Analyze consumption trends in relation to demographic and geographic data
•Study brand and variant reference in a given market(s) or location(s)
•Provide reporting and analysis tools to improve strategic decision making
•Gain better performance within distribution channels and improve revenues
•Develop effective, focused responses to illicit trade and tax avoidance

COMMERCIAL AFFILIATIONS ICC-BASCAP; BPIntelliGroup

RESEARCH CONDUCTED IN:

Regions:


Africa



Asia (Pacific)



Asia (Australasia)



America (Central)



America (Caribbean)



Europe (Central/Eastern)

Countries:
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Regions:


America (South)



Middle East



America (North)



Europe

Countries:

(Northern/Western)


Worldwide

CONTACTS:
16 Rue du Roveray
1207 Geneva
Switzerland
Phone: +41 22 8495201
Fax: +41 22 8495202
E-mail info@msintelligence.com
Website www.msintelligence.com
http://tel.local.ch/en/d/Geneve/1207/MSI-MARKET-SURVEY-INTELLIGENCE-SARLbSwCppyliJCVAitkij16kQ?where=Rue+Du-Roveray+16%2C+1207+Geneva
Key people
Daniel Touati
Raoul Setrouk
Tami Vansover
Regis Derhy
Betty Zuccon
ESOMAR Member
Daniel Touati
Full Service Agency
Founded in: 2001
Employees: 55
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MSIntelligence’s Daniel Touati’s own company WSPM is based in Israel: (looks like a subcontractor)
Worldwide Special Projects Management WSPM Worldwide Special Projects Management Ltd (WSPM) is a
multidisciplinary global consulting firm comprised of experienced professionals specializing in the many aspects
of strategic intelligence for security and civilian purposes, and provides security and intelligence solutions for
private, business and governmental sectors.
The firm consists of experienced, professional personnel within multiple branches, focusing on diverse security
aspects, such as specializing in consulting on security subject, intellectual property (IP) investigations, training
and consulting for security professionals and more.
Address: P.O. Box 4016. Hertzlia Pituah 46140, Israel
Phone: 972-9-9545404 Fax: 972-9-9542162 Email: infosi@wspm.org
Web Site: www.wspm.org

(oops! Site is Not working)
W.S.P.M Ltd. Worldwide Special Projects Management Company Center
Daniel Touati
email

visit website

back to previous page

Contact details

8 Hamenofim St., Beit Ofek, P.O.Box 4016
Herzeliya Pituah 46140, Israel
Israel
Phone : 972-9-9545404

Security Consultancy & Military Materials Supply - Security & Safety Training Institute - IntelliDesk
Intelligent Information Platform - Focused Intelligence Market Surveys - Intellectual Property (IP)
Consultants

Meanwhile MSIntelligence is just one, amongst other companies based at the same Geneva office with
Mr Raoul Setrouk as the managing partner of all the varied companies:
Swiss Company registration number with link to Swiss Govt website:

MSIntelligence MSI Market Survey Intelligence Sàrl à Genève, Société à responsabilité limitée,
CHE-109.067.063, CH-660.1.134.001-6
Raoul Setrouk, Director

French citizen
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http://databot.ch/Raoul-Setrouk-Frankreich-P1160286.html
Raoul Setrouk - his other registered companies

His Origin: Heimatort
His Current residence: Wohnort

Frankreich /France
Genève/ Geneva

Name
Raoul Setrouk
Origin: Heimatort
Frankreich
France Current resides: Wohnort Genève Geneva

Handelsregister /Busniess register
Publikationen 6
Neueste Pub. 15.08.2011

Latest combination
Profilzusammensetzung
·8




Raoul Setrouk, von Frankreich, in Netanya, ISRael
Raoul Setrouk, von Frankreich, in Genève
Raoul Setrouk, von Frankreich, in Netanya, IL

Aktive Beteiligungen Setrouk‘s current active companies
·5


CHF 19'000.00 ( Paid up capital) SPRINGMEDIA Sàrl (Company name)
in Genève (Geneva)



CHF 20'000.00 MSIntelligence MSI Market Survey Intelligence Sàrl
in Genève



CHF 23'000.00 COMTECH LAND SARL
in Genève



CHF 2'000.00 Swiss Medical Implant SARL
in Genève



CHF 19'000.00 BRANDS PROFILERS NETWORK Sàrl
in Genève

Aktive Geschäftsleitungsmandate (Business directorships)
·1


Swiss Medical Implant SARL
in Genève
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Personenverbindungen (Personal connections)
99000102030405060708091011121314 COMTECH LAND SARL MSIntelligence MSI Market
Survey ...BRANDS PROFILERS NETWORK Sàrl SPRINGMEDIA Sàrl Swiss Medical Implant
SARLassocié, gérantassocié, gérantassocié, gérantassocié, gérant Gesellschafter Präsident der
Geschäftsführung

Neueste SHAB Publikationen Latest publications
·6
SHAB Nr. 156 vom 15.08.2011 | Publ. 6295538 SHAB PDF 6295538
Swiss Medical Implant SARL, à Genève, rue Du-Roveray 16, 1207 Genève, CH-6602191011-6. Nouvelle société à responsabilité limitée. Statuts du 03.08.2011.
But:importation, exportation, distribution, fabrication, marketing, consulting,
commercialisation et tout ce qui se rapporte aux implants dentaires (cf. statuts pour but
complet). Obligation de fournir des prestations accessoires, droits de préférence, de
préemption ou d'emption: pour les détails, voir les statuts. Les modalités de transfert des
parts sociales dérogent à la loi selon les statuts. Capital:CHF 20'000. Organe de
publication:Feuille Officielle Suisse du Commerce. Communication aux associés:par
lettre recommandée. Associés:Setrouk Raoul, de France, à Genève, pour 2 parts de CHF
15. 1'000, Allouche Franck, de France, à Paris, F, pour 9 parts de CHF 1'000, et Haddad
Aug. Michel, de France, à Fontenay-sous-Bois, F, pour 9 parts de CHF 1'000. Gérant:l'associé
2011 Setrouk Raoul, avec signature individuelle; les autres associés n'exercent pas la
signature sociale. Selon déclaration du 03.08.2011, il est renoncé à un contrôle restreint.
SHAB Nr. 156 vom 15.08.2011 | Publ. 6295538 SHAB PDF 6295538
Swiss Medical Implant SARL, à Genève, rue Du-Roveray 16, 1207 Genève, CH-6602191011-6. Nouvelle société à responsabilité limitée. Statuts du 03.08.2011.
But:importation, exportation, distribution, fabrication, marketing, consulting,
commercialisation et tout ce qui se rapporte aux implants dentaires (cf. statuts pour but
complet). Obligation de fournir des prestations accessoires, droits d Alles anzeigen
Gesamten SHAB-Eintrag anzeigen
SHAB Nr. 79 vom 25.04.2007 | Publ. 3901772 SHAB PDF 3901772
25. SPRINGMEDIA Sàrl, à Genève, rue Du-Roveray 16, CH-660-0939007-8. Nouvelle
April société à responsabilité limitée. Statuts du 16.04.2007. But:étude, réalisation, intégration
2007 et gestion de solutions dans le domaine des nouvelles technologies et de l'ingénierie,
notamment dans le secteur Internet Télécommunications (IT); création et exploitation de
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concepts innovateurs IT; conseils et services dans les domaines de l'informatique, du
multimédia et de la communication, notamment logistique de commercialisation de
services Internet. Capital:CHF 20'000. Associés:Setrouk
Raoul
, de France, à Genève, pour une part de CHF 19'000, et Zuccon Adalberta, de Kiesen, à
Genève, pour une part de CHF 1'000. Gérant:l'associé Setrouk Raoul avec signature
individuelle; l'autre associé n'exerce pas la signature sociale. Organe de
publication:Feuille Officielle Suisse du Commerce. Weniger
SHAB Nr. 79 vom 25.04.2007 | Publ. 3901772 SHAB PDF 3901772
SPRINGMEDIA Sàrl, à Genève, rue Du-Roveray 16, CH-660-0939007-8. Nouvelle
société à responsabilité limitée. Statuts du 16.04.2007. But:étude, réalisation, intégration
et gestion de solutions dans le domaine des nouvelles technologies et de l'ingénierie,
notamment dans le secteur Internet Télécommunications (IT); création et exploitation de
concepts innovateurs IT; conseils et services dans l Alles anzeigen
Gesamten SHAB-Eintrag anzeigen
SHAB Nr. 53 vom 16.03.2007 | Publ. 3843250 SHAB PDF 3843250
MSI MARKET SURVEY INTELLIGENCE SARL, à Genève, CH-660-1134001-6,
16. étude et analyse d'un point de vue technique, statistique, économique, etc. (FOSC du
März 18.07.2003, p. 7). Nouvelle raison sociale: MSIntelligence MSI Market Survey
2007 Intelligence Sàrl. Statuts modifiés le 07.03.2007. Ulmann Thierry n'est plus gérant; ses
pouvoir sont radiés. L'associé-gérant Setrouk Raoul maintenant domicilié à Genève.
Gesamten SHAB-Eintrag anzeigen
SHAB Nr. 218 vom 09.11.2005 | Publ. 3095220 SHAB PDF 3095220
BRANDS PROFILERS NETWORK Sàrl, à Genève, rue Du-Roveray 16, CH-6602398005-7. Nouvelle société à responsabilité limitée. Statuts du 31.10.2005. But:conseil
et assistance auprès d'entreprises privées et publiques, ainsi qu'édition d'ouvrages.
Capital:CHF 20'000. Associés:Setrouk Raoul

09.
Nov.
2005 , de France, à Genève, pour une part de CHF 19'000, et Zuccon Adalberta, de Kiesen, à
Genève, pour une part de CHF 1'000. Gérant:l'associé Setrouk Raoul avec signature
individuelle; l'autre associé n'exerce pas la signature sociale. Organe de
publication:Feuille Officielle Suisse du Commerce. Weniger
SHAB Nr. 218 vom 09.11.2005 | Publ. 3095220 SHAB PDF 3095220
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BRANDS PROFILERS NETWORK Sàrl, à Genève, rue Du-Roveray 16, CH-6602398005-7. Nouvelle société à responsabilité limitée. Statuts du 31.10.2005. But:conseil
et assistance auprès d'entreprises privées et publiques, ainsi qu'édition d'ouvrages.
Capital:CHF 20'000. Associés:Setrouk Raoul, de France, à Genève, pour une part de
CHF 19'000, et Zuccon Adalberta, de Kiesen, à Genève, pour une part
Gesamten SHAB-Eintrag anzeigen (Show all)
SHAB Nr. 136 vom 18.07.2003 | Publ. 1090246 SHAB PDF 1090246
MSI MARKET SURVEY INTELLIGENCE SARL, à Chêne-Bourg, services
administratifs nécessaires à la gestion d'un bureau (FOSC du 23.07.2002, p. 7). Nouveau
siège: Genève, rue Du-Roveray 16. Nouveau but: étude et analyse d'un point de vue
technique, statistique, économique, juridique et politique des différents marchés
18. Juli
internationaux de produits de grande consommation pour rédiger confidentiellement des
2003
rapports d'expertise à ce sujet. McEvoy Anthony n'est plus associé ni gérant; ses
pouvoirs sont radiés et sa part de CHF 2'000 a été cédée à l'associé-gérant Setrouk
Raoul, dont la part est ainsi portée de CHF 18'000 à CHF 20'000. Statuts modifiés le
22.05.2003. Nouveau gérant:Ulmann Thierry, de Genève, à Chêne-Bougeries, avec
signature individuelle.
http://www.zefix.ch/zfxcgi/hrform.cgi/hraPage?alle_eintr=on&pers_sort=original&pers_num=0&language=4&col_width=366&amt=007Registered Address

The registered address is the legal headquarters or head office of a company. In case of legal disputes, for instance,
the registered address determines the court of jurisdiction.
Rue Du-Roveray 16 1207 Genève GE, CH

Company name:
MSIntelligence (MSI) Sarl
http://www.zefix.ch/zfx-cgi/hrform.cgi/hraPage?alle_eintr=on&pers_sort=original&pers_num=0&language=4&col_width=366&amt=007

http://directory.esomar.org/country168_Switzerland/r108_MSIntelligence.php?id=108
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This is Whoisology's most current reverse whois lookup for the domain
name bpcouncil.com. https://whoisology.com/archive_8/bpcouncil.com
bpcouncil.com

Click any of the fields to find additional domains connected to bpcouncil.com.

Admin Contact
The Admin Contact is the person
or organization who controls the domain.
Name Raoul Setrouk
Org. Ste MSI

(4) (-1)

(23) (-4)

Email 77d9d1229f3b7be98c6598e0ce8731
Street 1 16, rue du Roveray
Street 2
City GENEVE
Region

(7) (-1)

(7) (-1)

(10,964) (+665)

-

(11,240) (+851)
Country SWITZERLAND (1,065,682) (+317,977)
Phone 41228495201 (7) (-1)
Fax 41228495202 (7) (-1)

Zip / Post 1207

Connected Domains
These are domain names connected to the email address
77d9d1229f3b7be98c6598e0ce87314f-sm959@contact.gandi.net
msi-service.com
bpcouncil.com
msintelligence.com
msintelligence.net
msintelligence.org
msintelligence.info
msintelligence.biz
Click here to see more domains connected to
77d9d1229f3b7be98c6598e0ce87314f-sm959@contact.gandi.net
February 14, 2008]
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IP Lawyers Find Home at BPCouncil.com
Virtual brand protection/IP

community is one-stop source for IP lawyers and clients

Geneva - Searching for the latest IP legislation or current USPTO regulations? Seeking updates on patent news, trademark
disputes, or industry events? Scouting for opportunities to share your knowledge with brand protection professionals? Looking to
connect with IP experts, global organizations, or colleagues? Now IP lawyers and clients can find all these and more with just one
click: http://www.bpcouncil.com
The recently launched virtual community provides a vast array of information, tools and resources for legal professionals in the
brand protection and IP law practice. It's an advantage that they can leverage three ways:
� Finding information on a whole range of brand protection issues helps enhance their job performance and careers.
� Posting information or content enables them to share their knowledge, product,
service or event info, thus showcasing their expertise and organization to the
diverse BPCommunity.
� Making global connections with BP/IP practitioners expands their business networks
As BPMembers, legal professionals find useful insights into various laws, regulations, legal precedents and recent court cases in
BPBriefs. Discover the latest articles, reports and whitepapers from legal experts, service providers and industry pioneers in
Research Room. Get answers to legal, technical, ethical or business questions from Ask the Expert. Find more than 500 product
and service providers in our extensive professional directories. Learn who's who in the brand protection and IP arena in Player
Profiles. Get updates on current and future law events and conferences at BPCalendar. Know what others are saying about recent
legal issues in BPBlogs.
BPMembers can also post their branded content on bpcouncil.com and participate in an open dialog with knowledgeable and
experienced colleagues.
And BPMembers are in good company. The legal community is well represented in BPCouncil. Lisa Lovell and David Mirchin are
among the legal experts who've contributed content to BPCouncil.com.
Jodi Joseph, BPCouncil director, said, "The legal community is a critical voice in the brand protection conversation. And BPCouncil
looks forward to providing them with a global platform from which they can be heard."
* * * * http://satellite.tmcnet.com/news/2008/02/14/3270309.htm
About BPCouncil http//:www.bpcouncil.com
The BPCouncil , a member of the BPIntelligroup, is a dynamic virtual community dedicated to brand protection and intellectual
property professionals addressing a wide spectrum of issues: technological advancements, legal developments, market leaders and
more. In addition, we provide members with direct access to comprehensive resources, networking tools and commercial

opportunities.

FACT: THE SAID MSINTELLIGENCE COMPANY BY WAY OF ADMISSION OF ITS EMPTY PACK
COLLECTION METHODOLOGY HAS COMMITTED REPEAT OFFENCES IN HONG KONG ; MOREOVER IT
INCRIMNATES PHILIP MORRIS INTERNATIONAL, ITIC AND OXFORD ECONOMICS WHO PRIMA FACIE
AIDED AND ABETTED THE COMMISION OF THESE REPEATED OFFENCES ,namely:
SUMMARY OFFENCES ORDINANCE - SECT 4 Nuisances committed in public places, etc.
Nuisances and miscellaneous offences
Any person who without lawful authority or excuse(32) rakes or picks over any refuse deposited in or upon any public place, vacant land or refuse depot, or in any
dust bin, dust box, dust basket or dust cart standing in or upon any public place, vacant land or refuse depot, or
removes any portion of any refuse so deposited, shall be liable to a fine of $500 or to imprisonment for 3 months.
http://www.hklii.org/hk/legis/en/ord/228/s4.html
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It is also likely that Stopit HK aided and abetted in the illegal empty pack surveys:
http://www.stopit.hk/?p=643

http://www.msintelligence.com/services_gms.asp

Analyzing the Performance of a
Manufacturer or Brand
With MSIntelligence™’s General Market Survey (GMS), a manufacturer can understand consumer consumption for a
particular brand or group of products. This type of market survey focuses on providing complete picture of a
geographical area of any size, from a group of neighborhoods or region to an entire country.
The GMS provides manufacturers with samples for analysis that indicate the extent of illicit cigarettes including local
market brand variants, tax-paid products from other countries, duty free and counterfeit products. The data collected
supports strategic and tactical decision-making. Furthermore, when surveys are repeated periodically, they provide
important indicators about brand stability over time.
To execute General Market Surveys, MSIntelligence™ collects data using a combination of methods to best meet the
clients needs. MSIntelligence™ has pioneered two field data collection methods:
Empty Discarded Packs Collection: Collection of empty discarded packs (EDP) using a proprietary, strictly monitored
process

Mystery Shopper: Purchasing full packs of cigarettes via official and unofficial distribution channels
As the GMS is conducted, manufacturers receive samples of empty discarded packs and/or full packs for their own
analysis. MSIntelligence™ supplies comprehensive computerized data including primary analysis of the survey
outputs. GMS data gives manufacturers a powerful tool to address fraud, map brand presence in both official and
unofficial channels, enhance marketing and sales, and improve cooperation with regulatory agencies.
MSIntelligence™ also provides brand or product-specific surveys designed to meet the unique requirements of a
myriad of industries.

We comment: MSIntelligence admitted repeated Empty Pack Survey waves here – this act, seemingly
unbeknown to them is an offence under Hong Kong laws
SUMMARY OFFENCES ORDINANCE - SECT 4 Nuisances committed in public places, etc.
Nuisances and miscellaneous offences
Any person who without lawful authority or excuse(32) rakes or picks over any refuse deposited in or upon any public place, vacant land or refuse depot, or in any
dust bin, dust box, dust basket or dust cart standing in or upon any public place, vacant land or refuse depot, or
removes any portion of any refuse so deposited, shall be liable to a fine of $500 or to imprisonment for 3 months.
http://www.hklii.org/hk/legis/en/ord/228/s4.html
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SELF EXPLANATORY CORRESPONDENCE WITH MSINTELLIGENCE’S MR DANIEL TOUATI
From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: 15 December, 2014 05:07 PM
To: 'daniel.touati@msintelligence.com.readnotify.com'
Subject: RE: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp

Dear Daniel
I look forward to their contact
They can perhaps meantime advise you of you legal status here and the Laws of Hong Kong regarding
your admitted repeat work carried on here
You should ask your lawyers whether your work and modus operandi were legal or not under Hong Kong
law
Meanwhile you can expect contact from HKG Govt sources
Your ‘private’ non peer reviewed information provided to Oxford / ITIC was used by them in their
reports which seemingly tend to seek to influence Govt policy on tobacco control and tobacco taxation
Article 5.3 of the FCTC Treaty applies – you should read it
http://www.who.int/fctc/guidelines/adopted/article_5_3/en/
James

From: Daniel [mailto:daniel.touati@msintelligence.com]
Sent: 15 December, 2014 03:50 PM
To: 'James Middleton'
Cc: bettcherd@who.int
Subject: RE: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp

Dear James,
Again, (and probably for the last time) we don't hide anything, but as a private company we don't have
to share all our "way of doing business" (as hiring subcontractors, whom and from where) with anyone.
You are maybe connected to some local competitors ??
The only one that we have to give all details are our clients who are checking all our methodology,
including all the legal aspects, as I wrote you we were audited by KPMG and SGS…But you keep and
push.
We have (very expensive) lawyers in HK taking care of all the registration and legal aspects, they might
be in touch with you in the beginning of 2015 (I transferred them our correspondences).
Meanwhile I wish you a Merry Christmas and happy new year,
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Daniel

From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: Monday, December 15, 2014 9:19 AM
To: 'Daniel'
Cc: bettcherd@who.intSubject: RE: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp

Dear Daniel,
Your alleged collection of discarded cigarette packets is not verifiable
You refuse to reveal who supposedly collected them despite repeat requests
As an NGO Charity of long standing since 1997 we kept an open mind when reading the Oxford
Economics report revealed in public by Stopit HK and sought information as to the details of their
information source
ITIC revealed MSIntelligence as the information source but as you said, you have no presence here in
Hong Kong, yet you manage to work here according to what you have said.
The Oxford/ ITIC report, based on your information, casts serious doubt on the credibility of HKG
Government smoking prevalence statistics
It is therefore highly relevant to find out the details of the alleged collection method including the
verifiable identity of the persons who allegedly collected the discarded packs
If the said collection was above board and legally conducted, there should be no problem in the
revelation of the collector company / personnel data so we can verify that the work was actually done
and by whom.
However despite repeat requests you fail to provide this relevant information - which implies you
seemingly have something to hide.
It therefore seems we must refer this matter to several relevant HKG Government departments for
further investigation into this matter.
We will also refer the matter to Legco through our Clear the Air Hon Secretary who is a current
incumbent Legco member representing the Legal Constituency.
James
From: Daniel [mailto:daniel.touati@msintelligence.com]
Sent: 15 December, 2014 02:39 PM
To: 'James Middleton'
Subject: RE: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp

Dear James,
I think I was very patient and polite in my replies to you and my explanations, I tried to be positive and
cooperative.
Even being a private entity not owning you anything , I intended to be transparent and cooperative.
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Your last mail is full of fake assumptions and attacks and false charges not very positive and I THINK
THAT IT REVEALS YOUR REAL PREJUDICES AND YOUR REAL OBJECTS AND GOALS.
Why should I waste my time to cooperate and reply with this attitude from your side ?
Daniel
From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: Monday, December 15, 2014 1:46 AM
To: Daniel
Subject: FW: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp

Daniel,
In the absence of a reply from you demonstrating proof that local Hong Kong persons were employed to
collect packs we must presume that no such survey actually took place and all your proclaimed results
are bogus. Likewise in other countries where you claim to have similar results given the reticence to
truthfully disclose the full modus operandi.
In Hong Kong, employing local people requires that you pay them and report their earnings to the local
tax authorities and that you have a local representative registered office based here to trade. You are
also obliged to contribute to the Mandatory Provident Fund Scheme. You allege that MSIntelligence
supervised (more than once) the recruited collectors – since you have no local company setup here how
could you possibly supervise them when you are not legally present here ?
In order for an overseas company to operate here the company would need a registered office and we
cannot find one registered.
https://www.icris.cr.gov.hk/csci/login_i.do?loginType=iguest
MSIntelligence or Market Survey Intelligence are not registered here
In order for your overseas staff to supervise local workers they would need to have a work visa issued by
the Immigration Department. I doubt such exist. Hence of any of your staff actually came here to
‘supervise’ i.e. ‘work’ they would be working illegally.
Was that the case that your staff worked illegally here and illegally employed local workers or the
whole claimed event was in fact, a sham and merely ‘smoke and mirrors’?
Your only legal option would have been to employ a local company such as Ipsos to do the collection
work for you but you would still need a work visa in order to ‘supervise’ them.
James Middleton
Chairman
Clear the Air NGO
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From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: 09 December, 2014 05:52 AM
To: 'Daniel'
Subject: RE: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp

But who are they ? are they employed by a local company if so which one ?
What do they do when they are not collecting packets ?
From: Daniel [mailto:daniel.touati@msintelligence.com]
Sent: 08 December, 2014 04:45 PM
To: 'James Middleton'
Subject: RE: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp

You are right that the choice of the collectors is crucial.
Be sure that as a (serious) International Market Survey company we are aware of that and recruit, train,
check and supervise our collectors.
All of them are skilled, after special training , after Methodology study and examinations, …and
supervised during all the process witch is documented step by step .
From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: Sunday, December 07, 2014 1:47 PM
To: 'Daniel'
Subject: RE: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp

Our NGO is about all forms of clean air
http://news.cleartheair.org.hk/
but who are the collectors in Hong Kong? Are they unemployed triad members or are they employees of
a PR company ?
who employs them and who recruits them and by what method ? newspaper adverts ?
what do they do for a living when they are not subcontracted to MSI
where do they work
how trustworthy are they
without information on the credibility of the collectors the study is worthless
etc
From: Daniel [mailto:daniel.touati@msintelligence.com]
Sent: 07 December, 2014 03:59 PM
To: 'James Middleton'
Subject: RE: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp
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Dear James,
Can you please tell me a little more about your NGO.
MSIntelligence is the leading market Survey agency for EDPs surveys (Empty Discarded Packs) in the
world with more than 13 years of experience. We handled till now more than 850 EDPs surveys
worldwide, with our own collectors, analysts, using technologies and data bases we developed.
We do read Chines, we know exactly how to analyze every pack – worldwide, and to define if it is
Domestic or not, when not Domestic to witch market it was intended ("market variant") and we know
much – much more about each single collected pack (as date and place of fabrication, intended market,
tax paid yes/no, legal / illegal in the specific country, genuine or counterfeited, state stamp matching the
pack, etc…etc…). We are conducting such survey in all Asia, including HK and China (mainland) – that is
not our first survey in HK…
Our Methodology is proven and recognized by the academy, by cigarettes manufacturers, Audited by
SGS and KPMG, our results are recognized and used for official reports as "The Project Star EU report"
and others.
Our collectors are both local and from neighboring countries, supervised by MSIntelligence supervisors,
using specific Intelligence and Routing kits, specific sampling based on predefined city / sectors /
neighborhoods, our analysts, laboratories and data bases are the state of art and using most recent
technologies.
We remit to our client the final data sheets together with all the collected packs, then a second analyses
is done by the manufacturers labs to define witch pack is counterfeit.
I hope I replied to all your questions,
Best regards,
Daniel
From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: Saturday, December 06, 2014 7:32 AM
To: 'Daniel'
Subject: RE: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp

Hello Daniel,
We are a volunteer local NGO
We read the Oxford Economics report 2014 regarding alleged illicit tobacco trade here
The Oxford figures place severe pressure on the veracity of Government smoking figures
We heard MSIntelligence did the study and examination of gathered packs
We wanted to contact MSintelligence HK office to ask them more details hence our query to the email
address provided
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However we found no MSintelligence listed with local telecom companies
So who actually collected the packs in Hong Kong ? was it a company or staff employed remotely by
MSintelligence ? We would like to follow up with the collection party locally.
Were the collected packs then shipped by the actual collection company to MSintelligence?
If so were all the packs kept as evidence ? if not what happened to them ?
How does MSintelligence vet whether the packs are genuine or fake or DNP ?
Do you have any Chinese speakers who could read Chinese packs ?
Kind regards
James Middleton
From: Daniel [mailto:daniel.touati@msintelligence.com]
Sent: 05 December, 2014 09:54 PM
To: 'James Middleton'
Subject: RE: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp

Hello James,
We don't have offices in every country…
Do you need something specific ?
(We do act in China and HK but from other countries where we do have representation)
Daniel
From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: Friday, December 05, 2014 3:34 PM
To: info@msintelligence.com
Subject: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp

Where is your Hong Kong /China Office ?
You are not listed in the local phonebook
Rgds
James
http://www.msintelligence.com/company_overview.asp
About MSIntelligence™

Founded in 2001, MSIntelligence™ (Market Survey Intelligence) is a private company with
headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. MSIntelligence™ specializes in market research, and has
pioneered the discipline of Diagnostic Market Surveys for Global Brand Protection.
MSIntelligence™ has executed over 700 market surveys in over 70 countries. Specialized in the
tobacco industry, MSIntelligence™ has a number of ongoing yearly contracts with leading
multinational companies. MSIntelligence™ has offices and representatives on every continent,
enabling rapid response to the needs of clients around the world.
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Our multidisciplinary team represents dozens of years of professional experience in a variety of
fields. MSIntelligence™ includes market research specialists, intelligence community veterans,
senior FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods) traders, and tobacco experts. A dedicated R&D team
designs creative new intelligence methods and tests them in the field.
Today, more and more industries are benefiting from MSIntelligence™’s groundbreaking methods
and dedicated service.
http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp
http://www.msintelligence.com/services_tba.asp

Track and Trace information on emails sent to Daniel Touati show he is based in Israel

86% probability that this location is accurate
To

daniel.touati@msintelligence.com

From

dynamco@netvigator.com

86% probability that this location is accurate

Subject

RE: : http://www.msintelligence.com/contact.asp

Sent on

15-Dec-14 at 17:07:47pm 'Asia/Hong_Kong' time

1st Open

15-Dec-14 at 17:15:02pm +08:00

(86%) Rosh Haayin, HaMerkaz, Israel

Tracking Details
Opened
Opened

15-Dec-14 at 17:15:02pm (UTC +08:00) - 7mins15secs after sending

Location

Rosh Haayin, HaMerkaz, Israel (86% likelihood)

Opened on

2-54-149-105¸orange¸net¸il (2¸54¸149¸105:34016)

Language

of recipient's PC: en-us (English/United States)

Browser
used by recipient: Moz/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 8_1_2 like Mac OS X)
AppleWebKit/600.1.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/12B440
Last log
No more activity after 15-Dec-14 at 17:15:50pm (UTC +08:00) - Log data indicates
email was read for at least 48secs (approx.)

Forwarded/opened on different computer

5, A Kung Ngam Village Road - Shaukeiwan, Hong Kong www.cleartheair.org.hk

Opened

16-Dec-14 at 02:11:52am (UTC +08:00) - 9hours4mins5secs after sending

Location

Paris, Ile-de-France, France (86% likelihood)

Opened on

110¸26¸90¸92¸rev¸sfr¸net (92¸90¸26¸110:14516)

Link clicked
http://www.who.int/fctc/guidelines/adopted/article_5_3/en/ (16-Dec-14 at 02:12:24am
(UTC +08:00))
Browser
used by recipient: Moz/4.0 (MSIE 7.0; WinNT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; SLCC2; .NET
CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; BRI/1; .NET4.0C;
InfoPath.3; .NET4.0E; MALC; Microsoft Outlook 14.0.7113; ms-office; MSOffice 14)
Last log
No more activity after 16-Dec-14 at 02:12:24am (UTC +08:00) - Log data indicates
email was read for at least 32secs (approx.)

Re-Opened (by earlier reader #1)
Link Clicked

18-Dec-14 at 15:44:59pm (UTC +08:00) - 2days22hours37mins12secs after sending

Location

Haifa, Hefa, Israel (43% likelihood)

Re-Opened (by earlier reader #2)
Opened

18-Dec-14 at 20:18:08pm (UTC +08:00) - 3days3hours10mins21secs after sending

Location

Haifa, Hefa, Israel (86% likelihood)

Opened on

(212¸143¸139¸187:50697)

Browser
used by recipient: Moz/4.0 (MSIE 7.0; WinNT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; SLCC2; .NET
CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; BRI/1; .NET4.0C;
InfoPath.3; .NET4.0E; MALC; Microsoft Outlook 14.0.7113; ms-office; MSOffice 14)
Last log
No more activity after 18-Dec-14 at 20:22:45pm (UTC +08:00) - Log data indicates
email was read for at least 4mins37secs (approx.)

Re-Opened (by earlier reader #2)
Opened

18-Dec-14 at 20:52:44pm (UTC +08:00) - 3days3hours44mins57secs after sending

Location

Haifa, Hefa, Israel (86% likelihood)

Opened on

(212¸143¸139¸187:51051)

5, A Kung Ngam Village Road - Shaukeiwan, Hong Kong www.cleartheair.org.hk

Browser
used by recipient: Moz/4.0 (MSIE 7.0; WinNT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; SLCC2; .NET
CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; BRI/1; .NET4.0C;
InfoPath.3; .NET4.0E; MALC; Microsoft Outlook 14.0.7113; ms-office; MSOffice 14)

Re-Opened (by earlier reader #2)
Link Clicked

18-Dec-14 at 21:18:40pm (UTC +08:00) - 3days4hours10mins53secs after sending

Location

Haifa, Hefa, Israel (86% likelihood)

Opened on

(212¸143¸139¸187:51188)

Link clicked
+08:00))

https://www.icris.cr.gov.hk/csci/login_i.do?loginType=iguest (18-Dec-14 at 21:18:40pm (UTC

FixIP IL

Browser
used by recipient: Moz/4.0 (MSIE 7.0; WinNT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; SLCC2; .NET
CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; BRI/1; .NET4.0C;
InfoPath.3; .NET4.0E; MALC; Microsoft Outlook 14.0.7113; ms-office; MSOffice 14)
Last log
No more activity after 18-Dec-14 at 21:26:28pm (UTC +08:00) - Log data indicates
email was read for at least 7mins48secs (approx.)

Re-Opened (by earlier reader #2)
Opened

18-Dec-14 at 21:48:57pm (UTC +08:00) - 3days4hours41mins10secs after sending

Location

Haifa, Hefa, Israel (86% likelihood)

Opened on

(212¸143¸139¸187:52058) FixIP IL

Browser
used by recipient: Moz/4.0 (MSIE 7.0; WinNT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; SLCC2; .NET
CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; BRI/1; .NET4.0C;
InfoPath.3; .NET4.0E; MALC; Microsoft Outlook 14.0.7113; ms-office; MSOffice 14)

Re-Opened (by earlier reader #2)
Opened

18-Dec-14 at 23:09:44pm (UTC +08:00) - 3days6hours1min57secs after sending

Location

Haifa, Hefa, Israel (86% likelihood)

Opened on

(212¸143¸139¸187:52393)

FixIP Israel

5, A Kung Ngam Village Road - Shaukeiwan, Hong Kong www.cleartheair.org.hk

Browser
used by recipient: Moz/4.0 (MSIE 7.0; WinNT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; SLCC2; .NET
CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; BRI/1; .NET4.0C;
InfoPath.3; .NET4.0E; MALC; Microsoft Outlook 14.0.7113; ms-office; MSOffice 14)

Re-Opened (by earlier reader #2)
Opened

19-Dec-14 at 00:58:01am (UTC +08:00) - 3days7hours50mins14secs after sending

Location

Haifa, Hefa, Israel (86% likelihood)

Opened on

93-172-31-178¸bb¸netvision¸net¸il (93¸172¸31¸178:49368)

Browser
used by recipient: Moz/4.0 (MSIE 7.0; WinNT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; SLCC2; .NET
CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; BRI/1; .NET4.0C;
InfoPath.3; .NET4.0E; MALC; Microsoft Outlook 14.0.7113; ms-office; MSOffice 14)

Summary - as at 19-Dec-14 at 01:00:33am (UTC +08:00) - 3days7hours52mins46secs after
sending
Total

Opened 9 times by 2 readers

Reader #1

Opened 2 times for 48secs total

Reader #2

Opened 7 times for 12mins57secs total

Click for up-to-date (live) tracking information. This confirmation was produced and sent at: 19-Dec-14 at
01:00:33am (UTC +08:00) (18-Dec-14 17:00:33 GMT) courtesy of http://www.ReadNotify.com with times converted to
'Asia/Hong_Kong' time; and refers to an original email of sender reference ID <010f01d01846$8e18c630$aa4a5290$@netvigator.com>
and ReadNotify.com reference 68d43b292acdda4c7220ee42425dd23c and only acknowledges that the message was displayed (ie:
not necessarily read or understood) on the recipient's machine. You can change your settings (including turning off these email read
notifications, or getting them instead by ICQ, SMS, or Pager) from the ReadNotify web site.

CSF/NV/14/25

Sixth session of the Conference of the Parties to the WHO FCTC: issues related to
Article 5.3 and the guidelines for its implementation
The Convention Secretariat presents its compliments to the Permanent Missions in Geneva of the
Parties to the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (WHO FCTC) and has the honour to
refer to the sixth session of the Conference of the Parties to the WHO FCTC, which will be held from
13 to 18 October 2014 in Moscow, Russian Federation.
As part of its agenda, the Conference of the Parties (COP) will consider many topics related to
economics and trade: the report and draft guidelines 1 on Article 6 (Price and tax measures to reduce the
demand for tobacco), submitted by the open-ended drafting group established by the COP at its fifth
session;2 the status of the Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products; 3 and trade and
investment issues relevant to implementation of the WHO FCTC. 4
It has been brought to the attention of the Convention Secretariat that the International Tax and
Investment Center (ITIC),5 in cooperation with the Eurasian Economic Commission, is organizing a
briefing on tobacco excise taxation in Moscow on 12 October 2014, one day before the opening of the
COP, and inviting tax officials from Parties and WHO Member States that are observers to the COP to
participate. The Convention Secretariat would like to bring to your attention that ITIC has a number of
tobacco companies as part of its board of directors and has produced many publications on several areas
related to taxes and prices, investment and illicit trade in tobacco products.
In light of Article 5.3 of the Convention and the guidelines for its implementation adopted by the
COP, the Convention Secretariat would like to inform the Parties and accredited observers to the
Convention that this event is in no manner supported by the Convention Secretariat and cannot be
considered as being in any way linked to the COP. The Ministry of Healthcare of the Russian Federation
has also reassured the Secretariat that ITIC’s event is in no manner supported by the Government of

1

See document FCTC/COP/6/7, available at http://apps.who.int/gb/fctc/PDF/cop6/FCTC_COP6_7-en.pdf
See http://who.int/fctc/guidelines/groups/art_6/en/
3
See document FCTC/COP/6/6, available at http://apps.who.int/gb/fctc/PDF/cop6/FCTC_COP6_6-en.pdf
4
See document FCTC/COP/6/20, available at http://apps.who.int/gb/fctc/PDF/cop6/FCTC_COP6_20-en.pdf
5
See http://www.iticnet.org
2

Convention Secretariat
World Health Organization • 20, avenue Appia • CH-1211 Geneva 27 • Switzerland
Tel +41 22 791 5043 | Fax +41 22 791 5830 | E-mail: fctcsecretariat@who.int |
www.who.int/fctc
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the Russian Federation. Furthermore, to the best of Secretariat’s information, the event is also not
supported by any Party or accredited observer to the WHO FCTC.
The Convention Secretariat would also like to take this opportunity to remind Parties of
recommendations 4.9 and 8.3 of the guidelines for implementation of Article 5.3 of the WHO FCTC
related to the composition of delegations to meetings of the COP and its subsidiary bodies. Furthermore,
in line with Articles 4.2 and 4.4 (Guiding principles) and 5.1 (General obligations) of the WHO FCTC,
the Secretariat would like to highlight the pertinence of involving different sectors of the government as
part of their delegations, such as customs, finances, regulatory and law enforcement authorities among
others.
The Convention Secretariat is available to respond to any queries related to the information
contained in this note verbale and avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Parties to the WHO
FCTC the assurance of its highest consideration.

GENEVA, 19 September 2014

ITIC: A Foundation Directly Sponsored by Transnational Tobacco Companies


The International Tax and Investment Center (ITIC) is a U.S.-based nonprofit research and education organization
headquartered in Washington, D.C. ITIC describes itself as an independent clearinghouse for best practices in taxation
and investment policy that provides “its sponsors a seat at the policymaking table.”



ITIC’s main sponsors are large multinational corporations from the oil, alcohol and tobacco industries. ITIC’s
sponsors include all of the leading transnational tobacco companies, and its Board of Directors includes
representatives from BAT, PMI, JTI and Imperial Tobacco.i



Internal tobacco industry documents made public through U.S.-based litigation settlements in 1998 disclose that ITIC
has long played a role in facilitating the tobacco industry’s access to government officials. For example, a 1997
internal R.J. Reynolds memo describes ITIC’s role in assisting RJR and PMI in favorable tax reform in Russia. ii



ITIC provides advice to governments on tobacco tax issues. They hold workshops and meetings and provide technical
advice through paid experts. They sponsor reports on illicit trade, producing illicit trade estimates with poorly defined
methodology and often exaggerated rates of illicit trade. ITIC uses their workshops, contacts and research to push for
tax systems and rates that benefit the industry over public health.

Examples of ITIC Tobacco Work:


Pro-Tobacco Policy Events: ITIC has hosted conferences and seminars with government officials on tobacco taxation
and illicit trade around the world. Representatives from the tobacco industry are often present and participate in these
events.



Pro-Tobacco Technical Assistance: In 2013, ITIC signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Eurasian
Economic Commission, the regulatory body of the Customs Union of Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan, to provide
information in the areas of tax policy and administration, and organize consultations, seminars, conferences, forums,
and roundtable discussions. Tobacco control partners have indicated that the Eurasian Economic Commission is
currently considering a tobacco tax harmonization proposal that would leave prices of tobacco products in the region
among the lowest in the world.



Pro-Tobacco Research: ITIC funds and published reports funded by the tobacco industry. Since 2013 alone, ITIC has
published at least five reports for which it received input, data and financial support from the tobacco industry
including: Are Earmarked Taxes on Alcohol and Tobacco a Good Idea? Evidence from Asia, The Risks of Excessive
Cigarette Taxation: Warnings for Australia, The Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products and How to Tackle It, Asia-11
Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2012, and Asia-11 Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2013: Update for the Philippines. In addition,
ITIC has published bulletins covering tobacco taxation in Africa, Eurasia, Southeast Asia, Lithuania, Singapore,
Thailand, and Vietnam.iii



Pro-Tobacco Media Outreach: ITIC publications on illicit trade are cited by media sources, and ITIC experts,
including ITIC’s president, provide media interviews and author opinion pieces.

Recent Activities:


Exaggerating Illicit Trade: At an event on illicit trade hosted by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in Panama City in
March, ITIC claimed that 84% of cigarettes sold in Panama are illicitiv, more than double the estimates made by two
credible independent studies, which reported illicit trade between 28% and 36% in Panama.v



Attacking Sponsors’ Competitors: In June, 2014 ITIC released a PMI commissioned study on illicit tobacco in the
Philippines, which claimed that illicit domestic cigarette consumption increased significantly from 2012 to 2013 after
a 2013 tax increase. The report argued that the tax increase triggered a large loss in government revenue, even though
government figures show large increases in tax revenue.vi In the media, PMI’s local subsidiary, Philip Morris Fortune
Tobacco Corp used the report as a part of efforts to claim its competitor, Mighty Corp, was evading taxes.vii, viii



Poor Methodology: In September 2013, the Tax Investment Center and Oxford Economics released a report
estimating the extent of illicit cigarette consumption in 11 selected Asian countries.ix The report, funded by Philip
Morris Asia, an affiliate of Philip Morris International, used potentially biased data provided by the tobacco industry
and less than transparent research methods.

i

ITIC Website. Accessed 2014 September 8. Available http://www.iticnet.org/about/board-of-directors

ii

Griscom TC. Following are Highlights of May External Relations Activities and Issues Worldwide. Bates No: 525195828/5838. Accessed on February 19,
2014. Available from: http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/cal93a00.
iii

International Tax and Investment Center. Publications. 2014. Available from: http://www.iticnet.org/publications/bulletins

iv

Capital Finacuero. 84% del comercio de cigarillos en Panamá es ilícito. 2014. Available from: http://www.capital.com.pa/84-del-comercio-de-cigarrillosen-panama-es-ilicito/
v

Ministry de Salud, Panama. Global Adult Tobacco Survey, Panama 2013. Available from:
http://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_docman&task=doc_view&gid=24644&Itemid=
vi

International Tax and Investment Center & Oxford Economics. Asia-11: Illicit Tobacco Indicator- 2013 Update for the Philippines. 2014. Oxford: Oxford
Economics..
vii

Rodriguez JC. Philippines lost nearly P16-B on illegal cigarette sales in 2013- study. ABS-CBNews.com. 2014 June 5. Available from: http://www.abscbnnews.com/business/06/05/14/philippines-loses-nearly-p16-b-illegal-cigarette-sales-study
viii

Castro R. Philip Morris Fortune Tobacco asks gov’t to adopt tax stamp scheme. 2014 July 31. Available from:
http://www.interaksyon.com/business/92353/philip-morris-fortune-tobacco-asks-govt-to-adopt-tax-stamp-scheme
ix

International Tax and Investment Center and Oxford Economics (2013).Asia-11 Illicit Tobacco Indicator for 2012. Oxford: Oxford Economics.

OXFORD ECONOMICS REPORT 2014
https://s3.amazonaws.com/halopublications/276505/open20140926040700.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJEH775QE2PUYLYDA&Expires=141922
8102&Signature=E%2bzB8KB2wHkKTn%2biU0%2fatE3w5v4%3d

FOR THE SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR, 1 IN 3 CIGARETTES
CONSUMED IN HONG KONG ARE ILLEGAL 09/09/2014

Despite increased enforcement, illicit tobacco market share at over 30% Hong Kong remains an illicit tobacco leader in AsiaPacific
Despite a significant improvement in customs enforcement, for a second consecutive year, Hong Kong’s illicit cigarettes
consumption rate stood at over 30%, costing the Government HK$3.2 billion in foregone excise tax revenues. And Hong Kong
remains an illicit tobacco leader in the Asia-Pacific region. The Asia-14: Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2013 (“Asia-14”) found that
illicit cigarettes consumption in Hong Kong was at 33.6% in 2013, a 2.3% drop compared to 2012. The study was conducted by
UK-based Oxford Economics in partnership with the US-based International Tax and Investment Center (ITIC).
The study also noted that there were nearly 16,600 reported cases of cigarette smuggling handled by the Hong Kong Customs &
Excise Department, leading to seizures of illicit cigarettes worth HK$ 222 million, an increase of 15.6% in comparison to 2012.
“The increased seizures have contributed to a drop of illicit cigarettes consumption and foregone cigarette excise tax revenue
which is a good sign. However, the reality remains that Hong Kong is still seen as a very lucrative market for the criminals
behind the international trade in illicit cigarettes,” said Daniel A. Witt, President of ITIC.
rd

According to the study, Hong Kong ranks 3 out of 14 markets studied behind only Brunei and Malaysia.
“Key drivers of illicit tobacco in the Hong Kong include the excessive tax increases in 2009 and 2011 which directly contributed
to high retail price differences with the neighboring countries, and led to the establishment of well-organized criminal networks
that enable syndicates to make huge money without being sufficiently deterred,” added Mr. Witt.
“In my 30 years working at the Hong Kong Police Force and in particular nearly 12 years in Criminal Intelligence, the trafficking
and distribution of illicit tobacco is a business dominated by criminal syndicates that are involved in numerous other illegal
activities. The Asia-14 results show that these syndicates have managed to maintain an illicit tobacco market share of over
30%,” said Jeff Herbert, former Senior Superintendent with the Hong Kong Police and Advisor of the Hong Kong United
Against Tobacco (HKUAIT).

“The foregone excise tax revenue could have been used, for example, to provide an extra 3 months supplement to each of
some 420,000 elderly receiving old age living allowance in Hong Kong,” added Mr. Herbert.
Meanwhile, according to a recent survey released by the HKUAIT, illegal tobacco trade activities were observed in 9 out of 13
retail shops visited in the Chung King Mansion and visits to the 39 surveyed residential estates in Hong Kong Island, Kowloon
and the New Territories showed 11 had a problem. Most buyers interviewed found it easy to purchase illicit cigarettes, and the
significant price differential between legal and illegal cigarettes proved to be the single most important factor driving them to
the black market.
Oxford Economics report 2012
http://www.oxfordeconomics.com/Media/Default/Thought%20Leadership/white%20papers/PHIL2948%20Asia11%20Report/PHIL2948%20Asia-11%20Report%20AW_24.09.2013.pdf

Website: http://www.stopit.hk/?lang=en

http://www.stopit.hk/?p=521&lang=en
Home > Feature > News > HONG KONG’S ILLEGAL CIGARETTE PROBLEM AMONG THE WORST IN REGION

HONG KONG’S ILLEGAL CIGARETTE PROBLEM AMONG THE
WORST IN REGION
02/10/2013

A new study reveals over 1 in 3 cigarettes consumed in Hong Kong are illicit

A first of its kind study conducted by Oxford Economics found that in 2012, approximately 35.9% of
cigarettes consumed in Hong Kong were illicit. This amounted to 1.8 billion illegal cigarettes and cost the
Hong Kong government a staggering 3.3 billion HK dollars in lost tax revenues.
“3.3 billion HK dollars represents a significant loss in foregone taxes for Hong Kong, revenues that no
government can brush off as insignificant”, said Adrian Cooper, Chief Executive Officer of Oxford
Economics. “For example, the lost revenues are enough to provide the 157,000 working poor families in
Hong Kong 20,000 HK dollars income supplement a year.”
The Asia-11: Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2012 study, conducted by Oxford Economics is the first quantitative
benchmark for governments in the region to track and understand the illicit tobacco trade problem.
Key drivers of illicit tobacco in Hong Kong include very steep tax increases in 2009 and 2011 which led to
further widening of the price disparity of legal cigarettes with those in the neighboring countries. This
provided a strong incentive to well-organized criminal networks that are quick to exploit an opportunity to
make money. “Avoiding excessive tax increases and building public awareness are key to tackle the
growing demand of illicit tobacco by consumers,” said Elizabeth Allen, Program Advisor of International
Tax and Investment Center, who is an expert in excise taxes with 35 years of operational and policy
experience on excise taxes and previously with HM Customs and Excise. “The government should consider
introducing a balanced excise policy with regular but moderate tax increases to keep excise tax in pace with
inflation, and at the same time stepping up their efforts in raising public awareness and enforcement.”
The study found that most illegal cigarettes in Hong Kong are smuggled across the border from Mainland
China. With illicit products accounting for 35.9% of the total market, it is clear that trans-national,
sophisticated criminal networks are behind the trade.
“Illicit tobacco trade in Hong Kong is a high profit, low risk activity for criminal syndicates. Criminals are using
it as a cash cow,” said Robin Jolly, Convenor of the HK United Against Illicit Tobacco and former Hong Kong
police superintendent. “It is shameful that criminals can operate with such impunity in broad daylight,
distributing flyers, taking telephone orders and making door to door deliveries of illicit cigarettes. The
government needs to accept the reality of the situation, acknowledge the problem and step up its efforts to
tackle this menace to society.
http://www.stopit.hk/?p=547&lang=en
Home > Feature > News > EXCESSISIVE TAX INCREASE PROPOSAL IRRESPONSIBLE

EXCESSISIVE? TAX INCREASE PROPOSAL IRRESPONSIBLE
19/11/2013

Hong Kong United Against Illicit Tobacco (HKUAIT) believes that excessive tax increases would further fuel
the illicit tobacco trade which is already a serious problem in Hong Kong causing substantial government tax
revenue losses.
A recent study conducted by Oxford Economics revealed that 1 in 3 cigarettes consumed in Hong Kong are
illicit. The problem is almost the worst in the region, costing Hong Kong government a staggering HK$3.3
billion in lost tax revenues.
Key drivers of illicit tobacco in Hong Kong include excessive tax increases in 2009 and 2011, which widened
the price disparity of legal cigarettes between Hong Kong and other neighbouring countries.
“Any proposal calling for excessive tax increases is irresponsible as it will further fuel the illicit tobacco
problem in Hong Kong,” said Luisa Tam, Executive Director, HKUAIT.
The government should step up efforts in raising public awareness and enforcement in fighting illicit tobacco.
http://www.stopit.hk/?p=119&lang=en
Home > Facts > 40% – The seriousness of the issue

40% – The seriousness of the issue

Source: MS Intelligence survey conducted on behalf of the tobacco industry
40% – Hong Kong’s duty-not-paid cigarettes consumption According to the latest surveys conducted by
MS Intelligence on behalf of the tobacco industry, Hong Kong’s duty-not-paid cigarettes consistently stand at
over 40% of the total consumption. It means 4 out of 10 cigarette packs consumed in Hong Kong are dutynot-paid cigarettes. With 19 sticks being the duty free limit, it is fair to assume that vast majority of these
duty-not-paid cigarettes are illicit.
40% – Illicit Cigarettes seized were Counterfeit

1.6 times more illicit cigarette seized. 40% counterfeit (Cantonese)
(Source: Apple Daily, 2 April, 2011)

According to the Hong Kong Customs and Excise Department, approximately 40% of illicit cigarettes they
seized were counterfeit. (Source: LC Paper No. CB(2)1419/10-11(01), Legislative Council Panel on Security
Enforcement Against the Smuggling and Sale of Illicit Cigarette, Customs and Excise Department, HKSAR
Government, March 2011).
In addition to often not bearing the appropriate health warnings, counterfeit cigarettes are often made in
unsanitary conditions: numerous seized counterfeit cigarettes contain substances like asbestos, rat
droppings, human faeces, or mould among other substances (Source: The Mail Online, 9 September, 2012).
http://www.stopit.hk/?p=52&lang=en
Home > Facts > $2.8 billion HKD – Lost in government revenue

$2.8 billion HKD – Lost in government revenue

Source: MS Intelligence survey conducted on behalf of the tobacco industry
According to the figures released by Customs and Excise Department, total revenue collection from tobacco
is $4.2 billion HKD in the 2011-2012 fiscal year. Surveys conducted by MS Intelligence on behalf of the
tobacco industry, Hong Kong’s duty-not-paid cigarettes stands at over 40% of the total market. With 19
sticks being the duty free limit, it is fair to assume that vast majority of these duty-not-paid cigarettes are
illicit.
This means illicit cigarettes are costing the government up to $2.8 billion HKD in lost tax revenues
annually. That is enough to provide every eligible senior an extra $580 HKD a month old-age
allowance. (Source: According to the Government, there are over 400,000 senior who are eligible to receive
Old Age Living Allowance: Elderly Commission welcomes introduction of Old Age Living
Allowance, Information Services Department, October 18, 2012)
“To protect the revenue from tobacco duty and motor vehicles first registration tax, the C&ED will deploy
more resources to step up its efforts to combat tax evasion in the coming year,” said Financial Secretary
John Tsang during his budget 2013 budget speech at the Legislative Council. (Source: The 2013-14 Budget
Speech)
We support the government’s intention to combat this problem
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Dear Mr Witt,
Thankyou for your reply.

th

30 September 2014

http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc1102459
Mainlanders average smoking rate is 14.3 sticks (male) and 10.6 sticks (female ) per day

If the Mainland tourists abided by the official allowed duty free quota of 19 sticks per visit
the average male smoker would be in nicotine withdrawal after just 1.33 days in Hong Kong – but
overnight Mainland tourists stay an average 3.4 nights and Business Mainland tourists stay an average
2.8 nights. In addition the average purchase rate of local HKG tobacco products (average HKD 40 - 55
per pack versus RMB 5 per pack in China) by Mainland visitors is just 2.66%.
The local illicit black market has been repeatedly hit by the Customs and Excise Department and the
triads’ modus operandi is for some time already to deal mainly by telephone sales to known purchasers
and storing smaller quantities; this M.O. eliminates such purchase opportunities by Mainland tourists –
so the Mainlanders are obviously smuggling in products for their own consumption, concealed on their
person.
http://www.customs.gov.hk/filemanager/common/pdf/statistics/enforcement_cases_en.pdf
Indeed the arrests have increased whilst cases decreased and syndicates lost more than in 2012.
Illicit Cigarettes
No. of Cases
Persons Arrested
Value of Seizures ($ million)

2011
17 768
9 165
262

2012
19 719
11 056
192

2013
16 677
11 298
222

Arrivals in and Departing from Hong Kong – your figures do not add up – see data below from HK
Govt Tourism data versus actual land border arrivals / departures
http://www.gov.hk/en/about/abouthk/factsheets/docs/statistics.pdf
Page 9: 105,066,000 arrivals by land (75.73%) 103,609,000 departures by land (74.72%)
105,066,000 arrivals by land from the Mainland (75.73% of total 138.739m arrivals) 287,850 per day by
land - a discrepancy of 151,699 persons per day above the Tourism Visitor stats
103,609,000 departures by land (74.72% of total 138.663m departures) to the Mainland 283,860 per
day by land
There is no correlation of these figures’ discrepancies in the ITIC / Oxford Economics report.

http://www.tourism.gov.hk/english/statistics/statistics_perform.html
http://securepartnernet.hktb.com/filemanager/intranet/dept_info/private_20/paper/Visitor-Pro/Visitor_Profile2013/Profile_2013_1.pdf

Mainland Tourists
In 2013: (49.695m Mainlanders total of which 31.3m Overnight / 6.717m Business /11.678m Same-Day)
3% of Overnight 31.3m Mainland tourists bought tobacco in Hong Kong: 939,000 persons per year
= 2,573 per day Average 3.4 nights stay

4% of Mainland 6.717m Business Mainland tourists bought tobacco in Hong Kong: 268,680 persons per
year =736 persons per day Average 2.8 nights stay
1% of 11.678m All-Same-Day-In-Town-Visitors bought tobacco in Hong Kong: 116,780 persons per year
= 320 persons per day same day
Total 3,629 Mainlanders bought tobacco locally in Hong Kong per day out of 136,151 Mainland total tourists per
day in 2013
Only 1,324,460 persons out of 49.695 million tourists = 2.665% of all tourists bought tobacco locally in 2013

Yet there were on the land border alone in 2013:
105,066,000 arrivals by land from the Mainland (75.73% of total 138.739m arrivals)287,850 per day
a discrepancy of 151,699 persons per day above the tourist figure arrivals used in your report
103,609,000 departures by land (74.72% of total 138.663m departures) to the Mainland 283,860 per
day
The major discrepancy is not discussed or accounted for in your ITIC/Oxford report.
Many of these journeys are local ‘ants’ carrying milk powder one way to China and cigarettes back to Hong Kong
Empty Pack Survey (EPS)
Your study validity depends on the EPS.
However, nowhere is there data shown as to which organisation collected the empty packs , from trash cans or
other receptacles and the location of the said collection points, number of persons doing the collection. There is no
evidential proof of such collections which could be ‘pie in the sky’ and fabricated or falsified.
Were the alleged collection points at Lowu station or other rail/ road crossing points?
When were the collections made and over what period of time (Chinese New Year / Golden week holidays ?)
Which experts vetted the packs for genuine, genuine DNP, illicit, contraband, leaked Duty Free, purchased Duty
Free, fake product and where was this carried out over what period of time ?
What happened to all the evidential collected packs ? can they be reviewed by an independent PR company
appointed by our sponsor / HK Government Customs jointly?
I have raised these points below already with you and referring to your report there is still no satisfactory answer
forthcoming.

Kind regards,
James Middleton
Chairman
www.cleartheair.org.hk

http://www.wpro.who.int/china/mediacentre/factsheets/tobacco/en/

Tobacco in China Key facts











There are more than 300 million smokers in China, nearly one-third of the world's total.
About one in every 3 cigarettes smoked in the world is smoked in China. Nearly 2.3 trillion
cigarettes were consumed in China in 2009 – more than in the other top-4 tobacco-consuming
countries (Indonesia, Japan, the Russian Federation and the United States of America)
combined.1
According to the Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS) in China in 2010, nearly one-third (28.1%)
of the population smokes, including 52.9% of men and 2.4% of women. More than half (52.7%)
of smokers aged 20-34 years started smoking daily before the age of 20.
Approximately one million deaths every year in China are caused by tobacco – around one in six
of all such deaths worldwide.
Approximately 100,000 people die as a result of exposure to second-hand smoke each year.2
In other words, someone in China dies approximately every 30 seconds because of tobacco use;
or around 3000 people every day.
If the prevalence of tobacco use in China is not reduced, the number of tobacco-related deaths
every year in China will increase to 3 million by 2050.

Affordability of cigarettes in China




The affordability of tobacco products is an important factor influencing smoking rates.
In China, in 2010 the retail price of the most sold brand of tobacco was US$0.74 (5 RMB). The
average cost of a packet of cigarettes in developed countries is much higher.
According to academic studies, in 2000, nearly 14% of the average annual per capita income was
required to buy 100 packets of the cheapest cigarettes; in 2010, the same number of packets
could be purchased for less than 3% of average annual per capita income.

http://www.who.int/tobacco/surveillance/en_tfi_china_gats_factsheet_2010.pdf
301 million smokers in China in 2010
2.3 trillion sticks consumed per annum
Male population prevalence
52.9%
Female population prevalence 2.4%
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc1102459
14.3 sticks (male) and 10.6 sticks (female ) per day

Only 3% of all Mainland overnight tourists (average 3.4 nights here) bought tobacco locally.
If they all complied with the import legislation of 19 duty free sticks they would all be in
nicotine withdrawal within 2 days.

Local tobacco purchases by Business Overnight Mainlanders: 4%

Local tobacco purchases by Same-Day Mainlanders: 1%
From: Dan Witt [mailto:dwitt@iticnet.org]
Sent: 30 September, 2014 04:49 AM
To: dynamco@netvigator.com
Subject: RE: SCMP Letter

Dear James,

Thank you for your recent email regarding the joint ITIC-Oxford Economics work on the measurement of
illicit trade of cigarettes in Asia. I thought you would be interested in seeing our new study, Asia-14 Illicit
Tobacco Indicator 2013. Please refer to the comprehensive annexes (pages 144-215). The annexes fully
detail our methodology and data source. I believe these annexes should address the questions raised in
your recent email.
I’m pleased to see that we share common views on the importance of combatting the illicit trade of
cigarettes. I would welcome the opportunity to meet with you when I am next in Hong Kong to further
discuss the joint ITIC-Oxford Economics study, and to explore how we may be able to collaborate.
Best regards,
Dan Witt

Daniel A. Witt
President
International Tax & Investment Center
1800 K Street, NW
Suite 718
Washington, DC 20006
USA
Phone: 1 202-530-9799
Fax: 1 202-530-7987
Email: dwitt@iticnet.org
http://www.iticnet.org

James Middleton
To:
Subject:

Dan Witt
RE: SCMP Letter

From: Dan Witt [mailto:dwitt@iticnet.org]
Sent: 30 September, 2014 04:49 AM
To: dynamco@netvigator.com
Subject: RE: SCMP Letter

Dear James,
Thank you for your recent email regarding the joint ITIC-Oxford Economics work on the measurement of illicit trade
of cigarettes in Asia. I thought you would be interested in seeing our new study, Asia-14 Illicit Tobacco Indicator
2013. Please refer to the comprehensive annexes (pages 144-215). The annexes fully detail our methodology and
data source. I believe these annexes should address the questions raised in your recent email.
I’m pleased to see that we share common views on the importance of combatting the illicit trade of cigarettes. I
would welcome the opportunity to meet with you when I am next in Hong Kong to further discuss the joint ITICOxford Economics study, and to explore how we may be able to collaborate.
Best regards,
Dan Witt
Daniel A. Witt
President
International Tax & Investment Center
1800 K Street, NW
Suite 718
Washington, DC 20006
USA
Phone: 1 202-530-9799
Fax: 1 202-530-7987
Email: dwitt@iticnet.org
http://www.iticnet.org

From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: 22 September, 2014 06:24 AM
To: 'washington@iticnet.org.readnotify.com'
Subject: SCMP Letter

Washington@iticnet.org
Attention Mr Daniel Witt
Daniel A. Witt, president, International Tax and Investment Centre Washington USA

Dear Sir,
I refer to your letter in the South China Morning Post today which raises significant challenges to HKG Government. I
have read the report which was online at :
1

http://www.oxfordeconomics.com/publication/open/250947
Last year there was a similar report from the same two organisations (Oxford/ITIC) which tended to show that
Government statistics on smoking prevalence in Hong Kong were flawed. I contacted Oxford Economics with the
list of questions below but to this date have received no reply. Perhaps you could answer the below queries ?
Kind regards,
James Middleton
Chairman
Clear the Air NGO
Hong Kong
From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:10 PM
To: 'Scott Livermore'
Subject: RE: Queries on your report

I have been in three countries since this and returned yesterday from Germany Have I missed your reply ?
James
From: Scott Livermore [mailto:slivermore@oxfordeconomics.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:12 PM
To: dynamco@netvigator.com
Subject: Re: Queries on your report

James

This is to confirm that we have received your query and are compiling a response,
Scott

Scott Livermore
COO, Macro & Industry Services

From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: 10 October 2013 01:24
To: Caroline Franklin
Subject: Queries on your report

Oxford Economics
Dear Sir,
I refer to your report below.

2

I note that the report was seemingly constructed using evidence of discarded empty packs found in public
places in Hong Kong.
(Empty Pack Surveys)
I have the following queries on this methodology:
1)
2)
3)

Who were the ‘independent research agencies’ employed to collect the empty packs ?
Who paid for their work ?
Over what period of time did this work take place and how many researchers/pack
collectors were employed for the work and where were the majority of packs collected ?
4)
How were the origins of the packs recorded since many packs do not carry that information?
5)
How were the packs graded as counterfeit or genuine product and by whose expertise ?
6)
http://www.tourism.gov.hk/english/statistics/statistics_perform.html HK population is 7.1
million yet we had 34.9 million Mainland visitors in 2012 – Mainland male smoking prevalence is
in excess of 60% & given local vs Mainland cigarette price disparity they would obviously carry
cigarettes with them – your study made no reference to this.

Your data throws into the air all HKG Government’s claimed local smoking prevalence figures.

Kind regards,
James Middleton
Chairman
Clear the Air NGO and Charity
www.cleartheair.org.hk
http://www.oxfordeconomics.com/recent-releases/asia-11-illicit-tobacco-indicator-2012

Asia-11 Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2012
This report, prepared by ITIC (www.ITICnet.org) and Oxford Economics, provides an overview of the nature of the
illicit trade of cigarettes across 11 selected Asian markets (including Australia), and establishes credible estimates of
consumption of illicit cigarettes and the impact this has on tobacco tax revenue in each of the countries. Total
consumption (legal and illicit) across the Asia-11 markets covered in this report totalled an estimated 736.4 billion
cigarettes in 2012, of which 9% or 66.5 billion cigarettes are estimated to have been illicit. Illicit consumption of
cigarettes resulted in a tax revenue loss for Asia-11 governments totalling US$ 3.4 billion in 2012

EPS Empty Pack Surveys. Independent research agencies collect empty cigarette packs discarded by
smokers in public places and record brands and origins of packs.
3

SCOPE
This report provides an overview of the nature of the illicit trade of cigarettes across 11 selected Asian markets
(including Australia). It establishes credible estimates of consumption of illicit cigarettes and the impact this
has on tobacco tax revenue. To this end, the purpose of this report was to:
Validate illicit incidence levels, reviewing and refining estimates currently available through Empty Pack Surveys and other
sources.

Published on South China Morning Post (http://www.scmp.com)
Home > Letters to the Editor, September 22, 2014



New measures needed to curb smoking. Photo: Oliver Tsang

Letters to the Editor, September 22, 2014
Monday, 22 September, 2014, 4:17am
Comment› Letters
Disclose full details of cigarette study
Our recent study, Asia-14 Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2013 - prepared jointly with Oxford Economics showed that, for the second year in a row, more than one in three of the cigarettes consumed in
Hong Kong was illicit, 33.6 per cent of total consumption.
To address this alarming issue, we recommend a moderate and regular tobacco tax increase
policy, coupled with strengthened enforcement and public education.
Ms Lisa Lau from the Hong Kong Council on Smoking and Health (COSH) criticised our study, and
she stated that COSH's own study - which was conducted by the University of Hong Kong showed that illicit cigarettes accounted for only 8 to 14 per cent of total consumption.
The International Tax and Investment Centre and Oxford Economics have been fully transparent
about their study's findings, methodology (including an 80-page annex) and funding.
However, I am not aware of any such disclosure with respect to the results, methodology or
funding behind COSH's work.
We are fully confident of the accuracy of our report. I would encourage COSH to submit its own
research to the same public scrutiny.
4

We would welcome an open and constructive dialogue.
Daniel A. Witt, president, International Tax and Investment Centre

Discourage smokers with fines and taxes
I fully agree with the chairman of the Council on Smoking and Health's recent statement that the
Hong Kong government should continuously increase tobacco tax and strengthen its
comprehensive tobacco control policies.
But we also need the concerted effort of the law enforcing officers of the Department of Health and
the Food and Environmental Hygiene Department to punish the people who smoke in nonsmoking areas or dump cigarette butts in public places.
To reduce the number of smokers, heavy fines do work besides education.
Lawrence Choi, Tuen Mun

Source URL (retrieved on Sep 22nd 2014, 5:53am):
http://www.scmp.com/comment/letters/article/1597605/letters-editor-september-22-2014
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-----Original Message----From: Prof TH Lam/School of Public Health, HKU [mailto:hrmrlth@hku.hk]
Sent: 23 September, 2014 05:51 PM
To: James Middleton
Subject: Fwd: letter to ITIC
Dear James
Many thanks for your replies about your correspondence with Oxford Economics.
Can we say that "Despite queries on the methods of the empty pack survey raised by Clear The Air to
OE, OE did not disclose their methods"?
Or would you like to phrase it in another way so that we can cite?
We have drafted a letter which is attached for your and others' comments.
We are now working on a critique on their two reports.
As for our own analysis, we have submitted a paper to a renowned journal and have got positive
feedback, We are now doing revision and shall resubmit soon.
When we have got it accepted, we shall see how to reply to their challenge in their SCMP letter.
Best wishes
TH
Professor TH Lam, MD,
Sir Robert Kotewall Professor in Public Health, School of Public Health, Chair Professor of Community
Medicine, The University of Hong Kong,
21 Sassoon Road, Pokfulam,
Hong Kong, China.
Fax (852) 2855 9528
Tel (852) 3917 9287
September 23, 2014
International Tax and Investment Centre
1800 K Street, NW
Suite 718
Washington, DC
20006 United States
To Daniel A. Witt, President, International Tax and Investment Centre
Adrian Cooper, Chief Executive Office, Oxford Economics

Dear Sirs,
We noticed you had released your most updated report “Asia-14 Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2013”. The
same as your previous report “Asia -11 Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2012”, you did not explicitly describe
most of your methods in these reports. We had great difficulties in understanding your methods for the

estimation of illicit consumption, in Hong Kong particularly. We have some questions listed below and
we sincerely hope you can help clarify these questions for us to assess your estimate of 33.6% for illicit
cigarette consumption as the share of total consumption in Hong Kong market in 2013.
First, your estimate mostly depends on your Empty Pack Survey, but critical information on the methods
of the Empty Pack Survey is not available. Please clarify:

1. How did you identify the empty packs in Hong Kong? How did you know whether any
empty pack was duty-paid, smuggled or duty-free? You have stated that it as a disadvantage
of the EPS method (Page 181, Annex C) but not how this disadvantage could have affected
the validity of your estimate of 33.6%.
2. You stated that the empty pack survey was conducted in quarter 2 and 4 in 2013 in Hong
Kong (Page 158, Annex A). Why were these two quarters chosen?
3. What time specifically in a day did you pick up the empty packs? The timing for cleaning up
of dustbins and the streets, which varies in different locations, would have a strong effect on
the number of empty packs inside the bins and on the streets. Did you separate week days,
weekends and holidays?
4. You stated that random samples of empty packs were picked up in all 18 districts in Hong
Kong (Page 158, Annex A). What was the sampling method? How were the locations where
you picked up the empty packs randomly selected in each district? How many times were
each location used?
5. You stated that the district samples were weighted according to population size (Page 158,
Annex A). But there are districts with small population size but large number of tourists such
as Wanchai district. Also, there are districts where Hong Kong residents are working but not
necessarily living there such as Central & Western district. How were these factors, which
would influence the representativeness of your sample, adjusted or weighted?
6. You provided the total number of packs you picked up by districts in Hong Kong (Page 162,
Annex A). But what was the detailed sample size with regard to the number of packs picked
up from different bins and locations at different time points and days/periods of the year? e.g.
how many packs did you pick up in the morning or lunch time or at night? How many packs
did you pick up in the weekdays or weekends or holidays (such as “Golden Weeks”)?
7. Please provide information for assessing whether the sampled locations and timings were
representative of all probable packs in Hong Kong so that your results could be
generalisable?
8. How can your data show who had smoked the cigarettes from the empty packs, local
residents or visitors?
9. How replicable were the data? What were the estimated errors on the proportions of nondomestic versus domestic packs?
Second, in your estimates of non-domestic legal (NDL), we would also like to know:

10. In your Annex A (Page 152), you only showed the theoretical maximum legal duty-free for
the top three inbound markets. How about legal duty-free consumption by Hong Kong
resident passengers?
11. How about legal duty-free consumption by other inbound markets, such as Japan (1 057 033
visitors), Korea (1 083 543 visitors) from which a large number of tourists visit Hong Kong
in 2013?

Third, in your report (Page 187, Annex C), you stated that your data source for the smoking prevalence
and average daily consumption was your customer survey data. No details were given regarding to this
survey. Please provide detailed information so that we can know:

12. When was the survey conducted?
13. Who did the survey?
14. How were the participants selected?
15. What was the smoking prevalence in your survey?
16. What was the daily cigarette consumption in your survey?
17. What were the calculations which resulted in your estimate of 1 billion illicit cigarettes (Page
187, Annex C)?

1800 K Street, NW, Suite 718, Washington, D.C. 20006 / Tel: (1) (202) 530 97 99
Fax: (1) (202) 530 79 87 / Email: Washington@iticnet.org

24 November 2014
Founding Co-Chairmen
The Honorable John E. Robson
Former President and Chairman
U.S. Export-Import Bank and Deputy Secretary
of the U.S. Treasury
1993 - 2002
The Rt. Hon. Lord Walker, MBE, PC
Former United Kingdom
Secretary of Trade & Industry
1993 - 2010
Co-Chairmen
The Honorable Thomas R. Pickering
Former U.S Ambassador to Russia
and Under-Secretary of State

Professor Lam, Tai Hing
Chair Professor, Sir Robert Kotewall Professor in Public Health
School of Public Health, HKU
Hong Kong

Dear Professor Lam,

The Rt. Honorable Lord David Hunt of Wirral, MBE
Chairman, Financial Services Division
Beachcroft LLP
Chairman of Executive Committee
The Honorable James C. Miller III
Former Director
U.S. Office of Management and Budget
Honorary Co-Chairmen
The Honorable Roberto de Ocampo
Former Secretary of Finance, the Philippines
Former President of the Academy for
International Management
The Honorable Mazhit T. Esenbaev
Chairman of the Customs Committee
Ministry of Finance
Republic of Kazakhstan
The Honorable Ronald M. Freeman
Former First Vice President, EBRD
The Honorable Donald J. Johnston
Former Secretary General
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development
The Honorable Jean Lemierre
Senior Advisor to the Chairman, BNP Paribas Group
Former President, EBRD
Sir Mark Moody-Stuart
Chairman, Hermes Equity Ownership Services
Former Chairman, Royal Dutch Shell
The Honorable Hafiz Salikhov
First Deputy Minister of Foreign Economic Relations
Republic of Tatarstan

We appreciate your interest in the ITIC and Oxford Economics study, Asia-14: Illicit
Tobacco Indicator 2013. In response to your inquiry on 14 October, ITIC and Oxford
Economics researchers have prepared the attached document.

Based on your recent correspondence, it appears as if we all share a common concern
about the serious problem of the illicit trade of cigarettes in Hong Kong, and in the
broader region. While we may not agree on all points, there seems to be enough common
ground for us to work together. ITIC and Oxford Economics would very much welcome
working with you and your colleagues at the School of Public Health.

We suggest we arrange a meeting in early 2015 to explore how we may work together.
Also, as I requested in my prior email, we would greatly appreciate if you would share
the Hong Kong Council on Smoking and Health study that had been referenced in
several earlier media reports1. We believe it is important and mutually beneficial for all
of us to share our research.

We look forward to hearing from you and welcome the opportunity for future
cooperation.

Best regards,

The Honorable George P. Schultz
Former U.S. Secretary of State
and Secretary of the Treasury
The Honorable Paul A. Volcker
Former Chairman
U.S. Federal Reserve Board
The Rt. Hon The Viscount Waverley
Chairman, Central Asia Parliamentary
Group; Senior Advisor to
CCC Group of Companies
President
Daniel A. Witt
Former Executive Director
U.S. Tax Foundation

Daniel A. Witt
President

_______________________
1Illicit

Cigarette Study May Be Blowing Smoke (South China Morning Post, September 10, 2014)
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Reply to the School of Public Health, University of Hong Kong and Hong Kong
Council on Smoking and Health (request dated October 8, 2014)
1. How did you identify the empty packs in Hong Kong? How did you know whether any empty pack was
duty-paid, smuggled or duty-free? You have stated it as a disadvantage of the EPS method (Page 181,
Annex C) but not how this disadvantage could have affected the validity of your estimate of 33.6%.
The results of the EPS give an indication of the cigarettes consumed in the market that are not dutypaid in that same market, which may comprise illicit cigarettes (counterfeit or contraband) as well as
cigarettes that were brought legally into the market . An EPS in itself doesn’t allow to distinguish
between non-domestic legal and illicit packs, with the exception of counterfeit packs.
However, the labelling and tax stamps (when present) on the packs were carefully analyzed in order to
determine their intended market of destination, what we call market variant in our report.

2. Who carried out the collections and who vetted (with what expertise) the packs were genuine or
contraband or DNP and what happened to the evidence after such alleged vetting?
The Empty Pack Surveys (EPS) were conducted by an independent, Geneva-based research agency,
MSIntelligence.
The collected packs were first analyzed by MSIntelligence, who sorted out domestic duty-paid packs
from DNP packs. The DNP packs were then analyzed by PMI and other participating tobacco
companies, which were provided packs of their brands in order to determine their authenticity – as only
the trademark owners are in a position to authenticate their own products (as is the case in intellectual
property administrative and court cases in Hong Kong).
As said above, the EPS does not allow to determine the illicit nature of a pack, except for what concerns
counterfeit packs.

3. You stated that the empty pack survey was conducted in quarter 2 and 4 in 2013 in Hong Kong (Page
158, Annex A). Why were these two quarters chosen?
PMI decided in 2012 to raise the frequency of EPS waves to two a year in Hong Kong, allowing to
reduce the impact of a potential seasonality of inflows. Since the first waves were conducted in Q4
2011 and Q2 2012, and for reasons of consistency and benchmark, it was agreed to continue with
similar dates of fieldwork in subsequent years.

4. What time specifically in a day did you pick up the empty packs? The timing for cleaning up of dustbins
and the streets, which varies in different locations, would have a strong effect on the number of empty
packs inside the bins and on the streets. Did you separate week days, weekends and holidays?
Typically, fieldwork takes about two weeks in Hong Kong (it takes longer in Q2 than Q4 due to weather
conditions), during which all days are used for the collection, including week-ends. Holiday periods
are avoided to minimize the impact of large population flows at specific periods of the year that would
not be representative of the annual consumption profile.

Collection takes place at almost all times of the day, with a balance being sought between morning
(4.30 to 7.30 am), mid-day (11.00 am to 2.00 pm), evening (4.00 to 7.00 pm) and night (10.00 pm to
2.00 am).

5. You stated that random samples of empty packs were picked up in all 18 districts in Hong Kong (Page
158, Annex A). What was the sampling method? How were the locations where you picked up the empty
packs randomly selected in each district? How many times were each location used?
The places of collection consist of “neighborhoods” selected randomly during the first wave by the
agency MSIntelligence. A neighborhood is a circle of 250m radius inside which a route has been
designed by the agency. The collector walks along this route and collects all the cigarette packs he can
see on the ground or inside public bins.
The collector doesn’t know the number of packs to be collected; once he has walked all along the predefined route, he checks with his MSIntelligence supervisor whether he has collected enough packs. If
more packs have been collected than necessary, the supervisor will extract randomly the packs in
excess. If the number of packs is insufficient, then the collector walks along a second route defined
within a 50m radius circle and the same process is repeated as with the first route. If the number of
packs is still insufficient, the collector comes back to the same neighborhood the day after.
In total, the collectors visit about 150 neighborhoods within the SAR of Hong Kong. The same
neighborhoods are visited from wave to wave.

Example of a neighborhood. Eastern district – Electric Road.
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6. You stated that the district samples were weighted according to population size (Page 158, Annex
A).But there are districts with small population size but large number of tourists such as Wanchai
district. Also, there are districts where Hong Kong residents are working but not necessarily living
there such as Central & Western district. How were these factors, which would influence the
representativeness of your sample, adjusted or weighted?
Workers’ and tourists’ flows from a district to another were not taken into account in the determination
of the weights or sample size, as this kind of correction, by nature, would be extremely difficult to put
in place and validate. More so, we rely on the randomness of the neighborhood selection and assign
fixed collection quotas per neighborhood (collection areas) while preserving the balance between
relational neighborhoods.

7. You provided the total number of packs you picked up by districts in Hong Kong (Page 162, Annex A).
But what was the detailed sample size with regard to the number of packs picked up from different bins
and locations at different time points and days/periods of the year? For example, how many packs did
you pick up in the morning or lunch time or at night? How many packs did you pick up in the weekdays
or weekends or holidays (such as “Golden Week” holidays)?
5000 packs were collected at each wave, with all districts being covered in the same way each time.
Overall, around 36% of the 2013 sample was collected in the morning, 25% at mid-day, 23% in the
afternoon and 16% at night (regarding neighborhoods that were visited only once, i.e. about 80% of all
neighborhoods. The time of collection is not available for samples collected at different times in the
same neighborhood).
Overall, around 36% of the sample was collected during week-ends. As said earlier, there was no public
holiday during any of the periods of fieldwork.

8. Please provide information for assessing whether the sampled locations and timings were
representative of all probable packs in Hong Kong so that your results could be reliable?
The method that we use to assess the reliability of the results is to compare the share of brands in the
domestic sample to the actual market shares of those same brands during the period of collection.
We get broadly comparable proportions out of the domestic sample of the EPS. However, Marlboro,
which is the market leader, tends to be over-represented.

9. How can your data show who had smoked the cigarettes from the empty packs, local residents or
visitors?
The objective of the EPS is to provide an estimate for consumption in a given market, by local residents
and tourists or visitors alike. The EPS methodology is not designed to provide details about the smokers
of collected packs, but rather estimate the incidence of non-domestic / DNP packs consumed, disregard
who (residents, tourist or smuggler) brought into and/or consumed them in Hong Kong.
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10. How replicable were the data? What were the estimated errors on the proportions of non-domestic
versus domestic packs?
The table below shows the various non-domestic levels found at each wave, together with confidence
intervals at 95% confidence level. The results indicate a clear trend between 2011 and 2013, with a
certain homogeneity of results, that all are included in a range from 41% to 44%.

2011 Q4
2012 Q2
2012 Q4
2013 Q2
2013 Q4

Sample size Proportion of non- Confidence intervals
(packs)
domestic packs in (95% confidence level)
total sample
Lower bound
Upper bound
5,000
43.9%
42.5%
45.3%
5,000
43.6%
42.2%
45.0%
5,000
42.3%
40.9%
43.7%
5,000
41.8%
40.4%
43.2%
5,000
41.1%
39.7%
42.5%

11. How about legal duty-free consumption by other inbound markets, such as Japan (1 057 033 visitors),
Korea (1 083 543 visitors) from which a large number of tourists visited Hong Kong in 2013?
Please note firstly that as you correctly identify, the data on the theoretical maximum legal duty-free
contained within Annex A are provided for the top three inbound markets only. The reason for doing
this was to present an illustrative example of the calculation, and therefore does not represent the full
estimate.
In practice, we use data on total visitor arrivals by country of origin, sourced from the Hong Kong
Tourism Board, which includes both same day and overnight visitors. For your information, the total
number of visitors was 54.3 million in 2013 calendar year and includes both Japan and Korea, and can
be downloaded using the following link: http://partnernet.hktb.com/en/research_statistics/index.html.
In addition to inbound visitors, we have also included the impact of Hong Kong residents who travel
abroad, based on the assumption that those travelers who depart Hong Kong subsequently return in the
same calendar year. The total number of outbound Hong Kong residents was an estimated 85.8 million
in 2013 and the data was sourced from Oxford Economics’ Tourism model, which is underpinned by
data from both the Hong Kong Tourism Board and the UN World Tourism Organization (UNWTO).
We therefore believe that we have used a comprehensive approach to estimating the theoretical
maximum legal duty-free which in practice will represent an upper bound estimate of the legal duty
free inflows – as the implicit assumption is that all inbound travelers who smoke carry the personal
allowance limit when they enter / return to Hong Kong, which is unlikely to be the case, although this
will be partially offset by non-smokers gifting non-domestic cigarettes.

-4-

12. In your report (Page 187, Annex C), you stated that your data source for the smoking prevalence and
average daily consumption was your consumer survey data. No details were given regarding this
survey. Please provide detailed information so that we can know:
a. When was the survey conducted?
For the purposes of calculating the ‘bottom up’ estimates in Annex C, we use research data
provided by PMI.
Smoking prevalence was obtained from a survey conducted in 2 waves (April-June and
October-December 2013) among a total of 20’000 adult respondents aged 18 years old and
above.
Average daily consumption was obtained from another survey conducted in 12 monthly
waves among a total of 6’000 adult smokers aged 18 years old and above.
b. Who did the survey?
Both surveys were conducted by Ipsos Hong Kong, one of the leading market research
agencies in the place.
c. How were the participants selected?
Concerning the first survey (for smoking prevalence), the methodology used consisted of
random interviews on respondents’ mobile phones. Phone numbers were automatically
generated by a random dialing tool.
Concerning the second survey (for average daily consumption), the methodology used
consisted of street intercepts with face-to-face interviews.
d. What was the smoking prevalence in your survey?
Smoking prevalence was 13.6%.
e. What was the daily cigarette consumption in your survey?
Average daily consumption was 14.6 cigarettes.
f.

What were the calculations which resulted in your estimate of 1 billion illicit cigarettes
(Page 187, Annex C)?
The calculation is relatively simple and outlined below:
Adult population (World Bank): 6,345,000
* Smoking incidence (GCTS): 13.6%
= Smoking population: 862,900
* Average consumption per day (GCTS): 14.6 cigarettes
* 365
= Total estimated Consumption: 4,598 million cigarettes
- Legal Domestic Consumption (Hong Kong Customs & Excise Department for Legal
Domestic Sales + theoretical maximum legal duty free): 3,556 million cigarettes
= Total estimated Illicit Consumption: 1,043 million cigarettes

-5-

I think it is important to note that these ‘bottom up’ estimates are variable which reduced
their reliability. For example, based on the Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department,
Thematic Household Survey Report 53, adult smoking incidence was 10.7% in 2012 and
average daily consumption was 13.0 cigarettes. Based on these figures, the estimated level
of Total Consumption using the same approach as detailed above is actually lower than the
value for Legal Domestic Consumption.
It should also be noted that the bottom-up estimates measure smoking by HK residents,
whereas the numbers used in this report are for consumption in HK (by both residents and
non-residents). For countries where there is a significant amount of cross border traffic
(relative population size), then the two approaches are likely to yield different estimates.
We would argue that using the EPS to look at illicit cigarettes consumed within HK is the
more accurate methodology for highlighting the level of illicit trade in Hong Kong as it
factors in non-residents better than the bottom-up approach.

-6-
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EXECUTIVE	
  SUMMARY	
  
The	
  Asia-‐11	
  Illicit	
  Tobacco	
  Indicator	
  2012,	
  a	
  report	
  on	
  illicit	
  tobacco	
  trade	
  by	
  the	
  International	
  Tax	
  and	
  
Investment	
  Center	
  (ITIC)	
  and	
  Oxford	
  Economics	
  (OE)	
  was	
  released	
  in	
  September	
  2013.	
  This	
  report,	
  while	
  
claiming	
   to	
   be	
   done	
   by	
   independent	
   researchers,	
   was	
   actually	
   funded	
   by	
   Philip	
   Morris	
   International	
  
and	
   prepared	
   according	
   to	
   agreed	
   terms	
   of	
   reference	
   provided	
   by	
   Philip	
   Morris	
   Asia	
   Ltd.	
   The	
   ITIC	
  
itself,	
  despite	
  its	
  declaration	
  of	
  independence,	
  is	
  funded	
  by	
  the	
  major	
  transnational	
  tobacco	
  companies.	
  
The	
  main	
  conclusions	
  of	
  the	
  report	
  echo	
  the	
  assertions	
  of	
  tobacco	
  companies:	
  


Nine	
  percent	
  (9%)	
  (66.5	
  billion	
  cigarettes)	
  of	
  cigarettes	
  consumed	
  in	
  the	
  countries	
  surveyed	
  are	
  
illicit,	
  either	
  illegally	
  imported	
  (5.6%)	
  or	
  illegally	
  locally	
  manufactured	
  (3.4%);	
  



Some	
  Asian	
  countries,	
  namely	
  Brunei,	
  Hong	
  Kong,	
  Malaysia	
  and	
  Singapore,	
  that	
  have	
  high	
  taxes	
  
on	
  tobacco	
  also	
  had	
  the	
  highest	
  volumes	
  of	
  illicit	
  cigarettes,	
  over	
  25%	
  in	
  2012;	
  	
  



Governments	
  are	
  losing	
  billions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  tax	
  revenue	
  due	
  to	
  illicit	
  trade,	
  particularly	
  related	
  
to	
  tobacco	
  tax	
  increases	
  and	
  high	
  prices.	
  

Authors	
   of	
   the	
   report	
   have	
   done	
   road	
   shows	
   to	
   release	
   the	
   report	
   in	
   individual	
   countries,	
   provide	
   greater	
  
publicity	
  to	
  the	
  findings,	
  and	
  reach	
  policy	
  makers.	
  	
  
This	
   critique	
   provides	
   an	
   expert	
   review	
   of	
   the	
   methodology	
   of	
   the	
  
Asia-‐11	
   report	
   (which	
   relies	
   on	
   litter	
   surveys),	
   questioning	
   its	
  
reliability	
   and	
   accuracy	
   of	
   the	
   estimates	
   of	
   illicit	
   consumption,	
  
which	
   are	
   highly	
   debatable	
   as	
   there	
   is	
   no	
   detailed	
   discussion	
   on	
  
research	
   method,	
   sampling	
   design,	
   and	
   data	
   sources	
   in	
   order	
   to	
  
allow	
  for	
  validation	
  by	
  independent	
  researchers.	
  	
  
The	
  critique	
  exposes	
  the	
  gaps,	
  selective	
  use	
  of	
  data,	
  inconsistencies,	
  
and	
   overestimation	
   found	
   in	
   the	
   report	
   on	
   Australia,	
   Brunei	
  
Darussalam,	
   Indonesia,	
   Hong	
   Kong,	
   Malaysia,	
   Philippines,	
   Thailand	
  
and	
   Vietnam.	
   For	
   example	
   Brunei,	
   which	
   has	
   stringent	
   tobacco	
  

	
  

“This	
  critique	
  provides	
  
an	
  expert	
  review	
  of	
  the	
  
methodology	
  of	
  the	
  
Asia-‐11	
  report,	
  which	
  
uses	
  a	
  litter	
  survey,	
  
questioning	
  its	
  
reliability	
  and	
  accuracy	
  
of	
  the	
  estimates	
  of	
  illicit	
  
consumption	
  which	
  are	
  
highly	
  questionable…”	
  

control	
   legislation,	
   has	
   come	
   under	
   vicious	
   criticism	
   in	
   this	
   report	
  
indicating	
   it	
   has	
   the	
   highest	
   tobacco	
   smuggling	
   among	
   all	
   the	
  
countries	
   surveyed.	
   However	
   a	
   closer	
   scrutiny	
   of	
   the	
   methodology	
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reveals	
   an	
   overestimation	
   of	
   total	
   consumption	
   and	
   further	
  
assumptions	
   that	
   result	
   in	
   gross	
   overestimations	
   of	
   the	
   number	
   of	
  

	
  

“The	
  critique	
  exposes	
  
the	
  gap,	
  selective	
  use	
  of	
  
data,	
  inconsistencies	
  
and	
  overestimation	
  
found	
  in	
  the	
  report	
  on	
  
Australia,	
  Brunei	
  
Darussalam,	
  Indonesia,	
  
Hong	
  Kong,	
  Malaysia,	
  
Philippines,	
  Thailand	
  
and	
  Vietnam.”	
  

illicit	
  cigarettes.	
  Furthermore,	
  assuming	
  smokers	
  in	
  Brunei	
  consume	
  
an	
  average	
  of	
  9.2	
  cigarettes	
  per	
  day,	
  as	
  in	
  Malaysia,	
  the	
  total	
  number	
  
of	
   illicit	
   cigarettes	
   would	
   then	
   fall	
   by	
   over	
   43%,	
   from	
   ITIC/OE's	
  
estimate	
  of	
  315.2	
  million	
  down	
  to	
  179.4	
  million.	
  
The	
   Protocol	
   to	
   Eliminate	
   Illicit	
   Trade	
   in	
   Tobacco	
   Products	
   (more	
  
commonly	
   referred	
   to	
   as	
   the	
   Illicit	
   Trade	
   Protocol	
   or	
   ITP)	
   is	
   the	
   first	
  
Protocol	
  to	
  the	
  WHO	
  FCTC	
  and	
  was	
  adopted	
  on	
  12	
  November	
  2012	
  
at	
  the	
  fifth	
  session	
  of	
  the	
  Conference	
  of	
  the	
  Parties	
  in	
  Seoul,	
  Republic	
  
of	
  Korea.	
  It	
  is	
  currently	
  open	
  for	
  ratification,	
  acceptance,	
  approval	
  or	
  
accession	
  by	
  the	
  Parties	
  to	
  the	
  WHO	
  FCTC.	
  

It	
  must	
  be	
  realized	
  that	
  substantial	
  improvement	
  in	
  arresting	
  illicit	
  trade	
  of	
  tobacco	
  can	
  be	
  achieved	
  as	
  a	
  
consequence	
   of	
   operative	
   actions	
   by	
   the	
   authorities,	
   such	
   as	
   contained	
   in	
   the	
   ITP,	
   and	
   not	
   by	
   keeping	
  
tobacco	
  excise	
  taxes	
  low	
  as	
  recommended	
  by	
  the	
  tobacco	
  industry.	
  Governments	
  should	
  continuously	
  
implement	
   effective	
   and	
   novel	
   strategies	
   to	
   combat	
   illicit	
   tobacco	
   trade	
   by	
   stepping	
   up	
  
enforcement	
  measures.	
  As	
  Governments	
  had	
  actively	
  participated	
  in	
  the	
  drafting	
  of	
  the	
  ITP,	
  they	
  should	
  
ratify	
  this	
  new	
  legal	
  tool	
  as	
  soon	
  as	
  possible.	
  Relevant	
  laws	
  and	
  regulations	
  should	
  be	
  enacted	
  consistent	
  
with	
  the	
  articles	
  and	
  guidelines	
  in	
  this	
  Protocol.	
  	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
RECOMMENDATIONS	
  

	
  



Reject	
  the	
  ITIC/OE	
  Asia-‐11	
  report	
  as	
  it	
  is	
  not	
  an	
  independent	
  study,	
  uses	
  flawed	
  
methodology,	
  and	
  results	
  in	
  skewed	
  findings	
  supportive	
  of	
  the	
  tobacco	
  industry’s	
  
positions	
  on	
  taxation;	
  

	
  



Implement	
  FCTC	
  Article	
  5.3	
  Guidelines	
  and	
  reject	
  any	
  partnership	
  with	
  the	
  tobacco	
  
industry	
  and	
  its	
  representatives	
  in	
  tackling	
  the	
  illicit	
  tobacco	
  trade	
  problem;	
  

	
  



Step	
  up	
  enforcement	
  to	
  reduce	
  illicit	
  tobacco	
  trade;	
  



Ratify	
  the	
  Protocol	
  on	
  Illicit	
  Trade	
  of	
  Tobacco	
  Products.	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  
For	
  further	
  information	
  contact:	
  	
  
Southeast	
  Asia	
  Tobacco	
  Control	
  Alliance	
  (SEATCA)	
  
Thakolsuk	
  Place,	
  Room	
  2B,	
  115	
  Thoddamri	
  Road,	
  	
  
Nakornchaisri,	
  Dusit,	
  Bangkok	
  10300,	
  Thailand	
  
Telefax:	
  +662	
  241	
  0082	
  
Email:	
  info@seatca.org	
  

www.seatca.org	
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Background:
Tobacco taxation is one of most effective tools to curb tobacco use, while also increasing government
1
revenues . It is recognized in Article 6 of the World Health Organization (WHO) Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC), which recommends that countries (Parties) adopt or
maintain tax and price measures to achieve their tobacco control objectives. To effectively reduce
consumption, tax and price increases need to be substantial, with periodic adjustments for inflation, to
reduce affordability. The tobacco industry therefore challenges regular and/or large tax increases and
has repeatedly claimed that such tax increases will lead to increased illicit tobacco trade and other
negative economic impacts to national economies.
On 26 September 2013, the International Tax and Investment Center (ITIC), headquartered in
2
Washington DC, launched a 132-page report titled Asia-11 Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2012 (hereafter
“Asia-11 Report”) at a meeting in Singapore attended by senior government customs and finance
officials from Asian countries. This report claims to provide an overview of the nature of the illicit trade
of cigarettes in Australia and 10 Asian countries (Brunei, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan,
Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam), providing allegedly credible estimates of
consumption of illicit cigarettes in these countries and the supposed impact this would have on
tobacco tax revenue.
The report’s main conclusions:
• Nine percent (9%) (66.5 billion cigarettes) of cigarettes consumed in the countries surveyed are
illicit, either illegally imported (5.6%) or illegally locally manufactured (3.4%);
• Some Asian countries, namely Brunei, Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore, that have high taxes
on tobacco also had the highest volumes of illicit cigarettes, over 25% in 2012;
• Governments are losing billions of dollars in tax revenue due to illicit trade, particularly related to
tobacco tax increases and high prices.
These main conclusions echo the assertions of tobacco companies that the black market for tobacco
products in the region is significant, causing large tax revenue losses, and driven by supposedly
excessive tax increases among other factors such as weak enforcement and the involvement of
criminal networks.
The Asia-11 Report was produced by ITIC, which describes itself as “an independent non-profit
research and education foundation that serves as a clearinghouse for information on best practices in
3
taxation and investment policy” , and UK-basedOxford Economics (OE), which describes itself as “a
4
key adviser to corporate, financial and government decision-makers and thought leaders”. Despite its
declarations of independence, ITIC sponsors include the major transnational tobacco companies,
Philip Morris International (PMI), British American Tobacco (BAT), and JT International (JTI), which
calls into question ITIC’s independence to undertake this study. In addition, while being presented as
an independent study, this report was funded by PMI, prepared by ITIC and OE according to agreed
terms of reference provided by Philip Morris Asia Ltd., and relied on inputs and data provided by the
tobacco industry, which cannot be considered as a neutral stakeholder on this issue.
This Asia-11 Report is therefore another attempt of the tobacco industry to protect its profits and to
counter the public health benefits of tobacco taxation by persuading governments that tax increases
will result in increased illicit trade and subsequent revenue losses. The report even faults
governments for raising taxes and implementing other effective (labelled by the industry as
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Jamison DT et al ‘Global Health 2035: a world converging within a generation’, The Lancet, Volume 382, Issue
9908, Pages 1898 - 1955, 7 December 2013 doi: 10.1016/S0140-6736(13)62105-4 accessed on 19 Jan 2014 at
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736%2813%2962105-4/fulltext?_eventId=login
2

Asia-11Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2012 International Tax and Investment Center and Oxford Economics Sep 2013
http://www.oxfordeconomics.com/Media/Default/Thought%20Leadership/white%20papers/PHIL2948%20Asia11%20Report/PHIL2948%20Asia-11%20Report%20AW_24.09.2013.pdf
3

International Tax and Investment Centre, http://www.iticnet.org/

4

Oxford Economics, http://www.oxfordeconomics.com/
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“excessive”) tobacco control measures to protect public health in compliance with the FCTC’s
objectives.
In its report launch press release, Daniel Witt, President of ITIC concludes that the Asia-11 Report
“means governments and the legal tobacco sector must step up their efforts to tackle the causes of
the illicit tobacco trade and its economic and social consequences,” implying incorrectly that the
5
tobacco industry is a stakeholder, despite its being complicit in illicit trade , and that cooperation
between governments and the tobacco industry is necessary to address illicit trade.
The FCTC does recognize the crucial role of civil society in tobacco control and FCTC
implementation, and in fact, public health authorities and regional organisations (e.g. WHO and the
Southeast Asia Tobacco Control Alliance (SEATCA)) have published best practice recommendations
6,7,8,9
and regional reports on tobacco taxation
and have held related workshops and meetings with
government officials. Consultations and partnerships with the tobacco industry, however, violate
FCTC Article 5.3, which requires Parties to protect public health policies from the commercial and
other vested interests of the tobacco industry.
This critique of the Asia-11 Report examines the report’s methodology and country findings compared
with alternate data, comments from in-country researchers/advocates, regional action on this report,
and the Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products (ITP). It also traces how the report has
been used by the industry in countries. Country-specific comments in this critique are limited to
Australia, Brunei, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam (excludes
Pakistan, Singapore, and Taiwan).
II. Problematic Methodology
The value of any research hinges on the design of its methodology, which must be scientifically sound
and rigorous. Otherwise the whole exercise would be futile and without value. The reliability and
accuracy of the Asia-11 Report’s estimates of illicit consumption are highly questionable as there is no
detailed discussion on research method, sampling design, and data sources, in order to allow for
validation by independent researchers. Multiple data sources (empty pack survey, surveys in
destination markets, expert opinions, consumer surveys, retail audits, etc.) are cited, but ITIC/OE fail
to provide a detailed description of each data source, the limitations of data derived from each source,
and how such would affect the accuracy of the estimates in the report.
10

Dr. Frank Chaloupka, Distinguished Professor of Economics at the University of Illinois at Chicago ,
who is an expert in the economic analysis of substance use and abuse, and on the effect of prices
and substance control policies in affecting the demands for tobacco, alcohol, and illicit drugs and who
11
has authored hundreds of publications on these topics, has raised several concerns when reviewing
the Asia-11 Report and its conclusions, from various aspects of the methodology to the inconsistency
of the resulting estimates for specific countries compared with estimates for these countries produced
in academic studies or by other organizations. We have incorporated his concerns here.
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Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids. Illegal Pathways to Illegal Profits, The Big Cigarette Companies and
International Smuggling. Available at
http://global.tobaccofreekids.org/files/pdfs/en/Illegal_profits_to_illicit_profit_en.pdf
6

IARC Handbooks of Cancer Prevention, Tobacco Control, Vol. 14: Effectiveness of Tax and Price Policies for
Tobacco Control (2011: Lyon, France)
7
8
9

World Health Organization. WHO Technical Manual On Tobacco Tax Administration.
WHO Pacific taxation project, http://www.wpro.who.int/tobacco/pacifictobaccotaxationproject/en/
Affordability of Cigarettes and the Impact of Raising Tobacco Excise Taxes in Southeast Asia, www.seatca.org

10

Frank J. Chaloupka, PhD, Distinguished Professor of Economics. http://www.ihrp.uic.edu/researcher/frank-jchaloupka-phd, accessed 5 May 2014.
11
Chaloupka FJ (2014). Tobacconomics Commentary: Critique of Asia-11 illicit tobacco indicator 2012. Chicago:
University of Illinois at Chicago, Health Policy Center. (in process of publication)
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1. Choice of countries
The authors did not provide a clear rationale for selecting and including countries in the Asia-11
Report. Countries included were a mixture of high, middle and low-income countries, ranging in size
from very small (e.g. Brunei and Singapore) to relatively large (e.g. Indonesia and the Philippines),
and excluding many of the region’s largest cigarette consuming countries, such as China, Japan and
South Korea, the world's first, fifth and eleventh largest cigarette consuming countries, respectively,
where the market share of illicit cigarettes is estimated by Euromonitor to be relatively low: 6.9
12
percent in China, 0.0 percent in Japan, and 0.4 percent in South Korea. By excluding large countries
with high cigarette consumption where the illicit cigarette consumption is relatively low, the report
overestimates the extent of illicit trade in the region.
2. Industry role
The tobacco industry provided key data inputs to the report such as sales data, prevalence, and/or
other inputs, including specifically the empty pack surveys that were "conducted by PMI or jointly by
13
several tobacco manufacturers" . Several studies already show that such industry surveys typically
overestimate the extent of illicit cigarette consumption, often double the estimates produced by
independent academic researchers. Recognizing the tobacco industry’s opposition to significant
tobacco tax increases that can reduce consumption and its history of exaggerating the extent of illicit
cigarette trade, ITIC/OE’s use of industry-provided data raises questions about the reliability and
accuracy of their reported estimates.
3. Empty pack survey (EPS) / litter survey
Empty pack surveys (collections of littered cigarette packs) commonly conducted by tobacco
companies provide key inputs for estimating illicit cigarette trade in the Asia-11 report; however, there
is little information provided on the research protocol and sampling methodology for such surveys,
14
which have the potential to overstate the extent of illicit cigarette trade . When conducted in popular
public places in urban areas and/or during peak tourist times, or when conducted in a nonrandomized unscientific manner (e.g. selecting known hotspots for illicit consumption), such surveys
will overestimate the extent of illicit cigarette trade, given that they will over-represent packs discarded
by tourists, foreign students and workers, and other visitors. The Asia-11 Report notes that rural areas
are not covered in empty pack surveys in at least some countries and provides no information on the
timing and specific geographic areas of the surveys. There is also no description of the method used
to identify and distinguish between legal and illicit empty packs. The representativeness and data
analysis from such surveys are therefore problematic and dubious.
It is also worth noting that estimates of outflows of domestic duty-paid cigarettes are based on empty
pack surveys in other Asia-11 countries. Since it is possible for duty-paid cigarettes in one country to
be smuggled into another country as well as brought in legally, such estimates are also inherently
defective.
4. Smoker survey
Surveys of smokers (either passers-by or through telephone) are another data source to estimate the
extent of illicit cigarette trade in some countries. Again, very little information is provided on these
surveys, making it difficult to assess the extent to which these surveys provide representative,
meaningful data. Passer-by surveys are problematic given that they are often conducted in areas
with heavy foot traffic and produce an unrepresentative sample of respondents; telephone interviews
can be problematic in lower income countries where some households may not have telephones. In
addition to the sampling issues, data quality depends on the questions asked in the survey. Again,
little to no information is provided on the questions used in the various surveys. Poorly worded survey
questions that do not clearly distinguish among various types of illicit trade can lead to double or triple
counting of some illicit cigarettes, upwardly biasing estimates of the size of the illicit market (e.g.
asking separately about counterfeit cigarettes and contraband cigarettes but not clearly distinguishing
between them could lead to the same illicit product being reported twice).
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Euromonitor International (2014). On-line Passport database at www.portal.eromonitor.com; last accessed
January 4, 2014.
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Asia-11 Report, page 11
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Gilmore AB, Rowell A, Gallus S, Lugo A, Joossens L, Sims M (2013). Towards a greater understanding of the
illicit tobacco trade in Europe: a review of the PMI funded 'Project Star' report. Tobacco Control, Published Online
First December 11, 2013.	
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5. Modeling
The overview of the model applied in the study suggests a comprehensive approach to assessing the
extent of illicit trade by analyzing licit and illicit domestic production and inflows/outflows of licit and
illicit cigarettes, and adjusting for smoking prevalence and consumption among smokers, tourist flows,
and duty-free shopping. Nonetheless, there is limited information to explain how the model captures
the various factors that influence consumption and insufficient information to independently replicate
the report’s estimates. In addition, the model is applied inconsistently in each country, as shown in the
sections below, and there is no accounting for non-duty-paid cigarettes marked for export flowing out
of the legal supply chain and into the illicit market.
6. “Bottom up” estimation
When convenient, the authors use a “bottom up” estimate (using data on smoking prevalence and
average daily consumption of cigarettes, plus UN population data) to compare with legal sales and
corroborate the estimates from their IT Flows model and/or empty pack surveys, such as for Brunei,
Malaysia, and Singapore. For Vietnam, however, the “bottom up” approach estimated that
consumption was less than legal sales, implying no evidence of substantial illicit share, thus again
calling into question the robustness of the Asia-11 Report’s methodology.
Given the non-transparent methods and potentially biased data used by the authors, their estimates
of the extent of illicit cigarette trade are likely also similarly biased and highly suspect. The Asia-11
Report cannot be relied on as a source of data on illicit trade until there is significant transparency
over the underlying methodology and data inputs and the contractual arrangements under which it
was produced. The authors themselves seem to acknowledge this by stating clearly in their
disclaimer, “The purpose of the report is to serve as a public policy resource pursuant to ITIC’s
mission. Nevertheless, should any party choose to rely on the report, they do so at their own risk. ITIC
and OE will not accept any responsibility or liability in respect of the report.”

III. Regional Overview raises questions
In addition to the problematic methodology used by its authors, the Asia-11 Report contains
unexplained gaps and inconsistencies and shows selective use of the information presented.
For example, the Asia-11 Report identifies Brunei, Hong Kong, Malaysia, and Singapore as having
had the highest volumes of illicit cigarettes (over 25% of total consumption) in 2012, yet on the same
page of the report, it also shows Brunei, Hong Kong, and Singapore having significantly smaller
numbers of illicit cigarettes consumed. In addition, when estimating the tobacco tax revenue losses
due to illicit trade, the report identifies the largest losses in absolute terms being in Australia,
Malaysia, Hong Kong, and Vietnam, conveniently not mentioning Brunei (which they claimed to have
close to 90% illicit share) and the Philippines (which they claimed had over 6 billion illicit cigarettes),
both countries having low tax revenue losses despite the high illicit consumption claimed.
Portrayal of Pakistan and Vietnam as being the largest consumers of illicit cigarettes is also
misleading in that the shares of illicit in these countries are estimated by the authors to be smaller
than Brunei, Hong Kong, Malaysia, and Singapore, which have much smaller populations.
ITIC/OE define illicit consumption as consisting of consumption of both non-domestic and domestic
illicit cigarettes. They also categorize non-domestic illicit products into counterfeit, contraband and
illicit whites, including unspecified variant cigarettes, and further define contraband as being of two
types: bootlegging and wholesale smuggling through organised crime. However, the authors do not
appear to recognize the possibility of contraband facilitated by manufacturers, either illegally exporting
their products to other countries or exporting and illegally re-importing their products into the country
of manufacture. In other words, the onus of illicit trade is placed on the consumer rather than the
manufacturer despite the clear evidence and global recognition of control of the supply chain as a key
component of the Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products.
Furthermore, “unspecified market variants” comprise the largest share (52.3% or 34.8 billion out of
66.5 billion) of the ITIC/OE estimate of illicit consumption, the term “unspecified” referring to cigarette
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packs that do not bear specific market labelling or duty-free labelling. Since these are differentiated
from counterfeit products, it appears that the report again ignores the tobacco industry as a possible
source of illicit products and the probability that the legal supply chain is not secure. Similarly, the
Asia-11 Report estimates that domestic illicit comprises 95% of illicit consumption in the Philippines.
Given that, in 2012, Philip Morris Fortune Tobacco Corporation Philippines (PMFTC) controlled over
90 percent of the market and that the most popular brands consumed are PMFTC brands, why does
the report not raise the possibility that the source of the domestic illicit cigarettes could be PMFTC?

III. Country-specific estimates
a. Australia
Asia-11 Report findings
The Asia-11 Report claims that out of Australia’s total (legal and illicit) consumption of cigarettes and
loose tobacco (23.7 billion cigarettes in 2012), 11.3% or 2.7 billion cigarettes is illicit. Of this illicit
volume, using the empty pack survey method, the report identified 71% or 1.93 billion cigarette
equivalents as unbranded loose tobacco (chop chop), as well as much smaller minorities of nondomestic cigarettes from Korea, China and other countries. Counterfeit cigarettes were estimated at
80 million sticks.
Exposing the myths
The main source of the Asia-11 Report estimate is a 2012 report by Deloitte commissioned by British
American Tobacco Australia (BATA) Limited, Philip Morris Limited, and Imperial Tobacco Australia
15
16
Limited, which is an update to a 2011 report published in May 2012 using the same methodology.
Chaloupka points out “the Deloitte estimate suffers from several methodological flaws, from the
unrepresentativeness of the sample population where key data is obtained to potential doublecounting of different types of illicit tobacco.”
17

Similarly, Quit Victoria in its critique of the May 2012 Deloitte report, says that apart from
substantially overestimating the number of smokers using unbranded loose (chop chop) tobacco, the
BATA-sponsored report on illicit tobacco also overestimates the amount that such smokers may have
purchased. “In contrast to Deloitte‘s estimate of 2.3 million kgs of illicit tobacco product and one billion
dollars in lost revenue, it is more likely that illicit tobacco in Australia amounts to about a quarter of a
million kilos and less than $165 million in revenue foregone. This pales into insignificance with the
additional $1billion in total government revenue (excise, customs and GST) that resulted from
increasing excise and customs duty on tobacco products in April 2010 despite an estimated 8%
decline in tobacco population smoking.” Based on findings from the National Drug Strategy
Household Survey (NDSHS), which had over 26,000 respondents, Quit Victoria estimated that the
illicit market in Australia must have been only about 2–3% of the total tobacco market, a much smaller
figure than the 13.9% estimate reported in the 2011 Deloitte report or the 10.5% reported in the 2012
Deloitte update, both widely touted by the tobacco industry and used as the basis for the Asia-11
Report.
With respect to 'chop-chop' specifically, the Deloitte report assumed that roll-your-own cigarettes
made from 'chop chop' contain 1.0 gram of tobacco, well above the estimates from academic studies
and the equivalence factor used by some governments (e.g. New Zealand) when setting tax rates so
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Deloitte (2012).Illicit trade of tobacco in Australia – Update for 2012. Sydney: Prepared for British American
Tobacco Australia Limited, Philip Morris Limited and Imperial Tobacco Australia Limited. Available from:
http://www.bata.com.au/group/sites/bat_7wykg8.nsf/vwPagesWebLive/DO9879X3/$FILE/medMD99T566.pdf?op
enelement.
16
Deloitte (2011).Illicit trade of tobacco in Australia. Sydney: Prepared for British American Tobacco Australia
Limited, Philip Morris Limited and Imperial Tobacco Australia Limited. Available from:
http://www.bata.com.au/group/sites/BAT_7WYKG8.nsf/vwPagesWebLive/DO7WZEX6?opendocument&SKN=1	
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A critique prepared by Quit Victoria, Cancer Council Victoria, May 2012. Accessible at
http://www.cancervic.org.au/downloads/mini_sites/Plain-facts/CritiqueDeloitte_May_2012_Update__Public_copy.pdf
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18

as to equalize the tax on roll-your-own cigarettes and manufactured cigarettes. The Asia-11 Report,
although based on the Deloitte report, used a conversion rate of 0.8 gram of loose tobacco per
cigarette. Chaloupka estimates that using a more reasonable assumption of 0.7 grams of tobacco per
roll-your-own cigarette made from 'chop chop' would reduce the Asia-11 Report estimate of the
number of 'chop chop' cigarettes from 1.9 billion to 1.3 billion, and reduce the total estimate for illicit
cigarettes by over 22 percent, from 2.7 billion to 2.1 billion.
Taken at face value, both the Deloitte and Asia-11 reports also show that illicit trade has decreased
despite Australia's bi-annual, inflation-adjusted excise tax increases, contradicting the industry’s
arguments about higher taxes and prices as drivers of illicit trade.
On 1 August 2013, the Australian government announced a 12.5% increase to the excise rate on
19
tobacco each year over the next four years , a testament to how little importance it gives to the
industry-funded reports of Deloitte and ITIC.
b. Brunei Darussalam
Asia-11 Report findings
ITIC/OE estimated the total (legal and illicit) consumption in Brunei at 351.2 million cigarettes in 2012,
of which 89.8% or 315.2 million cigarettes was deemed illicit based on the IT Flows Model employed,
making Brunei the economy with the highest incidence of illicit cigarette consumption among the 11
markets covered in the report. Allegedly, this large illicit volume grew as a result of Brunei’s significant
2010 excise tax increase. Furthermore, the report also indicated that the collapse of the legal market
after the exit of international tobacco manufacturers left the Brunei market served largely by illicit
imports with brands Era, Extreme, and Harvy topping the list.
Exposing the myths
Dr. Chaloupka points out that the total cigarette consumption estimated by ITIC/OE was based on the
assumption that a typical smoker in Brunei consumes 15 cigarettes per day, which is described as
'similar to neighbouring countries'; however, the estimated average daily consumption per smoker in
Malaysia, as reported in Euromonitor, is just over 9 cigarettes. Thus, by overestimating the total
consumption and assuming that the difference between total consumption and legal sales consists of
illicit cigarettes, the Asia-11 Report grossly overestimated the number of illicit cigarettes. Furthermore,
assuming smokers in Brunei consume an average of 9.2 cigarettes per day, as in Malaysia, the total
number of illicit cigarettes would then fall by over 43%, from ITIC/OE's estimate of 315.2 million down
to 179.4 million.
The Royal Customs and Excise Department also totally disagrees with the Asia-11 Report, stating
that it is based only on assumptions without official data from relevant agencies in Brunei and that
“there is no evidence that all the cigarettes consumed in Brunei are most likely smuggled from our
20
neighbouring countries” .
21

Another flaw pointed out by Brunei’s Ministry of Health is ITIC/OE’s erroneous assumption that all
non-domestic cigarettes are illicit. While Brunei imposes a zero-allowance of duty-free personal
imports as stated in the amended Excise Order (2010), the MOH explained that in practice, the
provision is currently only implemented for travellers coming through the international airport. The
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Rosenberry ZR, Strasser AA, Canlas LL, Potts JL, Pickworth WB (2013). Make your own cigarettes:
characteristics of the product and the consumer. Nicotine & Tobacco Research 15(8):1453-1457. Connolly GN,
Alpert HR. Trends in the use of cigarettes and other tobacco products. Journal of the American Medical
Association 299(22):2629-2630. The Treasury, New Zealand (2012).Regulatory Impact Statement - Increase in
Tobacco Excise and Equivalent Duties. Wellington, NZ: The Treasury.
19
Australian Taxation Office (2013). https://www.ato.gov.au/General/New-legislation/In-detail/Indirecttaxes/Excise/Excise-and-excise-equivalent-customs-duty---increase-to-tobacco-excise/	
  
20
Private communication from Ms. Bunga Galawing, Superintendent of Customs, Brunei Darussalam, 21 June
2014.
21
Private communication from Dr. Anie H. Abdul-Rahman, Ministry of Health, Brunei Darussalam, 9 December
2013.
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zero-allowance is yet to be implemented for travellers coming via numerous land control posts. As
such, a large proportion of non-domestic cigarettes assumed to be illicit have in fact been brought in
legally. Thus, the figure quoted for Brunei in the Asia-11 Report is grossly over-estimated.
Another obvious scenario that the Asia-11 Report ignores is one where consumption may actually
have decreased as a result of the government’s successful regulations in addition to the 2010 tax
hike, i.e. stricter enforcement of the ban on smoking in public places in 2010 and its expansion to
more public areas in 2012, stricter retail licensing regulations (higher license fees and limits on where
tobacco can be sold) since 2010, and very large (75%) pictorial health warnings since 2012. Thus the
decision of importers to discontinue doing business in Brunei is likely a result of their unwillingness to
comply with the stricter regulations, as well as a shrinking demand and much smaller retail network
22
(from 487 retailers in 2010 to 70 in 2012) , and not because of increased competition from illicit
traders.
c. Hong Kong
Asia-11 Report findings
According to the Asia-11 Report, Hong Kong’s total tobacco consumption was estimated at 5.1 billion
cigarettes in 2012. Of this, 1.8 billion cigarettes were deemed illicitly traded, as derived from their IT
Flows Model, making 1 in every 3 cigarettes smoked in Hong Kong illegal. The report notes that
seizures of illicit cigarettes by Hong Kong Customs averaged 86 million cigarettes per year between
2010 and 2012. The volume of illicit cigarettes is blamed on steep tobacco tax increases introduced in
2009 and 2011, claiming that these further widened price differences with neighboring countries.
Exposing the myths
Chaloupka notes that when a process similar to that used by ITIC/OE in Brunei is applied to Hong
Kong (using prevalence, population, and average consumption data to derive an estimate of total
consumption), the estimated total consumption is only 4.1 billion cigarettes. However, in contrast to
their approach for Brunei, ITIC/OE decided to rely on their IT Flows Model, which resulted in an
estimated total consumption of 5.1 billion cigarettes and 1.8 billion illicit cigarettes for Hong Kong. If
they had used the 4.1 billion estimate derived from prevalence, population and average consumption
data, the estimated volume of illicit cigarette consumption in Hong Kong would only have been 0.8
billion cigarettes, more than 55% lower than the 1.8 billion cited in the Asia-11 Report.
23

In a news report, the HK Customs and Excise Department disputed the Asia-11 Report saying
measures combating illegal cigarettes at the source were improving. From January to August 2013,
59.5 million illegal cigarettes were seized by customs operations, a 38% year-on-year increase, while
during the same period, revenue from tobacco excise rose to HK$3.48 billion from HK$3.2 billion
24
brought in over the same period in 2012.According to Customs and Excise Department data, after
the 50% increase in excise (from HKD 0.8 to HKD 1.2 per stick) in 2009, the number of seizures in
2010 actually decreased by 25% compared to 2009, while the number of seized cigarettes for the
local market decreased by 19% (from 58 million sticks to 47 million sticks). In contrast, in 2011 (after
no tax increase in 2010), the number of seizures increased by 44%, and the number of seized
cigarettes for the local market increased by 51%. Such data clearly disproves the Asia-11 Report and
recurring tobacco industry claims about tax increases as drivers of illicit trade.
Customs and Excise also point out that tobacco excise revenues contribute only 2-3% of Hong Kong’s
entire tax revenue collections and that the reason for the large tobacco tax increases is to improve
public health, not revenue generation.
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Data from Brunei Ministry of Health as State Licensing Authority
Chan S. 1 in 3 cigarettes smoked in Hong Kong are illegal, controversial study finds. South China Morning Post
3 October 2013. Available at:http://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/article/1323028/1-3-cigarettes-smokedhong-kong-are-illegal-controversial-study-finds
23

24

Customs and Excise Department.Powerpoint presentation, 12 October 2012.
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It is also worth noting that while there is a reduced duty-free allowance of 19 sticks (one open pack),
travelers are still able to bring in a larger volume after paying the corresponding duties.
d. Indonesia
Asia-11 Report findings
The Asia-11 Report estimated that only 0.1% (300 million cigarettes) out of Indonesia’s total
consumption of 302.7 billion cigarettes for 2012 was illicit. ITIC/OE attributed this to the fact that
cigarette prices in Indonesia are generally low, which provides little incentive to smuggle illicit
products, and presumed that most non-domestic cigarette packs found in their empty pack survey
were likely to be legal personal imports.
Exposing the myths
While the Asia-11 Report states that this very low estimation may be understating the actual incidence
of illicit consumption, referring to local press reports citing seized illicit cigarettes include locallyproduced cigarettes that partially evade taxes (e.g. tax stamps from a lower tax category are placed
on products that should be taxed in a higher tax category) and counterfeit products from small
manufacturers, it ignores the obvious fact that (low prices notwithstanding) the large majority of
Indonesian smokers consume clove cigarettes (kreteks), which are produced only in Indonesia, and
thus there is no incentive for any non-kretek cigarettes to be smuggled into Indonesia.
Noting how the domestic illicit production was assumed by ITIC/OE to be zero and that cigarette litter
surveys are unheard of in their country, researchers from the University of Indonesia’s Demographic
Institute (DI) have also questioned the representativeness of the areas covered in the Asia-11
25
Report’s Empty Pack Survey and the validity of the IT Flows Model to estimate illicit consumption. In
26
comparison, Satriawan et al surveyed points of sale in 16 out of 33 provinces in Indonesia and
purchased a total of 20,000 packs in selected villages to identify whether cigarette packs were illicit or
not and estimated illicit cigarette consumption to be about 6%. In a different 2010 study by the DI,
wherein 2,000 respondents were interviewed in East and Central Java provinces, the illicit cigarette
consumption was estimated at 4.58%.
e. Malaysia
Asia-11 Report findings
ITIC/OE estimated that illicit cigarette incidence in Malaysia was 34.5% (7.9 billion cigarettes) of the
total (legal and illicit) 23.0 billion cigarettes consumed in 2012, the estimated non-domestic share
being based on Empty Pack Surveys.
Exposing the myths
The Asia-11 Report estimate is exactly the same as that of the Confederation of Malaysian Tobacco
Manufacturers (CMTM)’s illicit cigarette survey in 2012, which is also an empty pack survey and most
likely the source of data for the Asia-11 Report. This figure is expectedly consistent with results of
previous litter surveys by CMTM, which is composed of BAT Malaysia Bhd, JTI Bhd, and Philip Morris
(Malaysia) Sdn Bhd, all of whose parent companies provide funding to ITIC.
Since 2003, CMTM estimates for the prevalence of illicit cigarettes have consistently been on the
upward trend, except for 2004. Compared with 20% in 2003, the 2004 figure was 14.4%, and this
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Personal communication. NurHadiWiyono. Demographic Institute, Faculty of Economics, University of
Indonesia. (2014)
26

Satriawan, Elan, Arti Adji, Wihana K. Jaya. 2010. Survei Rokok Ilegal 2010 (Survey on Illegal Cigarette in
2010). Yogyakarta: Pusat Studi Ekonomidan Kebijakan Publik, Universitas Gadjah Mada)
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reduction, which was attributed to the introduction of security features (security ink & banderole) on
cigarette packs as mandated by the Government, was despite a 55% tax increase compared to the
previous year.
In 2009 and 2010, CMTM claimed illicit consumption was 37.5% and 36.3%, respectively. These
estimates are significantly higher than Malaysian government estimates, which are also based on
CMTM data. Government estimates are corroborated by illicit cigarette research conducted in 2009 by
the International Tobacco Control (ITC) Policy Evaluation Project, which produced an estimate of
19.2%.The ITC Project used cross-sectional survey data from participants, who were selected by
multistage stratified cluster sampling and who shared their used cigarette packs during a standardized
interview.
In contrast, CMTM’s litter surveys over the past decade in Malaysia sample only litterbins from
selected hotspots where crowds congregate (e.g. stadiums and markets) and rural spots where
consumption of illicit cigarettes is known to be high, such as palm oil estates where poor folk and
immigrants (mostly Indonesian migrants) reside. Selection of only these specific areas would certainly
yield biased data and subsequently inaccurate overestimates of illicit consumption. Surveys of
Malaysian smokers show that the top three illicit brands mentioned in the Asia-11 Report (Gudang
Garam, John, and Canyon) are not commonly smoked by the locals. Obviously the incidence of illicit
cigarettes, particularly the Indonesian brand Gudang Garam, would be high all the time in such litter
surveys, given that kreteks are popular among Indonesian smokers, who are a major part of the
migrant population. The tobacco industry in Malaysia consistently uses results derived from this nonrepresentative sample to extrapolate and make deductions about the national situation.
f. Philippines
Asia-11 Report findings
As per the Asia-11 Report, total consumption (legal and illicit) for the Philippines in 2012 was
estimated at 108.7 billion cigarettes. Of this, 5.9%, or 6.4 billion cigarettes, was deemed to be illicit,
majority (6.1 billion sticks) of which was domestic illicit, while counterfeit inflows believed to originate
mostly from China (220 million) and non-domestic illicit inflows (90 million), were a minority.
Exposing the myths
It is not so surprising that ITIC/OE does not comment on its estimate of domestic illicit, which it says
accounts for 95% of total illicit consumption. Given that the most popular brands consumed in the
Philippines belong to Philip Morris Fortune Tobacco Corp., it is highly possible that these also
comprise the majority of domestic illicit, an embarrassing potential conclusion for the Asia-11 Report’s
funders.
As with other countries, the estimated non-domestic share was based on a Q4 2011 Empty Pack
Survey. Identification of illicit packs by this process is highly disputable, because of the ambiguous
and non-transparent methodology employed. In addition, only cigarette packs imported into the
Philippines are currently required to affix tax stamps, which have no holographic security elements or
other high-tech security features, and these are easily replicated by normal reprographics methods.
This makes it particularly difficult for a litter survey to determine with accuracy whether a pack is licit
or illicit. Conversely, it is prone to either overestimation or underestimation, leading one to conclude
that the estimate of illicit cigarette consumption in the Philippines is inaccurate and unreliable.
g. Thailand
Asia-11 Report findings
The Asia-11 Report’s estimate of total consumption (legal and illicit) for Thailand in 2012 was 40.5
billion cigarettes (excluding roll-your-own tobacco). Of this, only 2.9% (1.2 billion cigarettes) was
deemed illicit consumption, all from non-domestic sources (domestic illicit was zero).
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Exposing the myths
Again, ITIC/OE’s primary data source is an Empty Pack Survey carried out by the tobacco industry
within Thailand and, for outflows of domestic duty-paid cigarettes, in other Asia-11 markets. Given the
limitations of the empty pack survey method the estimate is unlikely to be reliable and valid. It even
labels 650 million cigarettes or over half of non-domestic illicit inflows as “unspecified”, even while
being able to categorize illicit cigarettes from China and Cambodia and stating that “counterfeit
products make up a significant (20%) of total illicit inflows” without any explanation for how these were
identified as counterfeit.
Similarly, the method used to calculate total non-domestic inflows using passenger data, smoking
rates and personal allowance is not clearly spelled out and thus unreliable and invalid. Many other
measures are also based on OE estimates, but how these estimates were derived is unspecified; thus
it is very difficult to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of all these measures in the IT Flows Model
and thus the final estimate of illicit cigarette consumption.
The Asia-11 Report also stated that non-domestic legal inflows are relatively high due to tourist
inflows (pp 80) but does not show how this conclusion was arrived at and provides no evidence to
support this conclusion.
Lastly, while ITIC/OE estimated the tax loss associated with the illicit consumption of cigarettes
amounted to Baht 2.4 billion (USD 76 million) in fiscal year 2011/12 or Baht 2.5 billion (USD 80
million) for the calendar year 2012, it failed to mention that the tobacco excise revenues collected in
2012 amounted to USD 1.997 billion, dwarfing the claimed illicit trade tax losses.
h. Vietnam
Asia-11 Report findings
ITIC/OE estimated the total consumption (legal and illicit) for Vietnam in 2012 at 103.3 billion
cigarettes. Of this, an estimated 19.4% (20.1 billion cigarettes) was deemed illicit consumption based
on estimates by the Vietnam Tobacco Association (VTA), while a 2011Empty Pack Survey conducted
in urban areas only (15 cities) suggested a non-domestic share over 30%.
Exposing the myths
Similar to other countries, the major criticism of the Asia-11 Report estimate for Vietnam is the nontransparent methodology employed. While ITIC/OE base their estimates on those of VTA, there is no
description or appraisal of the VTA survey methodology, which supposedly is different from the 2011
empty pack survey, whose estimates are also mentioned as being much higher.
The Asia-11 Report notes the empty pack survey limitation of being conducted only in (15 cities)
urban areas but fails to point out that 68.3% or 60.6 million Vietnamese live in rural areas, such that
sampled areas are unrepresentative of the general population. Furthermore, as with other similar
surveys by the tobacco industry, it is likely that these selected urban areas are known hotspots for
illicit consumption, thus creating highly biased data and results. Findings from a cross-sectional
27
study of smokers recruited from Vietnamese households to determine the magnitude of illicit
cigarette consumption showed that illicit consumption was markedly higher in urban areas (28.9%)
than in rural areas (16.1%). A majority (42.0%) of illicit consumption was in Vietnam’s southern
region, while the northern and central regions accounted for only 4.9% and 7.0%, respectively, with
some provinces having zero percent illicit consumption. Most of the illicit-cigarette smokers were
found in big cities including Dong Thap (45.5%), Long An (44.1%), Ho Chi Minh City (41.7%) and Binh
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Nguyen TM, Dao ST, et al (2014). Portrait of Illicit Cigarette Trade in Vietnam (unpublished report).
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Phuoc (26.3%) located in the Southern region, Da Nang (12.9%) and Dak Lak (10.6%) in the central
region, and Hanoi (7.0%) in the northern region.
The Asia-11 Report also distorts information on excise duties applied to cigarettes (p. 85 bar chart).
There has been no change in the ad valorem tobacco excise rate in Vietnam since 2008; however,
the bar chart indicates a 149% excise increase in 2010 and a 26% increase in 2012, both of which are
due to higher prices determined by the industry rather than an increase in the government’s tax rate.
IV. Regional Dissemination and Response
While the Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products (ITP) is now open for ratification and
accession, the recommendations from the Asia-11 Report seem to undermine the ITP in that they
promote alternate solutions, including building on existing memoranda of understanding and forming
public-private partnerships with the industry, both of which have been proven to be ineffective in
tackling illicit trade and which violate FCTC Article 5.3:
“Though it cannot form the complete solution to the problem, the Protocol does merit detailed
analysis to understand the options, implications and costs before countries embark on
implementation. Whilst this process gets underway, countries with similar concerns and
commitment to tackling this illicit trade may wish to proactively establish regional partnerships to
develop a consistent and thus more effective approach to implementation building on existing
28
memoranda of understanding, public-private partnerships and multilateral agreements.”
Among recommendations from the Singapore meeting was a call for stronger international
cooperation between national governments, industry, and internationally recognized & specialized
agencies such as the World Customs Organization and Interpol.
The Asia-11 Report was disseminated to all the related government ministries and agencies and its
tobacco industry allies in all the 11 Asian countries after the regional launch in Singapore on 26
September 2013. ITIC and OE have been actively publicizing it at national level and meeting with
high-ranking government officials at various venues. For example:
• Launch of Asia-11 Report in Kuala Lumpur on 30 September 2013 with the former Customs
Director General endorsing the report;
• ITIC media briefing held in Bangkok in October 2013;
• ITIC's Myanmar Natural Resources Taxation Working Group meeting held in Nay Pyi Taw,
Myanmar on 10-11 February 2014, where government participants requested an immediate
follow-up meeting as soon as possible.
• ITIC President met with Vietnamese Minister of Finance in Washington, DC on 11 March 2014.
• ITIC's third annual Diplomatic Dialogue for High Commissioners and Ambassadors from Asia
29
held in London on 6 March 2014
This systematic promotion of the industry-friendly report and its pro-industry position serves to counter
other evidence-based information and initiatives on tobacco taxation available to governments. It also
undermines initiatives such as the Southeast Asia Initiative on Tobacco Tax (SITT) and the WHO
Pacific Tobacco Taxation Project.
Soon after the regional launch in Singapore, this report was again launched through a press
conference in Malaysia by the former Director General of the Royal Malaysian Customs, Datuk Seri
Mohamed Khalid Yusuf. The Malaysian launch coincided with the Government’s announcement of a
14% tobacco tax increase, giving the industry opportunity to utilize the ITIC/OE information to their
advantage. The President of ITIC, Daniel Witt, was positioned as a tax expert and made a direct
comment on Malaysia’s 14% tobacco tax increase, telling the media, “an increase that was too high,
implemented over too short a term, could shock the market and create a demand for black market
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ITIC Bulletin, January 2014 http://www.iticnet.org/images/Singapore%20AIT%20Bulletin.pdf
International Tax and Investment Center Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/pages/International-Taxand-Investment-Center-ITIC/411136648933607
29
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goods. …Increasing excise tax should be done in a predictable way to stabilize the legal market,
meaning those who can be taxed.” The event received extensive media coverage appearing in many
major newspapers in September and October 2013. The issue was kept alive in January 2014 when
CMTM again made references to this report in news articles. Prior to this, BAT issued a statement on
how this increase in duty was “shocking and could lead to an increase in illegal cigarette trade.”
It is unsurprising that the Vietnam Tobacco Association (VTA) has been using the Asia-11 Report’s
findings to oppose an effective (pro-health) increase of tobacco excise tax in the ongoing process of
revision of Vietnam’s excise tax law. VTA has been emphasizing the Asia-11 Report estimate that
nd
Vietnam is the 2 largest market of illicit cigarettes among the 11 Asian countries and that any large
tax increase will lead to increased smuggling, which will lead to decreased excise revenues.
The ITIC President had also introduced the ‘ASEAN Excise Tax Study Group’ “stressing the need for
balanced tax policies on excisable goods to avoid market distortions and ensure stable and
predictable government tax revenues,” and concluded that the next step is the development of a
“resource to assist policy makers in reforming excise taxes.” This means ITIC has set itself up as the
main ‘resource’ to provide technical assistance to the ASEAN governments, although it has
disqualified itself since its sponsors include the major transnational tobacco companies.
This stresses the need for official inter-governmental bodies such as the Conference of the Parties
(COP) to the WHO FCTC and the ASEAN to actively take charge of discussions and meetings rather
than allow the process to be hijacked by a tobacco industry-funded initiative. This also stresses the
need to take a whole-of-government approach to implementing the FCTC and the ITP.
The government of Brunei Darussalam received the Asia-11 Report from its authors and wrote to the
WHO Western Pacific Regional Office alerting WHO staff about it and informing them that the report’s
methodology applied for Brunei was flawed. Alerting the WHO and civil society is important as both
institutions monitor the tobacco industry’s interference in policy development as outlined in the FCTC
Article 5.3 Guidelines.
SEATCA wrote to the FCTC Convention Secretariat alerting them to this report and raising issues it
presents, highlighting how Parties to the FCTC were being contacted directly by ITIC, despitethe facts
that ITIC, though claiming to be an independent organisation, was actually funded by major
transnational tobacco companies and that the study was funded by PMI. SEATCA also wrote to
several governments advising caution to this report.
When the Asia-11 Report was launched in Singapore, an international news agency contacted
SEATCA. SEATCA provided a statement whose main point was: “The public needs to know that ITIC,
despite claiming to be an independent organization, is funded by major transnational tobacco
companies. The fact that Philip Morris had also funded this research, as well as the KPMG Star study
in Europe, also calls into question the credibility of this report.” The news agency decided not to run
the story on the ITIC report.
V. Use of Interpol’s name
In June 2012, Philip Morris International announced it was donating 15 million Euros to INTERPOL to
combat illicit trade, including of tobacco products. Artyom Chernis, PMI Vice President for Illicit Trade
Strategies and Prevention, said, “The eradication of illicit cigarettes and the criminality associated with
it requires a concerted and coordinated cross-border effort which INTERPOL is ideally placed to lead.
We look forward to our cooperation and the positive results we are confident it will yield.”According to
PMI, its contribution to INTERPOL’s Fund for A Safer World will be used for coordination of
information gathering, training programs for law enforcement officials, development of product
30
authentication standards and the execution of public information campaigns.
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Philip Morris International Provides 15 Million Euro Contribution to INTERPOL to Fight Trafficking in Illicit
Goods. PMI news release, 21 June 2012.
http://www.pmi.com/eng/media_center/press_releases/pages/201206210200.aspx
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Governments and tobacco companies have different objectives in combating illicit trade in tobacco
products. For governments, eliminating illicit trade will result in increased revenues and greater
protection of health by preventing access to cheap illegal tobacco products. For tobacco companies,
their aim is to regain market share for their legal products, which in themselves are harmful to health.
By co-opting INTERPOL and customs and other relevant government agencies, the tobacco industry,
despite its inherently harmful nature, is able to improve its public image as a responsible industry and
influence the development and implementation of policies to regulate the industry and its products.
Specific to INTERPOL, shortly after accepting PMI’s donation, in July 2012, INTERPOL announced
the creation of the INTERPOL Global Register (IGR), which it said would make accessible the
31
industry’s supply authentication system, Codentify , which the industry deceptively promotes to
governments as a tracking and tracing system for controlling illicit trade.
In November 2012, at its Fifth Session, the COP decided “to defer consideration of the application for
observer status submitted by the International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL); and to
mandate the Bureau of the COP to liaise with INTERPOL to seek clarification on considerations
relating to its application for observer status, taking account Rule 30 of the Rules of Procedure of the
COP, in particular in relation to Article 5.3 of the WHO FCTC”.
VI. The WHO FCTC Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products
The Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products is the first Protocol to the WHO FCTC
and was adopted on 12 November 2012 at the fifth session of the Conference of the Parties in
Seoul, Republic of Korea. It is currently open for ratification, acceptance, approval or accession by
the Parties to the WHO FCTC.
As a treaty attached to a Framework Convention, the Protocol was open for signature by all Parties to
the WHO FCTC from 10 January 2013 until 9 January 2014. When it was closed for signature, the
Protocol had been signed by 53 States and the European Union (out of 178 eligible Parties), five of
which belong to the Asia Pacific region: China, Fiji, Mongolia, Myanmar, and Republic of Korea.
Nicaragua is the only country to have ratified the Protocol. The Protocol will enter into force on the
90th day following the date of deposit of the 40th instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval,
formal confirmation or accession with the UN Depositary.
The Protocol aims to eliminate all forms of illicit trade in tobacco products and provides tools for
preventing and counteracting illicit trade through an array of national measures and international
cooperation.
Key measures pertain to controlling and securing the supply chain of tobacco products, such as
licensing for the manufacture, import, and export of tobacco products and manufacturing
equipment; establishing a national or regional tracking and tracing system for all tobacco products
(which will be part of a global tracking and tracing regime that includes a “global informationsharing focal point” located at the FCTC Secretariat); due diligence requirements; subjecting the
and international transit.
Law enforcement measures such as establishing a number of conducts as unlawful and subjecting
them to effective and dissuasive sanctions are another major area of the Protocol, as is broad
international cooperation in the investigation of illicit trade, including by affording mutual legal
assistance and extradition and through information sharing, technical assistance and cooperation.
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Joossens L, Gilmore AB. The transnational tobacco companies’ strategy to promote Codentify, their inadequate
tracking and tracing standard. Tob Control 2013 April 27. Epub ahead of print.
http://tobaccocontrol.bmj.com/content/early/2013/03/11/tobaccocontrol-2012-050796.full.pdf
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VII. Conclusion & Recommendations
The proposal to implement gradual tobacco tax increase (instead of huge hikes) made by the Asia-11
Report is exactly the same as the decades-old annual calls made by the tobacco industry in every
country. There is absolutely nothing new that can be drawn from the study, and governments should
continue to raise tobacco taxes in order to reach their public health and fiscal objectives.
It must be realized that substantial improvement can be achieved as a consequence of operative
actions by the authorities. Governments should continuously implement effective novel strategies to
combat illicit tobacco trade by stepping up enforcement measures. As governments had actively
participated in the drafting of the WHO FCTC – Illicit Trade Protocol, they should ratify this new legal
tool as soon as possible. Relevant laws and regulations should be enacted consistent with the articles
and guidelines in this Protocol.
Recommendations
•
•
•
•

Reject the ITIC/OE Asia-11 report as it is not an independent report, uses flawed methodology,
and results in skewed finding supportive of the tobacco industry’s position
Implement FCTC Article 5.3 Guidelines and reject any partnership with the tobacco industry and
its representatives in tackling smuggling problem
Step up enforcement to reduce tobacco smuggling
Ratify the Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products
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ABSTRACT
Background In the UK, transnational tobacco
companies (TTCs) have been arguing that levels of illicit
trade are high and increasing and will rise further if
standardised packaging is implemented. This paper
examines trends in and accuracy of media reporting of,
and industry data on, illicit tobacco in the UK.
Methods Quantiﬁcation of the volume, nature and
quality of press articles citing industry data on illicit
tobacco in UK newspapers from March 2008 to March
2013. Examination of published TTC data on illicit,
including a comparison with independent data and of
TTC reporting of Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
data on illicit.
Results Media stories citing industry data on illicit
tobacco began in June 2011, 2 months after the
Tobacco Control Plan for England, which heralded
standardised packaging, was published. The majority of
data cited are based on industry Empty Pack Surveys for
which no methodology is available. For almost all parts
of the country where repeat data were cited in press
stories, they indicated an increase, often substantial, in
non-domestic/illicit cigarettes that is not supported by
independent data. Similarly, national data from two
published industry sources show a sudden large increase
in non-domestic product between 2011 and 2012. Yet
the methodology of one report changes over this period
and the other provides no published methodology. In
contrast, independent data show steady declines in nondomestic and illicit cigarette penetration from 2006 to
2012 and either a continued decline or small increase to
2013.
Conclusions Industry claims that use of Non-UK Duty
Paid/illicit cigarettes in the UK is sharply increasing are
inconsistent with historical trends and recent
independent data. TTCs are exaggerating the threat of
illicit tobacco by commissioning surveys whose
methodology and validity remain uncertain, planting
misleading stories and misquoting government data.
Industry data on levels of illicit should be treated with
extreme caution.

INTRODUCTION

To cite: Rowell A, EvansReeves K, Gilmore AB. Tob
Control Published Online
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Month Year] doi:10.1136/
tobaccocontrol-2013051397

There is overwhelming evidence of the transnational tobacco companies’ (TTCs) long involvement in the global illicit tobacco trade.1–5 In the
UK, in the 1990s, TTCs were accused of facilitating
smuggling by deliberately oversupplying brands to
countries where there was no demand for them.6
Although the nature of the illicit tobacco market
has since changed substantially,5 emerging evidence
suggests the TTCs have continued to be involved in
the illicit trade and failed to control their supply
chain7–10 despite signing agreements to address
both these issues.9 11–14
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For example, cigarette smuggling to and through
Bulgaria continued after the deals reached the
European Union (EU),2 and Japan Tobacco
International ( JTI) remains under investigation by
the European Anti-Fraud Agency (OLAF)15 16 following evidence that its involvement in illicit continued after it signed an anti-smuggling agreement
with the EU.7
In the UK, Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
(HMRC) estimated that in 2011 the aggregate supply
of certain brands of Roll Your Own tobacco (RYO) to
some countries exceeded legitimate demand by
240%.9 17 Similarly, massive TTC overproduction of
cigarettes in Ukraine has been shown to fuel the illicit
market in Europe,10 a ﬁnding supported by a recent
pan-European survey showing that illicit tobacco use
was greatest in those living in countries sharing a
land or sea border with Ukraine, Russia, Moldova or
Belarus,18 and by data from Poland indicating that
levels of illicit fall as one moves from northeast to
southwest across the country.19 Furthermore, Philip
Morris International’s (PMI) own data suggest that in
2010 around a quarter of illicit cigarettes in Europe
were PMI’s own brands.20
Despite historical involvement in the illicit
trade1 3–6 and recent evidence of complicity,2 7
TTCs continue to use the threat of illicit tobacco to
argue against key tobacco control policies.21–30 For
example, TTCs consistently and misleadingly argue
that tobacco tax and price rises will increase the
illicit tobacco trade,27 even in jurisdictions where
much of the price increases are directly attributable
to industry price increases rather than tax
increases.30 31
More recently, TTCs have argued that standardised packaging (SP) will increase smuggling of
genuine and counterfeit cigarettes.21–23 26 This
argument was widely used in Australia (the ﬁrst
country to introduce SP in December 2012)32–41
despite evidence that the tobacco industry, and
those working on its behalf, exaggerated the scale
of the problem.29 42 43
In response to the 2011 Tobacco Control Plan
for England,44 which included a recommendation
to consider SP, and the public consultation that followed in 2012,45 the TTCs recycled the illicit trade
argument in the UK.21–23 26 46 47 Despite evidence
that these illicit trade arguments are misleading,48
they may carry more weight in the UK, where the
illicit tobacco trade49 is signiﬁcantly greater than in
Australia.50
This paper therefore aims to examine trends in
media reporting of TTCs’ data on illicit tobacco
penetration, to assess the accuracy of the TTCs’
data and their reporting of independent data on
the extent of illicit tobacco trade in the UK.

by BMJ Publishing Group Ltd under licence.
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BACKGROUND: PROBLEMS WITH MEASURING THE ILLICIT
TOBACCO TRADE
Due to its illegal nature, the illicit tobacco trade is difﬁcult to
measure. Those involved do not make records public, law
enforcement agency data are often kept conﬁdential and supplementary methods of estimation have limitations.51 52
Furthermore, the various forms of illicit and other non-duty
paid tobacco (table 1) cause confusion, leading to difﬁculties in
accurately comparing data. Illicit tobacco (see table 1 for deﬁnition) is illegal product on which no tobacco duties have been
paid. It includes smuggled genuine product, counterfeit product
and ‘Cheap Whites’. It does not, however, include products
bought legally on which tobacco duties have not been paid—
those purchased duty free or abroad for personal use (known as
cross-border sales) (table 1). Thus, non-duty paid (or nondomestic) product, referred to in the UK as Non-UK Duty Paid
(NUKDP) product, includes illicit tobacco and cross-border
sales (table 1). In the UK, the latest HMRC estimates suggest
that 10% of the cigarette market is NUKDP, 70% of this comprising illicit cigarettes and 30% cross-border sales.49
Most tobacco industry data on illicit comes from the industry’s Empty Pack Surveys (EPS), a system of collecting discarded
cigarette packs to determine their authenticity. Although industry reports promote EPSs,8 previous work has raised serious
concerns about the accuracy of industry EPS data.9 20 25 53–55
Furthermore, EPSs can only measure non-domestic product,
being unable to distinguish which of this is legal non-domestic
and which is illicit.20 55 56 Thus, if EPS data on non-domestic
product are presented as measures of illicit, they will give artiﬁcially high ﬁgures.9
In the UK, HMRC estimates the extent of the illicit tobacco
trade using a combination of survey and sales data. Total

Table 1 Illicit trade terminology
Terminology

Definition

Illicit trade

Illicit trade is defined in Article 1 of the
WHO’s Framework Convention on
Tobacco Control as ‘any practice or
conduct prohibited by law and which
relates to production, shipment, receipt,
possession, distribution, sale or purchase
including any practice or conduct
intended to facilitate such activity’.57
Includes smuggled genuine cigarettes/
tobacco, counterfeit cigarettes/tobacco
and ‘Cheap Whites’
Tobacco on which local (eg, UK) duties
have not been paid. Comprises illegal and
legal cigarettes/tobacco. The latter
includes cross-border sales (which in turn
include duty free—see below)
Illicit whites are cigarettes manufactured
for the sole purpose of being smuggled
into and sold illegally in another market.
They usually do not pay tax in the
country where they are made58
Legal importation of goods for personal
use. Includes duty free cigarettes/tobacco
and those, in the case of the UK, with
duties paid outside the UK, eg, in other
EU countries59
Products bearing a trademark of a
tobacco manufacturer that are
manufactured by a third party without
the consent of that manufacturer11

Non-domestic product (known in
the UK as Non-UK Duty Paid
(NUKDP))

Cheap Whites/illicit whites

Cross-border sales/shopping (also
known as non-domestic legal)

Counterfeit

2

tobacco consumption is estimated using survey data adjusted for
under-reporting. Legal sales are then subtracted from the consumption estimate to provide an estimate of illicit. Adjustments
are also made for cross-border sales. Recognising the limitations
of the estimates produced, HMRC reports a range and a midpoint estimate of illicit and NUKDP.49

METHODS
Media coverage
Media coverage of the illicit tobacco trade in UK newspapers
(national, regional and local) between March 2008 and March
2013 was identiﬁed using the Nexus UK press database.60
Search terms included ‘cigarette and illegal’, ‘cigarette and
smuggling’, ‘tobacco and illegal’, ‘tobacco and smuggling’,
‘tobacco and illicit’. Each set of terms was combined with the
names of the major TTCs: British American Tobacco (BAT),
JTI, Imperial Tobacco (IMT) and PMI. Only articles citing
industry data or surveys on illicit were included, while articles
referring to the illicit tobacco trade in general, but giving no
data, were excluded.
In addition to counting the number of newspaper articles
each month, we categorised the data contained in each article
by tobacco type (whether the data referred to cigarettes, RYO or
both), tobacco company providing the data or mentioned in the
article and other companies mentioned (eg, market research
companies); methodology underlying the data; and whether the
article clariﬁed the nature of the data including the difference
between cross-border and illicit.
All articles were uploaded into NVivo to identify the most
frequently used terminology. To further assess the accuracy of
the coverage, we attempted to obtain the data underlying the
press coverage by searching for industry press releases and
reports published around the time of the press articles. Where
data on levels of illicit penetration were available for the same
geographic area over time (whether presented in the same or
different press articles), these data were presented graphically
using the year when the data were obtained rather than
published.

Formally published industry data
National data
We aimed to identify tobacco industry data on illicit tobacco
(both cigarettes and RYO) in the UK. However, an initial review
indicated that the majority of industry data only measured
NUKDP cigarettes (PMI data in its Project Star report were
unique in being broken down into illicit and cross-border
sales).8 24 61 62 Analysis was therefore restricted to NUKDP
cigarettes.
Project Star reports, produced annually for PMI, were the
primary source of industry data as the early reports compile
data from a number of industry sources, including the Tobacco
Manufacturers’ Association (TMA), JTI’s Pack Swap survey and
PMI’s EPSs.8 61 62 The other report examined was JTI’s 2012,
The Billion Pound Drop report, the most comprehensive, publicly available industry document on NUKDP cigarettes in the
UK.24 Searches of the TTCs’ websites and press releases undertaken in March 2013 provided no additional data.
Industry data were compared with data from independent
sources, notably HMRC49 59 63 64 and a 2010 survey undertaken as part of a major EU research project, Pricing Policies and
Control of Tobacco in Europe (PPACTE).18 65 For HMRC, we
took the midpoint illicit cigarette market share estimate and
added the cross-border sales estimate. For PPACTE, we took
data on cigarettes only and combined data on illicit and nonRowell A, et al. Tob Control 2014;0:1–9. doi:10.1136/tobaccocontrol-2013-051397
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domestic legal cigarettes as a proportion of total consumption
using previous calculations.20 The PPACTE data cover England
and not the UK.

Subnational data
Industry regional data on NUKDP cigarettes were obtained
from JTI’s The Billion Pound Drop report,24 and independent
data from repeat NEMS Market Research surveys of smokers’
purchasing behaviours commissioned by public health groups in
the northeast and southwest of England.66–70 These surveys are
based on representative samples of adults aged 16 plus using a
combination of telephone and in-street interviewing. The 2013
surveys comprised 1454 adults including 707 current smokers
who provide the basis for the questions on illicit tobacco purchases in the northeast,70 and 2000 adults including 1183
smokers in the southwest.66

Industry reporting of HMRC data
Finally, to assess JTI’s reporting of HMRC data, The Billion
Pound Drop report24 was searched for all mentions of ‘HMRC’,
‘Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs’ and ‘Government’ to
identify all references to HMRC data on illicit. All data cited
were then compared for accuracy against the original HMRC
source.

RESULTS
Media coverage
Between March 2008 and May 2011, no articles citing tobacco
industry illicit trade ﬁgures were published in the UK media
(ﬁgure 1). Following the publication of the Tobacco Control
Plan in March 2011, articles began to appear—14 were published in 2011, 26 in 2012 and 12 in the ﬁrst three months of
2013 alone.

Of the 52 articles, 23 (45%) mention PMI,71–93 12 cite JTI
(some referring speciﬁcally to The Billion Pound Drop report or the
data contained in it),72 94–104 13 cite IMT (many relating to EPS
ﬁgures it gave at its Annual General Meeting in January
2013)105–117 and 5 refer to a number of tobacco companies.118–122
(The total adds to 53 as one article cites separate data from PMI
and JTI.) In all bar seven articles, these companies are clearly cited
as the source of the data.
Ten of the ﬁfty-two articles also mention market analysis
company, MS Intelligence, as having undertaken EPSs on industry’s behalf;73–76 106 116–120 four of these specifying that the
work was undertaken for a number of cigarette companies collectively.118–121
In terms of underlying methodology, 17 articles explicitly
refer to EPSs,71 73–83 105 107 108 118 120 and a further 24 to
survey data known to be based on EPSs (eg, data in The Billion
Pound Drop, Project Star or MS Intelligence surveys).72 88 89
91–93 95 98–103 106 109–113 116 117 119 121 122
No article explains
the methodology in any detail.

Accuracy of coverage
None of the articles explain the nature of the data or the difference between NUKDP and illicit. Article titles suggest the data
refer to illicit, with 41 (79%) using the words illegal, illicit,
counterfeit, fake or black market. The word cloud (ﬁgure 2)
identiﬁes illegal and illicit as the most frequently used words
after cigarettes and tobacco. Yet, as we showed above, much, if
not all, of the data comes from EPSs and the articles can therefore only present data on NUKDP rather than illicit.
Just 4 of the 52 articles (8%)95 102 103 123 could be linked to
published industry data—that from JTI’s The Billion Pound
Drop report, which gives no detail on underlying EPS methodology.24 This report presents NUKDP data,24 yet three of the

Figure 1 Number of press articles in UK newspapers citing industry data on illicit cigarettes and tobacco, 2008–2012, by month of publication.
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Figure 2 NVivo word cloud analysis of 52 newspaper articles citing
industry data on illicit/Non-UK Duty Paid tobacco and published
between March 2008 and March 2013; the larger the word, the greater
the usage of that word in the articles.

four linked articles incorrectly refer to ‘illicit’ or ‘illegal’ cigarettes,95 102 123 while the fourth mentions ‘duty free’ and ‘counterfeit cigarettes’, but still inaccurately warns of a rise in ‘illegal’
cigarettes.103
For almost all parts of the UK where repeat data were available, the press articles show an increase, often quite marked, in
levels of illicit/NUKDP cigarettes between 2011 and 2012
(ﬁgure 3). Comparing national data from the press articles is
more difﬁcult as there are numerous estimates, but articles citing
national data reafﬁrm this message (ﬁgure 3),94 102 as do quotes
such as Colin Wragg, head of corporate and legal affairs at IMT,
saying, ‘The illicit tobacco trade continues to increase, beneﬁting
no one but the criminals involved’.116

Figure 4 Tobacco industry and independent estimates of Non-UK
Duty Paid cigarettes as a share of total consumption in the UK market,
2006–2012. Note: * 2012 KPMG estimates are based on a cigarette
basis, whereas previous years’ data were based on a pack basis.
Cigarette-based estimates are likely to lead higher estimates in the UK
(see text). Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) data for 2010–
2011 are coded here as 2011, data for 2009–2010 as 2010, etc.
Pricing Policies and Control of Tobacco in Europe data refer to England
rather than the UK. Source: JTI Pack Swap Survey as cited in Project
Star 2011 report. TMA Empty Pack Survey (EPS) data as cited in Project
Star 2011 report. PMI EPS data as cited in Project Star 2012 report
( p. 199). (For 2011 and 2012, the ﬁgure presented is the average of 2
given for quarters 2 and 4 of the year.) HMRC data from Measuring
Tax Gaps Tables, 2012 (Table 4.3): (we added cross-border shopping to
illicit estimates) http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/statistics/tax-gaps.htm#3.
HMRC data from Measuring Tax Gaps Tables, 2013: http://www.hmrc.
gov.uk/statistics/tax-gaps/mtg-table2013.xls.

Formally published industry data
National data
Formally published data show a consistent downward trend in
NUKDP cigarettes between 2006 and 2011 (ﬁgure 4). Industry
data (other than those from the TMA) and HMRC estimates of
NUKDP are broadly similar over this period. TMA estimates, by
contrast, are considerably higher – between 8 and 12 percentage
points higher than HMRC estimates over this period - while the
only other independent estimate (PPACTE, which covers England
rather than UK) is considerably lower at 8.1% in 2010.20
From 2011, industry and HMRC data differ markedly. The
two industry sources available beyond 2011 both show a sudden,
large increase in NUKDP that counters the previous trend.
However, methodological details in Project Star indicate that the
methodology changed in 2012 from a pack-based to a cigarettebased measure such that the 2012 estimate will be higher than
previous estimates.62 This is due to the fact that packs of 10
cigarettes are available on the UK market and the average domestic pack size is therefore under 20 cigarettes while non-domestic
packs contain 20 cigarettes.62 By contrast, HMRC data show a
continuing decline in NUKDP to 2011–2012. HMRC has not
yet released NUKDP data for 2012–2013, although we note that
its estimate of illicit in 2012/2013 is 9%, which compares with
7% in 2011/2012 and 9% in 2010/2011.49

Figure 3 Trends in ‘illicit’ *cigarettes based on press articles citing
industry data for 2011 and 2012 ( proportion of total consumed).
Source: from press articles where repeat data are available over time
for the same geographic area either in the same or separate
articles.71 73 74 78 92 95 97 101 102 105 116–118 120 124 Note: As outlined
in the text, articles do not specify whether the data cited refer to
Non-UK Duty Paid (NUKDP) or illicit but give the impression they refer
to illicit while almost certainly referring to NUKDP. *Other UK ﬁgures
for 2012 range from 16% 109 to 27%.104 **Other ﬁgures for 2011 in
London range from 20% to 33%.121

For all regions other than London and Wales, JTI’s The Billion
Pound Drop data show an increase in NUKDP cigarettes
between 2011 and 2012 (ﬁgure 5).
In contrast, independent data show continued declines in
illicit and NUKDP (table 2). For the southwest, independent
data show a decline in the proportion of NUKDP cigarettes
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Table 3
report24

Figure 5 Industry estimates of NUKDP cigarettes (as per cent of total
cigarette consumption) by region, country and city for 2011 and 2012,
based on JTI The Billion Pound Drop report.24 Source: The Billion Pound
Drop report.24
from 18% in 2010 to 10% in 201366 compared with an
increase from 11% to 12% in industry data between 2011 and
2012. Although the other independent and industry data are
not directly comparable—industry data measuring NUKDP cigarette penetration and independent data measuring illicit penetration (tobacco—ie, cigarettes and RYO combined—in the
northeast and tobacco and cigarettes in the southwest), the differing trends are still apparent.
For example, independent data on penetration of illicit
tobacco show declines from 15% in 200969 to 9% in 201370 in
the northeast, and from 11% in 2010 to 7% in 2013 in the
southwest.66 Levels of cross-border sales (which account for the
difference between illicit and NUKDP) have not changed signiﬁcantly in recent years and cannot therefore account for the differing trends and the growing disparity between industry and
independent data.125 126

Industry reporting of HMRC data
In each of the four instances that JTI cited HMRC data in The
Billion Pound Drop report, it cited HMRC’s upper limit (or a
secondary report using this upper limit) rather than the, more
likely, mid-estimate without explaining this misrepresentation
(table 3). In one instance, it claimed to be using 2011/2012
HMRC data, which were not available then.

JTI’s use of HMRC data in its The Billion Pound Drop

Statement on illicit The Billion
Pound Drop report24

What the source actually says and
other concerns

‘HMRC estimates that in 2011/12 up to
19% of cigarettes was …NUKDP’ (p. 9)

At the time of The Billion Pound Drop
report, HMRC had not published any
data for 2011/2012; its latest available
data was for 201020/11
19% was HMRC’s upper estimate of
illicit in 2008/2009. Its upper estimate
in 2010/2011 was 16%, and the
midpoint, which is the most reliable,
was 9%, under half the cited figure64
50% is the upper estimate of NUKDP,
with the median limit being 45%. For
illicit the median figure was 38%64
The TPA report uses the upper
estimate from the HMRC measuring
tax gaps reports for the last five years
from 2005/2006 to 2009/2010

‘50% of hand-rolling tobacco
consumption in the UK was NUKDP’
(p. 9)
‘HMRC regularly publishes estimates of
the scale of excise duty-related fraud…
An analysis of these reports conducted
by the Tax Payers’ Alliance (TPA)…with
tobacco accounting for almost 60% of
the total—£16.7 billion’ (p. 12)
‘The Government is well aware of the
long-standing problems caused by the
illegal tobacco market, the associated
revenue loss (as much as £2.9 billion
last year)…’ (p. 2)

This is based on the higher end
estimate. HMRC’s midpoint is £1.2
billion for cigarettes and £660 million
for RYO, giving a total of £1.86
billion64

HMRC, Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs; JTI, Japan Tobacco International;
NUKDP, Non-UK Duty Paid.

DISCUSSION
A number of ﬁndings are noteworthy. First, our ﬁndings suggest
that the TTCs have deliberately sought to solicit press coverage
on the illicit tobacco trade in the UK using their EPSs. Press
coverage started just 3 months after the government committed
to examine SP, peaked in March 2012, just prior to the consultation, and again in late 2012 following the consultation, a
period when discussions about whether to proceed with SP
were taking place.
Second, the press coverage and recently published industry
data appear intended to stress that levels of illicit are high and,
in contrast to independent data, increasing rapidly. Almost all
the press coverage detailing trends indicated that the market
share of NUKDP/illicit cigarettes increased between 2011 and
2012 (ﬁgure 3). Two sets of formally published industry data
from JTI24 and PMI62 also show increases in NUKDP cigarettes
nationally and in almost all regions (ﬁgures 4 and 5).

Table 2 Estimates of NUKDP or illicit cigarettes/tobacco as a proportion of total volume, 2009–2013, in the northeast and southwest of
England based on tobacco industry (The Billion Pound Drop) and independent (NEMS) survey data
Region

Source

Measure

Southwest

Industry report
Independent report
Independent report
Independent report
Independent report
Industry report
Independent report

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Northeast

NUKDP cigarettes
NUKDP cigarettes
illicit tobacco (cigarettes and RYO combined)
illicit cigarettes*
NUKDP tobacco (cigarettes and RYO combined)*
NUKDP cigarettes
illicit tobacco (cigarettes and RYO combined)

2009

2010

2011

2012

11.4%

12.1%

18%
11%
11%
20%
15%

2013

10%
7%
5%
15%
11.2%
13%

16.5%
9%

Source: Refs. 2 4 66–70 127.
HMRC estimate the market share of cross-border cigarettes as stable at 3% for the 3-year period 2009/2010 to 2011/2012 and that of RYO as 7% in each of 2009/2010 and 2010/2011
with a small decline to 6% in 2011/2012.1 25
*Based on additional data provided via personal correspondence with Paul Murray (8 and 9 July 2013).
HMRC, Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs; NUKDP, Non-UK Duty Paid; RYO, Roll Your Own.
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Yet this apparent increase is not seen in two independent data
sources, which instead indicate that levels of illicit and NUKDP
continued to decline to 2013.70 The sudden increase, identiﬁed
in industry data in 2012, stands in marked contrast to the downward trend previously identiﬁed in all available industry and
independent data (ﬁgure 4). While there is a small increase in
the HMRC illicit estimate for 2012–2013, this is not close to
the magnitude of the increases depicted in the industry data and
press stories.
A third key ﬁnding was the absence of detail on the methodologies underlying TTC data. Only four of the press stories
could be linked to published industry data, JTI’s The Billion
Pound Drop report,24 which provides no methodological details.
While PMI’s Project Star reports are the only industry source
that provides some methodological information, its limitations
have previously been outlined.20 These methodological details
show that the 2012 Project Star data cannot be directly compared with the 2011 data as a methodological change, from a
pack-based to a cigarette-based measure, instigated in 2012 will
provide an artiﬁcially higher estimate compared with previous
years.62 This information was hidden in a tiny footnote on page
199 of the report, which had to be read in conjunction with a
methodological appendix on page 215. It was not detailed in
PMI’s press release,128 which drew attention to the ‘increase’ in
illicit in the UK. This could be interpreted as a deliberate effort
to mislead.
This leaves a single tobacco industry report—JTI’s The Billion
Pound Drop report24—showing an increase in NUKDP in 2012.
With no methodological details, it is difﬁcult to assess the data’s
veracity. We do show, however, that this report systematically
misreports HMRC data, in each instance using HMRC’s upper
estimate as if it is the only and most likely estimate. This is consistent with an Advertising Standards Authority ruling that a
series of adverts JTI placed in national newspapers in September
2012 suggesting that SP would increase the illicit trade were
misleading as that the tobacco company could not claim that
‘the black market in tobacco is booming’, nor that the UK had
suffered ‘£3 billion lost in unpaid duty last year’, because the
ﬁgure was on the upper limit of the HMRC range.129
Potential limitations to our study should be considered. First,
although we can document the timing and number of press articles citing tobacco industry data, we cannot prove the TTCs’
intent or role in generating these stories. Our ﬁndings are,
however, consistent with recently leaked PMI documents that
indicate that this was a deliberate campaign: the claim that SP
‘would increase illicit trade’ was one of four main arguments
PMI planned to use against the policy.130 The leaked documents
also talked of ‘using’ the company’s 2011 EPS results as part of
a media campaign.130 The fact that PMI published its 2012
Project Star report in April 2013, just prior to the announcement of the government’s legislative agenda in May 2013,
rather than in the summer when previous reports had been published, also suggests a deliberate effort to inﬂuence ministerial
decisions. Second, we only examined newspaper coverage.
However, the industry also promotes the illicit argument on
social media. A brief review of @BATPress tweets from 1
November to 4 December 2013 showed that over a quarter
(21 of 77) tweets focused on illicit.
The second main shortfall in our study is that both sets of
independent regional data66–70 come from surveys by the same
organisation and only one provides data directly comparable
with industry data. Although industry data measure NUKDP,
while most of the independent data measure illicit, we show
that, nationally, levels of cross-border sales have changed very

little over this period and are therefore very unlikely to explain
the increase seen in industry data.
Our ﬁndings are consistent with a growing body of evidence
raising major concerns about industry data on illicit
tobacco.20 29 53 131 This evidence suggests that industry estimates of illicit are routinely higher than independent estimates.20 29 53 131 A comparison of industry EPS data with data
from two academic surveys—an EPS and a survey collecting
packs directly from smokers—showed that industry estimates of
non-domestic packs exceeded both academic estimates by at
least 47%, while the two academic estimates were statistically
indistinguishable.53 Importantly this study also suggests that
surveys asking smokers about their habits will not underestimate
illicit. A comparison of PMI’s Project Star illicit cigarette estimates, also based on EPSs, with an independent pan-European
survey using self-reporting combined with pack inspections to
estimate illicit, shows that industry estimates were generally
higher and in some instances markedly so.20
These discrepancies likely relate to problems with industry
EPS methodologies. Although, when properly conducted EPSs
can provide useful data on non-domestic product,53 132 this
study, like others,20 53 ﬁnds that industry methods are rarely
fully disclosed. Moreover, the limited instances where information on methodology is available raise major concerns.
Researchers examining an industry EPS in Germany, for
example, suggest it systematically over-represented regions along
the border and around US military bases where use of nondomestic product would be greater, arguing that the study
‘seems to pursue the aim of showing an exaggerated high
amount of illegally imported cigarettes’.54
The UK TMA surveys, which we show (ﬁgure 4) provide considerably higher estimates of NUKDP than other surveys, are
reported to be based on packs collected at sports events,20 speciﬁcally at Liverpool Football Club matches and the Newcastle
race course.132 PMI’s Project Star report suggests that PMI’s
EPSs do not use appropriate sampling methods (eg, random
selection of areas using probability proportional to size as
described in Merriman)132 with surveys only undertaken in the
largest cities and often conducted by those with a vested interest. These issues may lead to an overestimate of illicit.20
Other evidence supports our contention that the recent
increase in NUKDP/illicit cigarettes in the UK is unlikely to be
genuine. In Australia, almost identical industry claims about
trends in illicit were made during government consultations
over SP. A report by accountancy ﬁrm Deloitte34 prepared for
the three large Australian cigarette ﬁrms claimed the market
share of illegal cigarettes had increased from 6% in 2007 to
16% in 2010. By contrast, independent data suggested it was
steady at 3%.133 The fact that consumption of legal cheap cigarette brands, the closest competitor to illicit, was steady also suggested that the claimed increase in illicit was highly unlikely.29
In the UK, a clear upward trend in the market share of
ultra-low-price cigarettes,134 the closest competitor to illicit
cigarettes, similarly casts doubt on industry data.
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CONCLUSIONS
This study indicates that industry data on levels of illicit should
be treated with extreme caution. TTCs are exaggerating the
threat of illicit tobacco by commissioning surveys whose methodology and validity remain uncertain, planting misleading
stories and misquoting government data. Industry claims that
use of NUKDP/illicit cigarettes in the UK is increasing rapidly is
inconsistent with historical trends, recent independent data and
with increases in the market share of the cheapest legal
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cigarettes. In the UK, these claims form part of industry efforts
to derail plans for SP, but similar data and arguments are being
used to counter other policies including in other
jurisdictions.27 28 30 31 130
In light of ours and others’ evidence that industry data on
illicit are unreliable and likely to exaggerate the scale of the
problem, governments should be extremely cautious about collaborating with industry to obtain data on illicit tobacco and
relying on such data as is occurring in a number of jurisdictions.28 53 135 TTCs should be required to make their underlying methodologies public to verify whether the data measure
non-domestic or illicit product and all industry data should be
subject to expert external peer review before being made public.
Journalists should be made aware of the misleading nature of
tobacco industry data. Our ﬁndings also highlight the need for
timely independent data on the scale of the illicit tobacco trade.

What this paper adds
▸ This is the ﬁrst paper to analyse tobacco industry
manipulation of data on the illicit cigarette trade in the UK.
▸ An analysis of newspaper articles over 5 years reveals that,
shortly after the possibility of standardised packaging was
announced, the tobacco companies began and have
subsequently continued, placing stories in the press that
exaggerate the extent of illicit penetration in the UK, by
confusing Non-UK Duty Paid (NUKDP) cigarettes with illicit.
▸ These press stories and recent formally published industry
data suggest that illicit/NUKDP is rising sharply. In contrast,
independent data show steady declines in non-domestic and
illicit cigarette penetration from 2006 to 2012 and either a
continued decline or small increase to 2013.
▸ Tobacco companies are exaggerating the threat of illicit
tobacco as part of a public relations strategy to undermine
public health measures such as standardised packaging.
Their data and claims should be treated with extreme
caution.
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今日香港 團體調查發現本港私煙活動仍嚴重
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煙草商調查：港私煙佔市場三成
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Illicit cigarette study may be blowing smoke
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海關指本港私煙活動已大為收歛 (18:38)

有反私煙團體委託國際研究院調查發現，本港去年香煙銷量有五十四億支，其中超過三成是私煙。海關過去一年檢獲的私煙總值
，亦較前年多一成半，是亞洲十四個國家及地區中排第三，反映問題嚴重。國際稅收及投資中心表示，過去幾年，政府曾多次大幅
增加煙草稅，令煙民無法承受，轉投私煙市場，希望政府加稅時循序漸進，不要大幅加稅。 海關回應說，本港的私煙活動已大為
收歛，自二月調高煙草稅以來，未發現私煙活動有增加趨勢。而截至上月底，今年以來共搗破十五宗多於五十萬支私煙入口的大型
走私案件，又破獲一百九十宗電話訂購私煙案件，較去年同期增加約五成。私煙分銷及儲存活動規模亦縮減，每宗案件平均檢獲約
五萬八千支私煙，較去年減少約六成四。
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研究指港私煙佔香煙市場約三成 (19:15)

有研究指香港的私煙佔整個香煙市場約三成，令政府一年少收三十二億元的煙草稅。牛津經濟研究院及國際稅收及投資中心公布
，亞洲十四個國家地區販賣私煙情況的研究報告，指情況最嚴重的是汶萊，香港排第三，去年整體香煙消耗量的五十四億支，私煙
佔約三成，即每三支煙，就有一支是私煙。研究人員指香港政府在二零零九年及二零一一年大幅增加煙草稅，使香港與鄰近地區的
香煙售價差距擴闊，加劇私煙的販賣，建議政府分段加煙稅，讓吸煙人士適應。
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研究指港私煙佔香煙市場約三成 (19:15)

有研究指香港的私煙佔整個香煙市場約三成，令政府一年少收三十二億元的煙草稅。牛津經濟研究院及國際稅收及投資中心公布
，亞洲十四個國家地區販賣私煙情況的研究報告，指情況最嚴重的是汶萊，香港排第三，去年整體香煙消耗量的五十四億支，私煙
佔約三成，即每三支煙，就有一支是私煙。研究人員指香港政府在二零零九年及二零一一年大幅增加煙草稅，使香港與鄰近地區的
香煙售價差距擴闊，加劇私煙的販賣，建議政府分段加煙稅，讓吸煙人士適應。
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海關：未見加稅後私煙有增加

【now新聞台】全港反私煙大聯盟委託兩間顧問公司的研究指，去年全港消耗的香煙有三分一屬私煙，估計政府少收32億稅款。
研究報告指，去年全港整體香煙消耗量為54億支，當中三分一屬於非法私煙，主要來自內地、越南和澳門。報告推算，私煙令政府
2013至14財政年度少收32億稅款。大聯盟表示，雖然私煙的消耗量已經較前一年度少約百分之二，但情況仍然嚴峻，認為政府短時
間內大幅增加煙草稅，只會令私煙市場更猖獗。海關回應指，自今年二月調高煙草稅以來，在海關嚴厲打擊下，並未有發現私煙活
動有任何增加趨勢，顯示私煙活動繼續受控。海關指，今年截至八月已搗破15宗大型私煙入口案，涉及超過50萬支私煙；私煙分銷
及儲存活動規模則較去年同期下跌約六成四。
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本地 -海關稱私煙活動繼續受控 (17:33)

一項研究顯示, 本港去年出售的香煙有近三成四是私煙, 估計港府因此損失三十二億元稅收.負責研究的國際稅收及投資中心建議
不要即時大幅增加煙稅 , 讓煙民適應, 減低他們購買私煙的意慾.海關回應說, 今年一至八月共搗破 15宗多於50萬支私煙的案件.
集團轉為以電話訂購方式「快速散貨」 , 截至八月底, 海關破獲190宗電話訂購私煙案件, 較去年同期上升約五成.海關說, 自二
月調高煙草稅以來, 在嚴厲打擊下 , 私煙活動沒有增加趨勢, 顯示私煙活動繼續受控.
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本地 -販賣私煙令本港損失32億稅收 (15:59)

一項研究顯示, 本港去年出售的香煙有近三成四是私煙, 比前年下降約兩個百分點 , 估計港府因此損失三十二億港元的稅收.研究
指出 , 香港的私煙問題在 14個地區中排名第3, 僅次於汶萊與馬來西亞.負責研究的國際稅收及投資中心表示, 香港分別在
2009年及2011年大幅增加煙草稅 , 使香港與鄰近地區的香煙售價差距擴闊, 是販賣私煙的主因 .中心建議將增加煙稅的時間攤長,
不要即時大幅增加 , 讓吸煙人士適應, 減低他們購買私煙的意慾.
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海關稱未見私煙活動有加劇趨勢

(18:41)

全港反私煙大聯盟公布調查，指香港私煙問題嚴重，認為政府提高煙草稅後，有煙民轉買較便宜的私煙，令近年稅收不升反跌。
海關回應說，在源頭打擊策略下，私煙活動已大為收歛，今年首8個月破獲190宗電話訂購私煙案件，按年升約5成，期間公眾投訴
亦按年減少1成6。
海關又指，今年2月調高煙草稅後，未見私煙活動有加劇的趨勢，反映私煙活動依然受控。
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有研究指大幅加煙稅助長黑市

【now新聞台】全港反私煙大聯盟委託兩間顧問公司的研究指，去年全港消耗的香煙有三分一屬私煙，估計政府少收32億稅款。
研究報告指，去年全港整體香煙消耗量為54億支，當中三分一屬於非法私煙，主要來自內地、越南和澳門。報告推算，私煙令政府
2013至14財政年度少收32億稅款。大聯盟表示，雖然私煙的消耗量已經較前一年度少約百分之2，但情況仍然嚴峻，認為政府短時
間內大幅增加煙草稅，只會私煙市場更猖獗。
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海關稱本港私煙活動已大為收歛 (17:44)

海關表示，本港的私煙活動已大為收歛，自二月調高煙草稅以來，未發現私煙活動有增加趨勢。而截至八月底，今年共搗破十五宗
多於五十萬支私煙入口的大型走私案件；破獲一百九十宗電話訂購私煙案件，較去年同期增加約一半。私煙分銷及儲存活動規模亦
縮減，每宗案件平均檢獲約五萬八千支私煙，較去年減少約六成四。
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研究指香港的私煙活動仍嚴重

(16:02)

全港反私煙大聯盟調查顯示，與其他亞太地區相比，香港去年的私煙消耗量按年雖然下跌1位，排名第3，但可見香港的私煙活動仍
然嚴重，僅次於汶萊和馬來西亞。
大聯盟引述一份有關亞洲地區私煙問題的研究顯示，香港去年整體香煙消耗量約54億支，當中私煙佔近34%，連續2年超過3成。
報告又指，香港海關去年緝獲私煙價值2億2千2百萬港元，較2012年上升約16%，並推算香港政府於過去一個財政年度損失32億有關
煙草的稅收。
國際稅收及投資中心總裁威特表示，香港的私煙活動嚴重，希望報告能有助政府打擊私煙活動。
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團體指大幅加煙稅或加劇私煙問題
http://news.tvb.com/local/540ee1856db28ca32a000002/
...一個有關亞洲私煙問題的研究，推算本港去年消耗的香煙超過三成是私煙。團體希望政府避免一次過大幅增加煙草稅，以免加劇私煙問題...
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PRESS RELEASE
FOR THE SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR,
1 IN 3 CIGARETTES CONSUMED IN HONG KONG ARE ILLEGAL
Despite increased enforcement, illicit tobacco market share at over 30%
Hong Kong remains an illicit tobacco leader in Asia-Pacific
Hong Kong, September 9, 2014 – Despite a significant improvement in customs enforcement, for a second
consecutive year, Hong Kong’s illicit cigarettes consumption rate stood at over 30%, costing the
Government HK$3.2 billion in foregone excise tax revenues. And Hong Kong remains an illicit tobacco
leader in the Asia-Pacific region.
The Asia-14: Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2013 (“Asia-14”) found that illicit cigarettes consumption in Hong
Kong was at 33.6% in 2013, a 2.3% drop compared to 2012. The study was conducted by UK-based Oxford
Economics in partnership with the US-based International Tax and Investment Center (ITIC).
The study also noted that there were nearly 16,600 reported cases of cigarette smuggling handled by the
Hong Kong Customs & Excise Department, leading to seizures of illicit cigarettes worth HK$ 222 million,
an increase of 15.6% in comparison to 2012.
“The increased seizures have contributed to a drop of illicit cigarettes consumption and foregone cigarette
excise tax revenue which is a good sign. However, the reality remains that Hong Kong is still seen as a
very lucrative market for the criminals behind the international trade in illicit cigarettes,” said Daniel A. Witt,
President of ITIC.
According to the study, Hong Kong ranks 3rd out of 14 markets studied behind only Brunei and Malaysia.
“Key drivers of illicit tobacco in the Hong Kong include the excessive tax increases in 2009 and 2011 which
directly contributed to high retail price differences with the neighboring countries, and led to the
establishment of well-organized criminal networks that enable syndicates to make huge money without
being sufficiently deterred,” added Mr. Witt.
“In my 30 years working at the Hong Kong Police Force and in particular nearly 12 years in Criminal
Intelligence, the trafficking and distribution of illicit tobacco is a business dominated by criminal syndicates
that are involved in numerous other illegal activities. The Asia-14 results show that these syndicates have
managed to maintain an illicit tobacco market share of over 30%,” said Jeff Herbert, former Senior
Superintendent with the Hong Kong Police and Advisor of the Hong Kong United Against Tobacco
(HKUAIT).
“The foregone excise tax revenue could have been used, for example, to provide an extra 3 months
supplement to each of some 420,000 elderly receiving old age living allowance in Hong Kong,” added Mr.
Herbert.
Meanwhile, according to a recent survey released by the HKUAIT, illegal tobacco trade activities were
observed in 9 out of 13 retail shops visited in the Chung King Mansion and visits to the 39 surveyed
residential estates in Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and the New Territories showed 11 had a problem. Most
buyers interviewed found it easy to purchase illicit cigarettes, and the significant price differential between
legal and illegal cigarettes proved to be the single most important factor driving them to the black market.
About The Asia-14: 2013 Illicit Tobacco Indicator
The Asia-14: 2013 Illicit Tobacco Indicator was a follow-up to last year’s Asia-11 study which covered
Australia, Brunei, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand,
and Vietnam. Three Southeast Asian countries – Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar – were added in the 2013
research.
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ABSTRACT
Objective Estimates of illicit cigarette consumption are
limited and the data obtained from studies funded by
the tobacco industry have a tendency to inﬂate them.
This study aimed to validate an industry-funded estimate
of 35.9% for Hong Kong using a framework taken from
an industry-funded report, but with more transparent
data sources.
Methods Illicit cigarette consumption was estimated as
the difference between total cigarette consumption and
the sum of legal domestic sales and legal personal
imports (duty-free consumption). Reliable data from
government reports and scientiﬁcally valid routine
sources were used to estimate the total cigarette
consumption by Hong Kong smokers and legal domestic
sales in Hong Kong. Consumption by visitors and legal
duty-free consumption by Hong Kong passengers were
estimated under three scenarios for the assumptions to
examine the uncertainty around the estimate. A two-way
sensitivity analysis was conducted using different levels
of possible undeclared smoking and under-reporting of
self-reported daily consumption.
Results Illicit cigarette consumption was estimated to
be about 8.2–15.4% of the total cigarette consumption
in Hong Kong in 2012 with a midpoint estimate of
11.9%, as compared with the industry-funded estimate
of 35.9% of cigarette consumption. The industry-funded
estimate was inﬂated by 133–337% of the probable
true value. Only with signiﬁcant levels of under-reporting
of daily cigarette consumption and undeclared smoking
could we approximate the value reported in the industryfunded study.
Conclusions The industry-funded estimate inﬂates the
likely levels of illicit cigarette consumption.

INTRODUCTION
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Article 6 of the WHO Framework Convention on
Tobacco Control (FCTC) recommends the use of
taxation and pricing policies on tobacco products
to decrease tobacco use.1 Increasing tax that results
in an increase in cigarette prices is considered to be
an effective policy to reduce tobacco consumption,
induce smokers to quit and, in particular, reduce
the initiation of smoking among young people2
without reducing the revenue of the government.3
The argument that illicit trade will increase as a
result of price rise is often raised by tobacco companies, sometimes successfully, to oppose tobacco
tax increases.4 The tobacco companies themselves,
on the other hand, are the major beneﬁciaries of
illicit trade and have been found to facilitate smuggling so that cigarettes penetrate youth markets.4
Data on illicit cigarette consumption are limited
and not available in many countries.5 The available
data, often provided by industry-funded studies,

have an incentive to inﬂate the extent of illicit
cigarette consumption to oppose tobacco tax
increases. Joossens et al6 showed that estimates
from Project Star, which was commissioned by
Philip Morris International (PMI) and compiled by
Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler (KPMG), were
higher than the estimates based on a study among a
sample of representative smokers in 11 of 18
European countries. Stoklosa and Ross7 showed
that the industry estimate in Poland (22.9%) was
higher than their estimates based on survey data
(14.6%) or based on representative-discarded pack
data (15.6%). van Walbeek8 compared the estimates presented by the Tobacco Institute of
Southern Africa (30%), a body representing the
interests of large cigarette companies, with estimates based on rigorous econometric methods
(6.1%) and showed again that the industry-funded
data were not reliable.
Another more recent example is the report,
“Asia-Illicit Tobacco Indicator 2012”.9 This study
was funded by PMI and compiled by Oxford
Economics (OE) and the International Tax and
Investment Center (ITIC). The ITIC itself is funded
by major transnational tobacco companies. In the
report, illicit cigarette consumption in 11 Asian
markets was estimated and claims were made that in
2012, illicit consumption comprised 35.9% of total
cigarette consumption in Hong Kong. This estimate
lacked rigorous validation, and the methods by
which it had been obtained were not clearly
described. The Southeast Asia Tobacco Control
Alliance raised many questions about the sources of
data, analytic methods and conclusions of this
report.10 Nonetheless, the OE estimates for Hong
Kong have been used to oppose tax increases.
In Hong Kong, stopping the illicit trade of
tobacco, especially cigarette smuggling, has always
been a priority of the Customs and Excise
Department (CED). The drop in the number of
seized cigarettes in the past decade, from 153
million sticks in 2003 to 39 million sticks in 2012,
indicates that more stringent enforcement by the
CED along with better cooperation with counterparts in bordering countries, primarily Mainland
China and other local enforcement agencies, has
deterred smuggling activities.11 In the meantime, in
February 2009 and February 2011, the Hong Kong
Government increased tobacco tax by 50% and
41.5%, respectively. Tobacco tax revenue increased
from HK$2.8 billion in 2007 to HK$5.0 billion in
2012,11 while the prevalence of smoking declined
from 11.8% in 2007 to 10.7% in 2012.12 13
The number of seized cigarettes in 2009 (29
million sticks) and 2011 (57 million sticks) did not
increase as compared to the previous years of 2008
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(81.6 million sticks) and 2010 (57 million sticks).11 However,
when tobacco control and public health professionals in Hong
Kong pressed the government to increase tobacco tax by 100%
in 2013 and when the Bill to increase tax on tobacco was introduced in the Legislative Council in 2014, the OE estimate of
35.9% of cigarette consumption being illicit, which had been
presented to the mass media in Hong Kong in 2013, was repeatedly used by opponents of tobacco taxation to lobby the government not to increase tobacco tax. Finally, in 2014, the Hong
Kong Government increased the tax by only 11.7%.
Therefore, the current study aimed to estimate illicit cigarette
consumption in Hong Kong in 2012 and to validate the estimate published by OE. To do this, we used a comparable estimation framework, including consumption by Hong Kong
residents and visitors, but our data came from more reliable and
transparent sources.

METHODS
Estimation framework
Approach adopted by ITIC and OE

ﬁrst estimated the total cigarette consumption and then, legal
domestic and non-domestic consumption. The difference
between the total consumption and the legal domestic and nondomestic consumption were the illicit cigarette consumption.
Our methods are described below.

Estimation of illicit cigarette consumption
Hong Kong, as an international metropolis, attracts tourists and
business personnel from all over the world. In 2012, visitorarrivals amounted to 48.6 million.16 Using the same framework as
in the OE Report, we summarised and labelled the different types
and sources of cigarette consumption in Hong Kong (table 1).
We estimated illicit cigarette consumption by Hong Kong
smokers and visiting smokers, using the following formulae:
Illicit consumption by Hong Kong smokers (Ih )
¼ annual cigarette consumptionby Hong Kong smokers (Ah )
 annual legal consumption byHong Kong smokers (Bh )
 annual legal personal importsby Hong Kong smokers (Ch )
ð1Þ

The report by ITIC and OE (OE Report) describes their estimation framework as:
Total cigarette consumption ¼ legal domestic consumption
þ legal non-domestic consumption
þ illicit domestic consumption
þ illicit non-domestic consumption9
The OE Report used a bottom-up approach to estimate total
cigarette consumption. The report estimated the legal domestic
consumption from the legal domestic sales data from the Hong
Kong CED minus the outﬂows of duty-paid cigarettes to other
countries based on the ‘empty pack surveys’ (EPS) in other
countries, legal non-domestic consumption from EPS plus ‘OE
estimates’, and illicit non-domestic consumption based on EPS
plus ‘OE estimates’ (Annexe A, Page 94).9 The total consumption was then the sum total of the above three components and
the EPS plus OE estimates (Annexe A, page 94).9
OE estimates for Hong Kong were mostly based on the EPS
for which previous studies have raised serious concerns7 10 14 15
and no details were disclosed anywhere as to how the survey
had been carried out. There are many questions about this
approach in the case of Hong Kong, the answers to which could
greatly affect the results of the survey and interpretation of
those data. For example: (1) How did they identify any empty
pack that was duty-paid, smuggled or duty-free, since this information is usually not available on the pack in Hong Kong?
(2) Could the sampled sites and timings yield a representative
sample of all packs discarded in Hong Kong? (3) What was the
ﬁnal sample size with regard to the number of packs picked up
from different bins and locations at different times? For
example, how many packs were picked up on weekdays or
weekends or holidays (such as ‘Golden Week’ holidays)? How
replicable were the data? (4) How can we interpret these data in
terms of consumers (local residents or visitors) who had smoked
the cigarettes from the empty packs? The answers to these questions are the minimum information we would need to determine the validity and reliability of the survey methods used; and
hence, the likely accuracy and representativeness of the results
presented.
In our estimate, we used the same overall framework described
above, but included only data from known sources and methods
that are reproducible. We used a top-down approach where we
2

Illicit consumption by visitors (Iv )
¼ total cigarette consumptionby smoking visitors (Av )
ð2Þ
 total legal consumption by visiting smokers (Bv )
 total legal personal imports by smoking visitors (Cv )
We calculated the total annual cigarette consumption (legal plus
illicit) by summing the annual cigarette consumption by Hong
Kong smokers (Ah) and by visiting smokers (Av). The illicit consumption was estimated as this total minus the legal domestic
consumption (Bh), legal personal imports (Ch), legal nondomestic consumption (Bv) and legal personal imports by visitors (Cv). The illicit consumption could be summarised thus:
I ¼ Ih þ Iv ¼ (Ah þ Av )  (Bh þ Bv )  (Ch þ Cv ):

ð3Þ

Our data sources are detailed below.

Parameters and data sources
Annual cigarette consumption by Hong Kong smokers (Ah)
This was estimated from the Hong Kong Thematic Household
Survey 2012 (THS No. 53).13 THS is a population-based household survey conducted regularly by the Census and Statistics
Department. THS No. 53 provided the smoking prevalence by
age group and sex, and the average daily consumption of
current smokers in each group in 2012. Ah was calculated by
multiplying the average daily consumption of each smoker by
age group and the number of smokers in each group, and then
grossing up to a year (366 days in 2012). The estimated Ah was
3227 million sticks, which included legal and illicit

Table 1

Composition of cigarette consumption in Hong Kong, 2012
Origins of smokers

Type of consumption

Local smokers

Visiting smokers

Legal consumption
Legal personal imports
Illicit consumption
Total consumption

Bh
Ch
Ih
Ah

Bv
Cv
Iv
Av
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Table 2

Estimated number of smokers among visitors in Hong Kong, 2012
Number of
overnight visitors17

Country of residence

Mainland China
15 110 372
6 044 149
Male (40.0%24)
9 066 223
Female (60.0%24)
Other places
8 659 823
3 810 322
Male (44.0%24)
4 849 501
Female (56.0%24)
Total number of smokers among visitors

Proportion of people
aged 15+23

Smoking prevalence of
those aged 15+

Number of
visiting smokers

82.0%
82.0%

52.9%19*
2.4%19*

2 621 831
178 423

73.6%
73.6%

36.0%18†
8.0%18†

1 009 583
285 539
4 095 376

*Smoking prevalence in 2010.
†Prevalence of smoking any tobacco product among adults aged ≥15 years in 2009.

consumption. Consumption by occasional smokers ( prevalence
was 1% in 2012) was not counted in this calculation because
the smoking intensity by occasional smokers had not been captured in THS No. 53 and their contribution to the estimated
annual cigarette consumption was not likely to be signiﬁcant.

Annual cigarette consumption by visiting smokers (Av)
This was estimated from the product of the number of overnight
visitors,17 the smoking prevalence in the visitors’ original countries,18 19 the average length of stay in Hong Kong of overnight
visitors16 and the average daily consumption of visiting
smokers.20–22 Among the 48.6 million visitors in 2012, 23.7
million stayed overnight and the other 24.8 million were 1-day
visitors.17 The 1-day visitors were assumed to bring cigarettes
within the duty-free allowance (19 sticks) for a day visit, given the
fact that smokers usually carry cigarettes with them when they are
going out. So consumption by 1-day visiting smokers was removed
from this calculation. An estimated 4.1 million overnight visiting
smokers arrived in Hong Kong in 2012 (table 2). We estimated Av
from these 4.1 million overnight visiting smokers under several
scenarios, which have been described in Alternative Scenarios.

Legal personal imports for Hong Kong smokers and visiting
smokers (Ch+Cv)
These were estimated based on the number of incoming
smokers to Hong Kong using data on the number of incoming
passengers into Hong Kong and the smoking prevalence of
Hong Kong residents aged 15 or above, and the number of
incoming visitors, their countries of origin and smoking prevalence in their home countries for those aged 15 or above.
Several assumptions were made regarding the total number of
duty-free cigarettes brought by the incoming smokers and these
are described below.

Alternative scenarios for estimating Av and Ch+Cv
There is uncertainty around the average daily consumption of visiting smokers since passengers may temporarily change their
smoking habits during a trip, and also around the amount of legal
personal imports (duty-free consumption) by Hong Kong smokers
and visiting smokers, since they may or may not bring cigarettes
with them. Thus, three scenarios were examined to show how the
different possible magnitudes of these parameters would inﬂuence
illicit cigarette consumption estimates (I) (table 3).

Midpoint estimate
Annual legal consumption by Hong Kong smokers and visiting
smokers (Bh+Bv)
This is equal to the annual legal domestic sales of cigarettes in
Hong Kong estimated by dividing the total cigarette tax
revenue by the tax rate per stick. In 2012, the tax revenue was
HK$5024 million.11 According to THS No. 53, 99.4% of
current smokers consumed cigarettes and only 0.8% consumed
other forms of tobacco.13 We assumed that 99% (HK$4974
million) of the tobacco tax revenue was from cigarettes. Hong
Kong had a single speciﬁc excise tax rate of HK$1706 for
1000 cigarettes (equivalent to HK$34 per pack of 20), so the
annual legal domestic sales were 2925 million sticks (HK
$4974 million×20 sticks/HK$34) in 2012. These legal
duty-paid sales of cigarettes would be consumed by Hong
Kong or visiting smokers (Bh+Bv).

Among the overnight visitors, 15.1 million (63.6%) were from
Mainland China and the rest were mainly from other Asian
countries (22.1%), Europe (6.7%), the Americas (5.2%) and
Australia (2.4%).17 The average daily consumption reported by
smokers in China was 17 sticks,20 in the US 16 sticks,21 in
Australia 14 sticks and in the UK 12 sticks.22 The mean
(15 sticks) reported daily consumption was used in the calculation for this scenario, assuming that visitors would not change
their smoking habits during a trip. During a typical 4-day visit
(average length of stay of overnight visitors was 3.5 nights16) to
Hong Kong, one visiting smoker would smoke 60 cigarettes.
The total cigarette consumption of smoking visitors (Av) was
estimated to be 245.7 million sticks (4.1 million visiting
smokers×15 sticks per day×4 days). There were 133.9 million
passengers who arrived in Hong Kong in 2012 including Hong

Table 3 Scenarios for the estimation of illicit cigarette consumption in Hong Kong
Scenarios

Average daily consumption
by visiting smokers

Number of smokers (million) among Hong Kong
passengers who bring duty-free cigarettes (%)

Number of visiting smokers (million)
who bring duty-free cigarettes (%)

Upper bound
Midpoint bound
Lower bound

17
15
13

0 (0)
4.04 (50)
8.09 (100)

2.05 (50)
3.07 (75)
4.1 (100)
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Kong passengers and visitors.25 The total visitor arrivals was
48.6 million so there were 85.3 million (133.9–48.6) incoming
Hong Kong passengers. Scaling by smoking prevalence (10.7%
in those aged 15 or above) and the proportion of people aged
15 or above (88.6%26), there were 8.09 million Hong Kong
smokers among the incoming passengers. In this scenario, 75%
of visiting smokers and 50% of Hong Kong smokers, among
the incoming passengers, were assumed to bring cigarettes with
them when entering Hong Kong. Thus, the legal personal import
(duty-free consumption) (Ch+Cv) was estimated to be 135.2
million sticks (50%×8.09 million incoming HK smokers×19
sticks per smoker+75%×4.1 million visiting smokers×19 sticks
per smoker).

Upper bound estimate
The average daily consumption by Chinese smokers (which was
the highest reported) was used in this scenario. Av was estimated
to be 278.5 million sticks (4.1 million visiting smokers×17
sticks per day×4 days). Conservatively, it was assumed that none
of the smokers among the incoming Hong Kong passengers and
50% of all visiting smokers would bring duty-free cigarettes
(19 sticks) when entering Hong Kong. Thus, in this scenario,
Ch+Cv was 38.9 million sticks (4.1 million visiting
smokers×50%×19 sticks per smoker).

Lower bound estimate
The average daily consumption by Hong Kong smokers (13
sticks13) was used in this scenario. Since Hong Kong has comprehensive smoking bans in almost all public places, it was
assumed that visiting smokers during the trip in Hong Kong
would reduce their daily consumption to the level of Hong
Kong smokers. Av was estimated to be 212.9 million sticks (4.1
million visiting smokers×13 sticks per day×4 days). It was
assumed that all smokers among Hong Kong incoming passengers and all visiting smokers would bring cigarettes with them.
Ch+Cv was estimated to be 231.5 million sticks (8.09 million
incoming HK smokers×19+4.1 million visiting smokers×19).

Sensitivity analysis
The estimation of total cigarette consumption was based on selfreported smoking status and self-reported daily consumption by
smokers. Some previous studies claimed that smokers may
under-report their daily consumption.27–29 We have no estimate
of what this proportion might be in Hong Kong but we tested
the impact on the results of under-reporting of consumption by
10%, 15% and 20%. It is also claimed that some smokers might
not admit to smoking at all. However, Yeager and Krosnick carefully assessed the reasons for apparent differences between selfreported and biochemically-validated prevalence and concluded
that there was little evidence of deliberate misreporting of
smoking habits.30 They were investigating face-to-face selfreports but commented that this result may apply also to other
methods of data collection such as telephone surveys.
Therefore, as a conservative approach, we have tested their
maximum estimate of up to 0.94% of smokers denying that
they smoked. We used a two-way sensitivity analysis, testing
how levels of under-reporting of consumption, that is, 10%,
15% and 20%, and values of undeclared smoking prevalence,
that is, 0.3%, 0.6% and 0.94%, would inﬂuence our estimates.

RESULTS
Illicit cigarette consumption was estimated to be 411.8 million
sticks in 2012 in Hong Kong, ranging from 282.7 to 540.8
million sticks (table 4). The estimated illicit cigarette
4

consumption as a percentage of total consumption ranged from
8.2% to 15.4% with a midpoint estimate of 11.9%. This
implies that the tobacco-industry-funded OE Report estimate of
35.9% inﬂated the illicit cigarette consumption in 2012 in
Hong Kong, relative to our estimate, by 133% to 377% (35.9/
15.4-1, 35.9/8.2-1). Sensitivity analysis showed that only with
20% under-reporting of daily consumption and 0.94%
undeclared smoking prevalence (for which we would have to
underestimate consumption by 976.2 million cigarettes per
year), could our estimate approach that from the industryfunded report.

DISCUSSION
Our study, using a framework comparable to the one used in a
recent industry-funded report but based on data in the public
domain from veriﬁable sources, showed that illicit consumption
in 2012 in Hong Kong ranged from 8.2% to 15.4% with a midpoint estimate of 11.9%. The estimate in the OE Report
(35.9%), funded by Philip Morris, inﬂated the illicit cigarette
consumption estimate by 203% (range 133–337%). Only if
there had been a signiﬁcant under-reporting of daily cigarette
consumption and undeclared smoking prevalence, could our
estimate approach the values reported in the industry-funded
study.
Research on the global illicit cigarette trade has estimated that
illicit cigarettes account for 11.6% of the total market: 16.8%
in low-income and 9.8% in high-income countries.5 Our estimate for Hong Kong (midpoint 11.9%) is comparable to this
global estimate. Our ﬁndings are consistent with a growing body
of other overseas academic studies, which report that industryfunded studies tend to exaggerate illicit consumption. Such
exaggeration has been found in tobacco industry backed reports
on the West European,6 East European7 and African markets8
and now Asian markets as well. A recent empirical analysis in
Vietnam used two methods: the difference between legal sales
and domestic tobacco consumption from surveys, and the trade
difference between Vietnam and trade partners; both were based
on publicly available data and showed that illicit consumption in
Vietnam ranged from 0.7% to 6%.31 This was much lower than
the estimate for Vietnam (19.4%9) in the same OE Report that
we have described in this paper. The similarly-generated estimates
for the other markets covered in the OE Report may also be substantially inﬂated. Scientiﬁc studies for other markets are needed
to refute the dubious industry-funded estimates.
The tobacco industry has also manipulated the historical data
to create an impression that illicit trade has been increasing dramatically. Blecher et al32 identiﬁed inconsistencies between estimates of illicit trade for the same years released in successive
editions of the Euromonitor reports for countries such as South
Africa, Mexico and Bulgaria. Rowell et al15, after closely examining the media coverage of illicit trade in the UK, showed that
the claim of the tobacco industry on the rapidly increased illicit
trade in the UK was inconsistent with historical trends and the
industry data on illicit trade were unreliable.
Apart from exaggerating levels of illicit trade and manipulating
the historical data to lobby against tobacco tax increases, the
tobacco industry has been complicit in smuggling all over the
world, a practice that has been exposed and sometimes brought
to trial.33 For example, in July 2008, in Canada, two tobacco
companies pleaded guilty and admitted to having aided people to
sell or keep tobacco products manufactured in Canada, but not
packaged or stamped in conformity with the Excise Act, between
1989 and 1994.34 In Vietnam, even after British American
Tobacco (BAT) signed a licensing agreement with Vinataba, the
Chen J, et al. Tob Control 2015;0:1–7. doi:10.1136/tobaccocontrol-2014-051937
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Table 4

Estimated illicit cigarette consumption (million sticks) in Hong Kong, 2012

Total cigarette consumption
Total legal consumption (sales)
Total legal duty-free consumption
Estimated number of illicit cigarettes
Estimated illicit cigarettes as % of total consumption (%)
Inflation by tobacco industry-funded report (%)
0% undeclared smoker
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (10% under-reporting, %)
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (15% under-reporting, %)
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (20% under-reporting, %)
0.3% undeclared smoker
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (0% under-reporting, %)
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (10% under-reporting, %)
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (15% under-reporting, %)
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (20% under-reporting, %)
0.6% undeclared smoker
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (0% under-reporting, %)
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (10% under-reporting, %)
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (15% under-reporting, %)
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (20% under-reporting, %)
0.94% undeclared smoker
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (0% under-reporting, %)
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (10% under-reporting, %)
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (15% under-reporting, %)
Illicit consumption as % of total consumption (20% under-reporting, %)

Upper

Midpoint

Lower

3505.5
2925.7
38.9
540.8
15.4
132.7

3472.7
2925.7
135.2
411.8
11.9
202.8

3439.9
2925.7
231.5
282.7
8.2
336.9

22.6
25.7
28.6

19.4
22.6
25.7

16.1
19.5
22.7

17.5
24.5
27.5
30.3

14.0
21.3
24.5
27.5

10.4
18.1
21.5
24.6

19.5
26.3
29.3
32.0

16.0
23.2
26.3
29.2

12.4
20.0
23.3
26.3

21.6
28.2
31.2
33.8

18.2
25.2
28.2
31.0

14.7
22.0
25.2
28.2

Upper: visiting smokers will smoke 17 cigarettes a day during a typical 4-day stay in Hong Kong. Fifty per cent of visiting smokers and none of smokers among Hong Kong passengers
will bring as many duty-free cigarettes as allowed (19 sticks).
Midpoint: visiting smokers will smoke 15 cigarettes a day during a typical 4-day stay in Hong Kong. Seventy-five per cent of visiting smokers and 50% of smokers among Hong Kong
passengers will bring as many duty-free cigarettes as allowed (19 sticks).
Lower: visiting smokers will smoke 13 cigarettes a day during a typical 4-day stay in Hong Kong. All visiting smokers and all smokers among Hong Kong passengers will bring as many
duty-free cigarettes as allowed (19 sticks).

state tobacco monopoly, to produce and sell its State Express (SE)
555 cigarettes locally, BAT continued to supply traders smuggling
UK made SE 555 into the country, apparently well aware of the
illicit trade.35
The available evidence shows that illicit trade in the form of
smuggling between jurisdictions with different levels of tobacco
duty is linked, not primarily to the levels of tax but to the
extent of corruption and criminality in individual jurisdictions.36 The solution to this would be to deal ﬁrmly with the
illegal activities, corruption and criminality associated with
them, and to raise tobacco tax to provide more revenue for disciplined services to combat illicit trade.
Our estimate was validated using survey data in Hong Kong.
In a recent population-based telephone survey in Hong Kong,
among all randomly sampled current smokers (n=800) aged
15–65, 8.8% claimed that they had often bought cigarettes far
cheaper than the regular prices in the past 6 months.37 Of those
who had bought the low-cost cigarettes, 28.5% believed that
the cigarettes had been smuggled from other places. The survey
did not record the number of illicit cigarettes consumed. The
daily consumption of smokers who often bought low-cost cigarettes was 16.3 sticks as compared to 14.1 of the average daily
consumption from the above survey. If the smokers who often
bought low-cost cigarettes only smoked low-cost cigarettes and
if all of the low-cost cigarettes had been smuggled, then the proportion of illicit consumption from this survey would be 10.2%
(8.8%×16.3/14.1), which is within the range of our current
estimates of 8.2–15.4%.
Chen J, et al. Tob Control 2015;0:1–7. doi:10.1136/tobaccocontrol-2014-051937

Our estimate was based on different assumptions but we
always used the more conservative ones. We assumed the visiting
smokers smoked the same amount of cigarettes as they did in
their home countries (average daily consumption of 13, 15 and
17 in lower, midpoint and upper bound estimates, respectively).
Hong Kong has a very comprehensive smoke-free law where
almost all public places are smoke-free. Visitors during a trip
may involuntarily reduce their cigarette consumption. One
study in Thailand showed that the average daily consumption of
a visiting smoker was 7.8.38 If we applied this value, the illicit
consumption as the percentage of total consumption would be
5.9–11.6%. We assumed at least 50% of visiting smokers would
bring cigarettes with them when entering Hong Kong. Almost
70% of the visiting smokers were from Mainland China in
2012. Smokers from Mainland China predominantly smoke
China-made cigarettes of Chinese brands, which are quite different from those smoked by Hong Kong smokers. There are over
200 domestic cigarette brands in the Chinese market.39 It seems
unlikely that most of these smokers would purchase cigarettes in
Hong Kong, not only because prices are much more expensive40
but primarily because Chinese smokers are not used to the taste
of foreign brands of cigarettes such as Marlboro and Mild
Seven, which are widely sold in Hong Kong.
There are smokers who do not admit their smoking status
(undeclared smokers) and under-report their cigarette consumptions for whatever reasons. One study in the UK used an uplift
factor correcting for this bias to estimate the illicit market for
tobacco.41 It calculated the uplift factor in a year in which the
5
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illicit market was estimated by other sources and believed to be
small by comparing total consumption based on self-reported
data with total consumption based on actual clearance and estimate of legal cigarettes brought from abroad. We are unable to
do the same because such data were not available, but overseas
studies showed that self-reports of smoking were accurate with
minimal response bias, especially in nationally representative
surveys in adult populations.30 42 43
This study is subject to several limitations that should be
addressed in future work. The study provides a point estimate
of illicit cigarette consumption in 2012 with a plausible range
but cannot demonstrate that tax increases will not increase illicit
cigarette consumption. For this, along with longitudinal survey
data that can validly and directly monitor the changes of illicit
consumption over time, we also need multiple methods to crossvalidate different estimates, which should be considered in
future work. Different methods of assessment may provide different estimates of illicit consumption.44 The method used in
our estimate (difference between total consumption and legal
consumption) was a gap method that was used in studies in
South Africa,8 Vietnam31 and the UK.41 We cannot be certain
whether our report overestimates or underestimates the true
magnitude of illicit consumption. However, we have crossvalidated our estimates using a different method and an entirely
different data source. We also sought to use conservative
assumptions as explained above in order to avoid underestimation. Our study provides a replicable model for estimating illicit
cigarette consumption using scientiﬁcally valid data sources
along with transparent and testable assumptions.
All the industry effort is to lobby decision-makers not to
increase tax, undermine the effects of tobacco control policies
and to eventually signiﬁcantly beneﬁt from it. The industryfunded estimate of 35.9% of consumption in Hong Kong being
illicit, for example, was repeatedly used by opponents to argue
against a tobacco tax increase in 2014 and the HK Government,
instead of increasing the tax 100% as advocated by tobacco
control professionals, ﬁnally only increased it 11.7%. By the
time this paper was under revision, the ITIC and OE had
already held two press conferences in Hong Kong to report
their estimates of illicit cigarettes, which drew substantial attention from the public. Given the need for reliable data in order
to inform local policies and to counter false arguments against
the essential public health need to raise tobacco taxes, territories
such as Hong Kong and the neighbouring regions need regular
monitoring and continuous data collection on illicit consumption. Hong Kong should also ensure active co-operation from
all its neighbours to reduce illicit trade while maintaining and
increasing tobacco tax.
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